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Advertising : One inch ot space,
engrh of column, constitutes a “square.”
first, week; 75 cents per
50
$
per square
w ok after; three Insertions, or less, $1 00; continuIll-fit
other
after
week, 50 cents.
day
ing every
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
we *k. $ 1 ou; 50 cents per week after.
special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions-or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (wlcch I as a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor tirst insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

Portland.

daily

Wood
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the
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order.

For Sale in the Town
brook.

Moderate

mantles,

Congress St.,
PORTLAND, ME.

CLARK,

FOR

FEDERAL STREET,

WATER

PIPING.
np21tf

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
LAW

Cm

(FORMERLY

c. STAPLES &

tyTarine, Stationary

SOS,)
Portable

and

I

ENGINES,

STEAM

Boilers. Bleach Bailers and Tanks, Shafting,
Mill Gearing anil General Machinery. Castings of
iron, brass, anil con', posit ion. Repairing promptly j
attended to.
Iigr New and Second-hand Engines for sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

Steam

flr. Tl.

FESSENDEN.

GEO. E. COLI

fWS,

ARTIST,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

:S»8 CONGRESS STREET,
to make nil the various styles of Card
B«*nikraut, Medallion, A'c., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we

Isprepareil

HOTEL

riil of Freckle*. Moles nml other innFor all of which no
perfection* of the skin.
extra chaige will be made. All work warranted to
mchlHdtf
Please. Call and examine for vourselves.
t

PAINTER

FRESCO

134 MIDDLE

STREET,

Apply

Estate,

to

POKTLAND, MAINE.
All orders promptly attended to.
1HR0. PAIJ

jyl7d3m

D1VG.

lm*thcntf

sc4

SAMUEL If. JOSE,
ARCKIli etT ANR BHLBER,
No 16 Cotton Street Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
wood Doors, made to order.
selO*lmthentf

W.

1.

KEILER,

lor

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
6

MAY

STREET.

Portland Me.
Jyl7_
resumed

Office hours

JAMES

times,

lias
KO.

Complete

removed to

ATTENTION GIVEN TO REJECT
eodlf

UPHO LSTERER
MANUFACTURER

ROBERTS,

[Incorporated

Suits,

SI.,

References—Hon. Benj. Kingebury, Jr., Kev.A.
ocldtf
Small, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.

School J

Spring

be opened at No.
15J Exchange street, March 3d, to be under
Edward
Breen
and
C. II. Farley.
charge ofCapt.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Cant.
and
and
Monday
Breen,
Friday evenings by C. H.
Farley. The course will begin with deemnl arithmewell
and
tic,
comprise Plane, Traverse, Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use

Pure

ItKcDonongh

Patent

nmeled

Bril

Lonngei)

Fu-

C'hairw, fix.

M.

SON’S

loo EXJ HAKBE ST.,

The

large quantity of inferior 'and
dangerous oils in the market, at a ch ap juice—many
of wliich are little betterlhan Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regar to tlie Portland
Kerosene Oil. render* it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consumers, hat some notice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again juesentan advertisement, an t would call attention to the high standard of our Oils. The Refined

FIRST PREMIUMS.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Numerous County Fairs.

rest

Hoffman, Ike celebrated Pianist
*‘I conscientiously be "eve that your Piano is in
every resj»ect a most maftnidccut instrument.”

trom Mr. Edward

every

Summer.

coal
petroleum,
or o

oil or burning fluid
vessel thereof to be
so inspected ami marked, by a sworn insjiector, And
if anv person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in tins State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceedivfi Five Hundred dollars or be impiisoned six montlis in ihe county jail, uj>on indictments

become

therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, 1873.

green

paying

Quality.

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
A WENT FOR

should be made, and who
mclrieodtf
settle infringements.

applications

to wh'm all
has full power to

Dividend

to

Premiums

Policy

PEK

50

di-A_MJP^A.GrJSrE.
JUST RECEIVED FROM

REIMS,

417 Broome St.. New York.

IN
For

porter,

_

$3000

au7

Office,

NEW YORK.

75 John

St.,
3m

3m

TO

Excellent Business

$5QOoT

A

Take

with them

BREAD

choice

some
or

not,

166 FORE

Holders

on

Imperishable

as you

J. XV. A H. II.
A’ I' it ion Sts..

MURRAY

mCDCFFEE,Cor. midril

WOOD

THE

Munger,

SIMPLEST,

Durable

Cheapest Pump

au«l

in

IBI KKOWES

circular.

KENDALL

&

WHITNEY,

se3

d&wtf

J. N. McCOY & CO.

The

A

ROOFERS.
Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State
—

$1.00

35

in

Variety. Unexcelled in Quality.
Sab ath School Song Book by 40 composers.

CHEERFUL VOICES
L. O.

50

2S Spring Street.

Emerson’s Latest School Song Book.

THE ORGAN AT HOME
the best

8e22d3m

Collection for Keed Organs.

P. O.

BUY THE "HOUSEHOLD”,
Manufactured by the Providence Tool Co., only

d&w2w

City for all for a!l kinds of
Kitchen furnishing goods and Wooden wan*.
Cheapest place

in t’

e

Wringer* Repaired

or

taken ia

.356 Congress street.

WATCHES,
Chronometers and Clocks,
Of

Exchange

kinds of
tail.

The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. Also, General Agent for

sel3

St.,

PORTLAND

I

can

at

Sale by E. A. JOY, Fluent Block, Opposite
New City Hall, Portland, Maine.
au21d3m

the lowest cash prices.
TAYLOR

exe-

ti

Cross and Colton sts., near Leavitt
lee House. Pori laud. Me.

Co.s

Burnham

I

Stamp

and 10

cents to

C. W. BA£G A CO., Box 1589, Bangor, Me.
au29
eod tl

Sowing Peas in Autumn.—The Rural
New-Yorker has practiced sowing peas in the
Fall, and obtained earlier peas than by Spring
sowing. We recommend two precautions:
Selecting a soil rather light, r else sprinkling compost or mould on the surface along
the row, if the soil is heavy, 11 prevent crusting; and avoiding proximity to grass or litter

entitled to send one p» r;
to the State Inebriate Asylum at
hamton, and it is proposed that ail the in-

Bing®

son

habitants draw lot3 to determine who it shall
be.

which may invite mice.

Does Advertising Pay?—There Is no Inon record of a well sustained system
of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in advertising.”— Bonner.
“Advertising has furnished me with a competenc**.”—Amos Lawrence.
‘I advertised my productions and made money.” —ATicholas Icon (/worth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests on* dollar iu business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.”
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
Adthe most complete faith in printer’s ink.
vertising is the royal road to business.—Bar-

Turn over a new leaf! Ah, those new
leaves! If half of them were turned over
that are talked about, what a gigantic volume
would they form in the life of every one of
us!

stance

The Delta Kappa Eps. having ordered the
proprietor of a hotel at East< n o get them
up a “symposium’’ on the occasion of their
Convention in that city, the s inple minded
Boniface is hunting about town for a Latin
dictionary, and quietly investigating the price
of lemons,—Commercial Advertiser.

num.

“Oh,
As

what is tho panic?" thejittle boy said,
his mother was tucking him sungly in bed.

panic, my love,"—was the

mother's

For Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Depression of Spirits and General Debility, in various other forms. Fur iso-Phosphorated Elixir ot Calisaya made 1* Caswell,
Hazard &: Co.. New York, and sold by all
druggists, is the hest tonic. As a stimulant
touic for patients recovering from fever or other sickness, it has uo equal.
If tak«'D during

reply,

I am always afraid lest dogs should come
to learn our language. If they ever do, they
will cut us entirely. Everything seems clever
and uncommonplace In a language of which
you knew but little, and that is why we an
pear such clever and interesting tellows to
If they knew our Jangua e well,
dogs.
would any dog sit out a public dinner!’
Would any dog remain in the nursery, listening to the foolish talk of nurs?* and mothers?

the season it prevents fever and ague and other
intermittent fevers.
se‘20-4w?

YI71IEREAS William Parker ot the City of TortTt 'and in the County of Cum berlam and State
of Maine on the twenty-fourth day of March A. D.
1873 by his mortgage deed of th:.t date re nrdtd in
the C uni her 1 uni Registiy of Deeds, Bo< k 39U I age
226, c nveyed 10 Samuel F Merrill of Portland afoiesai-l ace*tain lot of lan I with the improvements
thereon situate in ihe town c f Cane Elizabeth in mi hi
County ot Cumberland and lioiinded as fallows viz:
Beginning ar the inosr South Western cuner of
Thomas Ko ert’s homestead lot, thence uinn'nf
south 4t$ degrees west, ninety-nine rods by h.-nd
which the said Parker sold to Silas Skillins to orl cr
land owned by said Skillins; thence s uih-easterly
bv said Silas land to the Murry road thirty rods;
thence north 76 degrees *a«t by vaid road, seventy
rods, to land sold b> the said Parker sold toW,H.
Skillings; thciice north It* decrees west ten rods;
rl once north 77$ degrees ca«t by said W. II. Skillins
land, e ghty rod- to the Long CieeV road; thence
northerly by said road ’o Si:a» Skillins mill privilege; ♦hence by said mill privilege to Tb mas Robert*
land} then e westerly liv said Roberts land to the
fir.-t botwds: containing fifty live aces more or le«s;
with authority .in .case o.f breach of the condition in
said m nr. gage fco*aU .said premises at nuc i n and
fr m the preceeds to pay uie debt seemed ill reby
and all expenses incurred in the collection ofz.iid
debt; and whereas the condition of rAkPtoOrffcan
lias been broken by said Patter;
lhis is »o give notice that said lot with the Improvements thereon, will be sold at public auc ion on
sai l pierolses on the 10th day of January A. D. 187*
it 11 o(clock in the forenoon tor the reas. u and purpose aioresaid.

—Arthur Helps.
A

lady

church.

took her son. of some five years, to
After the minister had been preach-

ing about half an hour, the little fellow grew
sleepy and began to nod. The mother roused
him into attention several times by pushing;
but as it seemed a hopeless case, she concluded to let him sleep undisturbed, Atlera
nap out, at d
minister still holding forth. He
looked up in his mother’s face and innocent-

our Show Window can be
all the New and Nobby shape
Hats to be worn this Fall and
If yon want one just
Winterlike either of them bring in your
Old Straw Hat, and after we manipulate it your best friend cannot tell it trom a New one. It is
surprising how nice we make
i
them look.

342 CONGRESS STREET.

eod2w

Hair Dressing Saloon for
Sale.
I ffer my Furniture, Fix
satisfactoryin reasons
the well-known

For
Hires and Tools

<

Hair Dressing and Bathing Rooms,
lOO Exchange Street.
Connected with this shop is five nice Bath rooms,
and c »ld water, which will be
reasonable price.
,J. 1\ SMITH, Portland.

Clothing Cleansed

!

Cleaned and Itcp ired at short notice,
and all kinds of goods dyed In a thorough manAlso Second-hand Clothing for sale.
ner.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten-

CLOTHES

tion

WILLIAM BROWN,
Federal Street,
Near the Park.

sep20dtt

Tor Sale.
excellent paying, light manufacturCash,
ing business in best operation with or without
stock. Only persons meaning business need apply
134 Broadway (,3d floor), South Boston, Mass.

FOR

an

saw

the

ly asked, “Mother, is it this Sunday night,
is it next Suuday night?”

or

♦

Keeping Apples and Gbapea.—Jqpplcs
to be kept through the winter or till well into spring, should be picked before they .are
quite ripe, or just as they reach the point of
ripening. To gather sooner wil.l deprive
somewhat of the flavor, though the preserving quality will be improved. Ha ndle cart illy when picked, and as little as
possible, so
as to leave intact the oil-coat that covers the
fruit, which is an aid to its keeping. Have
toe barrels at the tree, and traust ?r from the
basket, putting in the best, such as are willed to be kept. Each sorting of ap pies, o.r almost any fruit, is a hurt.
Let it tl ten be don.
but once, and at the tree,
Remov e the barrels to an out-building, and leave there ill
the sweating operation has passed and the
fruit is dry. Then remove to the I'ruit-hoDce
or e liar.
Sweating commences at once, anc1
the barrels, should therefore be left open, or
at least partly, so as to give chance
for evaporation. When nut into their place for winter, head up, leaving a little space half an
inch wide; this to give a
chance .or slight
circulation of air. lf the air is rat,her dry,
let there be less ventilation; more if moist,
and accor.li g to the amount of moisture.
Apples will rapidly dry and shrink when exposed to dry air. A collar will in general not
bear the exposure, much less a fruit-room,
As to grapes, there are some sort* that will
keep; these are the thin-skinned. A
thick skin will prevent rotting and retard

|

evaporation.

Happily there

SAMUEL F. MERRILL,
By Bradbury A: Bradb >ry,
his Attvs,

oc7d'Jm

xVO TICE!
ttprlsi^jnied have
known as

THE
vees.

JC

FILL ASSORT *1 ft NT OF UEM1RA*

A

BLE AND I'HE FI L

DRY

GOODS!

YICkERY & LEIGHTON’S
153 MIDDLE

STREET.

»cp37

d2w

ISard Pine Timber
dlmen0.,ne.

Flooring

STEP EOAEJM.

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
KT"Wharf and I>oclr- First, corner of T. Street
Ofllee. No.
State street, Eoeton.
mylieodly

Railroad

access, in some out-room or
open chamber, and exclude artificial heat mile's* in cold weather. Then the air a !i tile
rarified will aid in the curing, that is in drying the stems, which is the object in exposing to the air; for the stems, in a green state
when the fruit is boxed, will evaporate their
moisture and establish mould. Dry stems
will not. In a week or two your grapes will
be tit for boxing up. Two or three layers
may be put in a box, with some soft, dry material between the layers of fruit; also cover
the bottom and top with the material; paper
will do, dried leaves, cotton, &c ; but do n ot
close up tight. Treat in this respect the
the same as with apples, temperature included. Grapes will thus keep till in'o
spring
aud be the better in flavor for the keeping,
though less plump, having parted with some
of their moisture. But this concentrates and
improves the liquor. Our best eatiug of
grapes has been in March and April.

Kale

Sleeper*

lor

by flic Cargo.

Delivered here

S.

J.

or

any

point.

ROBERTS,

I«.»1 COn?JFRCIAL STREET.

jnnlO

,,

GAS

FIXTURES!

J.

128

KIAS.WAA,

Exchange
KICK

ANOTHEIt

Street.
dim

DISPLAY

—OF—

FALL

Biography.—

GOODS
—AT—

commonplace remark that a statue
something more than a likeness.
If ail we required were the precise resemblance of the hero or philanthropist, Madame
Tussaud could give
o us in wax much
more completely that Thorwaldsen ever
produced anything in marble. It the point be
to snow some great act that he j erlormed or
trial that he suffered, this could be done
by
painting much more distinctly than by sculpa

W. C. BECKETT’S.

should be

137

MIDDLE

STREET,

EB'-Please call and examine.

For
>

jfcrlf

eol8d3w

Philadelphia.

Packet Schooner SAMI.. GILMAN,
Capt. Kelley. For freight apply to
J.

What we desire Is a work which shall
show our hero in relation to his
age ai d
country generally, and not to some spot ot
ground or moment of time in particular, and
still be pleasing as a work of art. It should
present the summing up and substance of his
life. It should not be an anecdote, but a
biography. There is nothing new in these
ideas, but they seem to be strangely forgotten
by those who have charge of these undertakings. Ot course, all this is very difficult to
accomplish. It was very well for the Greeks
to set up in their temples the images of the
contemporary victors in the games, whose
the per fiction of manly
forms indicated
beauty, and whose drapery, if it was necessary
to add that, fell
in harmonious lines
An
ugly costume, too, may be rendered so interesting by association, that the mind tempers
its angularities to the eye. Sucli was the
queue and cocked hat and long-skirted uniform of the great Frederick and the gray capote of Napoleon. But what can an artist
do with the personal deformities and ugly
diess which may be closely associated with
of contemporary
our ideas
personages?
What can be do with the gaunt frame of Mr.
or
the
Lincoln,
peculiar clothing of Mr. Greeley? Mr. Peabody, the philanthropist, had a
foot which seems to have been modeled upon
the samejgenerous scale as his kind
heart;
and story has not forgotten that in the statue
the London exchange, where the
bcliin
enormous shoe is quite obtrusive and thrusts
itself into the face ot the spectator. To answer this difficulty, we would cut the
Gordian knot. It is a mistake to erect a statne
to a man who has not been dead
tor, at least
half a century. Indeed, it
might be well to
delay it as long as the Roman church postpones the canonization ot a saint. We should
,\ait until we can
assign to the departed wor'hy his true place in
and
the
I here may be
scendants will

be iour.il at

can

A> I>

provided with
good envelope. Among these are the Isabella. Diana, Clinton, Rogers’ No. 4 and others.
Select only tipe fruit, and free from all
unripe or bruised ben ies Spread out, where

ggly features

1st,,1873

On hand and sawed to

a

History,

Association to be

Hard Tine Mart, hard **inc

is a goodly num-

be

an

Ciiae. trimmer,
M It It HABOSOM,
,E ,M Gammon.
All engagements must be made with I>. ii. Chandler. Leader.
SSB^Any nnmbei of pieces furnished.
[Advertiser copy.!
Jyr3ti
D. H. Chandler,
J. >1. MULLVLY,
J. Tyler,

ber of tti: kind that are well

Should

lormed

HuMidlcr's Band, for the |>nrpn*e oi
Bal s Parties, Concerts, Le-

tunpfc Tot
alter £#p-t.

urnishing

not

NICKERSON,

Ids Commercial Wtroet, Portland.

ture.

jeSdtf

$100—=10^"

For

CO.,

well supplied with hot
let with the shop for a
octTdlw

thorough
*.cd; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
inte’mingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success.
Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by ,1. F. MERRILL, be'*

PRINTING promptly and neatly

White

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
Z?1?constant
1st;
and
circulation of pure air;

I»A.

&

seen

ocl

furnish

Portland. Dec. 30.1P72

LORD,

SALE BY

E. CHURCHILL

and Knees

L

of the peace to “everlaslin"
the honorable
_

Sculpture

SWEETSIR,
,ltf

Treenails, and

justice

Herkimer.is only

It

Cienfuegos,
Sagna la Grande,
and Caibarien Molasses,

St.

Oak Timber and Plank

|TtVpM Esr/^j
JOB
cuted at this Office.

Single GUNS,

Agent for Du Pont’s Gunpowder.

Address,
w,

and

.Hackmatack, Hardwood or

will Remove and Prevenl
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, 01
CEO.

Barbadoes,

111

HAVE the largest and best stock of Ship Knees
in the State.
Also best juality seasoued W’hite

Oak

I

PHILADELPHIA.

Porto Rico,

L. BAB LEY,

Ship Timber

scaIeIFboilers

mt3dtf

tf

No. 4 Portland Pier.

REVOLVERS and PTSTOLS. Also all
SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and re-

G.

PATTERNS.

charge.

of Doubl

48 Exchange

Mint!. OEMOREST’S

no

impnrtatien

CONGRESS.

ugOrttf

WII. SETTER,

A

FREE AND

MOLASSES.

St*

A GENT for the Superior WnIlham* Watrhf*,
whieli maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping and reasonable
price. In every variety ot gold and Silver cases—open face and hunters.
Kev winders and stem winders.
mvl2-d9mo

Sewing Machine!

make

39 CENTRE STREET,
BETWEEN

FOR

‘weed

13 Free

—

AM Choice Grocery,

—BY—

oc8d3t

EATON,

AND

COOKING STOYES,

Foreign and Ameri-an Make,

-At 54z

a

a
citizen of
recently sentenc-

the air has free

OFFICE

PARLOR,

Spectacles and Jewelry,

IMPROVED

S. W.

MULNIX,

DEALER IS

Exchange.

SIMPSON & SAWYER.
se22codlm

CHARLKS J. MORRiS,
the signers ot said articles

jy26-3m

ANDREW

Best and Cheapest Wringer in the Market-

ing entered into written articles pf agreement to associate themselves together tor the purpose of
carrying on the manufacturing of Super Phosphate, Bone,
Plaster, Fertilizers and Acid, and are desirous of organizing themselves for lliis purpose into a corporation, adapting a corporate name, fixing the amount
of capital stock and electing the proper officers of the
Company in accordance with Sections 18, 19 and 20
of Chapter 48 of the Revised Statutes of the State of
Maine, and other acts relating thereto, a meeting ot
said signets and their associates will be held at the
office of C. J. Morris, 2J Union Wharf, Portland, Me.,
on WEDNESDAY, the 22d
day of October, at 2J
o’clock P. M., for the purposo of orgauizin y into said
corporation, adopting a corpe-ate name,defining the
purposes of the corporation, fixing the amount of the
capital stock, dividing the same into shaies, electing
a President an I not toss than three Directors, a Secretary, a Treasurer, and anv other necessary officers
and adopting a code of By-Laws.

RELIABLE

~~

se29

$5.50.

Notice.
Notice is hereby given that whereas S. F.
Perley, A. .V S. E. Spring, C. J. Morris, A. K.
Shurtleff, S. L. Ooodale, John It. y, John K. Anderson, ltyan & Kelsey, It. O. Conant, Augustus Phinncy, St. John Smith, Austin & Ellis, F. D. Ellis, J.
D. Lincoln, 3. R. Jackson, J. P. Winchell, Henry A.
Jones, S. A. True, S. G. Jones, A, & P. Coburn, G,
W. Hammond, J. B. Cash and their associates hav-

Portland, Oct. 7,1873.

the shortest possible notice furnisn the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erectingsea side houses please take not6 of the above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will furnish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from partic3 using power who contemplate
a change of quarters, or that may need any service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture oi patented articles on more favorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BURRO WES.
J. W. BCRROWES.
ti
my 13

WITHOUT A WRINGER ? Ranges & Walker Furnaces

Neat, Complete, Perfect. For Social Meetings.
All are Choice Books.
Already in great demand.
Sent post-paid, for Retail Price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO.,
Boston.
711 BY!way, New York.

ot

Box 1413.

WHAT IS HOME

75

Mill, loot of Cross Ni.

HAVING

Portland Ulc.

$2.50

oc8

EfofniS B*lniiiu»

—

Devotional Chimes

one

—

County, Town* and Individual Right*
For Sale at this Office.
Al«o boxes of prepared cement lor repairing leak
roois and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roots of all descriptions repaired.
Tin and Shingle Roofs Painted.

BANNER Church Music Book of the Season.

Unequalled

OF THE

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.

$1.50

IlROTBfEKS,

can on

General Agent for State ofJVTaine.

$1.00

THE RIVER OF LIFE

As there are imitations ami counterfeits, always
ask for th*» Flordia Water which has on the bottle;
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names of
HUBKA1T &’ a^ANM AN, without v’Inch none
in genuine
auSd23w
jyl old

enlarged our shop and fitted it up with
the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
wlii* h we are enabled to get out our wo- k accurately
and expeditiously,) we are now prepared to take contracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable pri. e. We

Seminaries.

THE STANDARD

HANDKERCHIEF,
AT THE TOIEET,

amount of

or a

Seminaries.

WATER,

lasting, yet most delicate of al
perfumes, for use on tne

most

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

or other wooden Pumps.
Made by accurate machinery, perfect in all their parts, raising a large
water with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the est and the Cheapest Pump made. Send

BOOKS !

Schools and

richest,

They neither Rust, Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to met-

al

Newest and Best

High

FLORIDA

Use.

dlroeodllm&w6w

For

CELEBRATED

AND IN THE BATH.

PUMP!

CORRESPONDENT.

and

LANMAN’S

Celebrated.

CUCUMBER

HOUR OF SINGING

&

Tlie

The

by

was

while the lit'le fellow had bis

Wstohew, Jewelry; Are#

CENT,

STREET, PORTLAND,

High Schools

like.

Fragrance.

B. F. MRRV, Co. 353 Fore Street, eor.
Cross St., iu D« Icuo’s mill.
G. Jj. HOOPER, Cor. York Ac maple
Streets.

Most

For

BROW
tr

Stair Builder.

Opportunity.

RELIABLE yotintj Man can hear of a good
chance to engage in a first class business ihat
will pay 100 per cent. References exchangod. SeGK). WEBSTER,
curity given. Address
P. 0. Box 842, Boston, Mass.
ocOtlOt

GOOD !
Now If you wish to try them, yon can by sending
n your order liave them brought right from the oven
to your door anv morning during the week. Or. if
you say yon want there. Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready which
he will send you Satnrday evening.
Then 'bv putting them in your own own vou an And them" there
at breakfast time and save the unpleasant tn.-k of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.

Silver and Plated Ware.

OFFICE,

PINTS,

sale at No. 110 Exchange Street by the im-

a.uS9
*

Ml. Vernon ;

AND

II. PEI BET.

Harrison, Bradford & Co’

Inctory,

FRANCE,

QUARTS

have been tested and pronounced

**•

at his nabor”

banishment forever from
county of Gwinnett.”

selling BY THE QUART, at his Bakery,

Roofers.

RJFLES,

mylSdtf

Is

in a vessel of water. If not allowed much
to swim, the old will lay freely in win
ter; then tlie cues should lie batched under
liens, and the ducklings libi rally fed with
slaked oatmeal and tine middlings, and afterwards with oats in water. U nder this treatment they may be made ready for the table
in less than two months.

room

While a tear all unnoted distilled from her eye,
And she stifled a sob, at tho risk of her stays—
“Is a beast that has cost me a new polonaise !**

NOS. 2S & 30 PEARL STREET,

JMcCOY & CO., 28 Spring Stteel.

!

ed

“The

apis

Real Estate Agents.

company in this country.

Evergreen Cemetery.
the City Treasurer
dollar for each lot, will in-

C. K. JOSE.

wot; &, son,

505—»5—28—20 & 22.

lin Sts.

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in anv tber

nt

•J. S. PALMER,
Trustees.
C. E .JOSH,
DOCS—Anr Dogs found in the inclosure alter his
date without the presence of master will be in peril
•IAS. BAILEY,
.J. S. PALMER,

wanted for unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not vet established, un.il such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

Special attention ealloil to tlie well-known numbers

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEEN¥, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

Terminating in 1872,

Cemetery.

one

miT.EEB.Ad.01 Federal Street.

For “shutin’

Gwinnett county, Ga.,

—

ABNER I.OWET.l,, 301 Cnngren Street.

{
J

MAINE,

So. 2 Park Street or So. 80 Middle St.,

at
sum
care

•IAS. BAILEY, )

STEEL

Plumbers.

$15,571,206

scp20dtf

the best of
for the same by tlie Superintend
ent for ihe current year; and any person paying the
sum of twenty-five dollars will secure the care or
their lots by the city lor all time.

sure

LICENSE, EIGHTS, &c., apply to

CO.. No. NO middle Street.
JT. 11. LAmSON, 153 middle St., cor. Cross*
A. S. DAVIS <V

WHICH

principally the Aylesbury
variety, distinguished by their great size,
white plumage and flesh-colored bill. Their
high quality is said to be produced bv feeding
the o d birds largely with sound oats placed

English bibliophiles.

crickets.—Tlioreuu.

W. C. COBli

Portland.

Cross.

J. N.

bei

person owning lore in
ANY
the Office
by railing
and
the
of

pH

J. I.

Beans.

Early Ducks.—The early ducklings that
pric s in the London mar-

realize such high
kets are said to he

IIow earthy old people become,—moldy as
the grave. Their wisdom smacks of the earth;
there is no foretaste of immortality in it.
They remind one of earth worms and mole-

THOSE BAKED DEANS

Pattern and Model Maker.
BA I* «OCR, 353 Fore Street, foot ol

ASSETS:

Notice to Oivuvrs of Lois in Ever-

tee»> cases.

For

The Port-

39 R. S.

in manufacturing
shall cause every cask

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

Kelinblc One in

P.utchers
wV.o
best. form, will soon find .heir meats
recommended by their cnbtomcra. The intennl .ir_
is
a
such
that
current ot
rangenunt
n\r \h ullt
constantly moving over the contents of the Reiiiinrator. The Patent unon ihibhas been rally te»t“<l in
tne U. S. Coprts ami its validity eutablbhed in ei»hits

122.;

We quote
chap.
1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
from

t0

.than

test of wl:icli is

Kerosene, the fire lest of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

__

butchers, Provision dealers,
iiotel Keepers, (.rivers and
IT.ris,h?'wBpen!abl?
Rer-aurants. Will

a

land

Texas State Fair, 1872.

the market.
more
hi
use

prevalence of

Petroleum, the fire

Alabama State Fair, 1871.

“Independent**
American Piano has deservedly

to

Portland Kerosene Oil,

and carefully

LYMAN’S

they

cod3m

Those Baked

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetiugs.

Kerosene Oil Company PUBLIC
Would inform the public,
continue

(Successors to JJOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

Prices Low for the

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

save

Co.,

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

Responsible Agents

atxTOnly

&

_febl8__lvTT&S

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

Tlie best

Phillips

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

COR. CONGRESS ST.
sep27

—

Street.

Undeniably

W. F.

PIANOS!

Rf. E.

Only

CHOICE TRIOS

American.
!uEr*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our t-ade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our ft*arc l^cad. None genuine wituout it

Book, Card & Job Printer

A. S.

Lead!

Our Pure White Lead, b oth dry and ground in oil
we warrant to be strictly pure.' and guarantee
that tor fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) VE4RS

MARKS

Ever, Description of work promptly
■xeculct], anti ui llie lowest jirfees.
*
aj.22 te

White

Washington Street,

Masons and Builders.
BEDLOX, 333 1-3 Congress St*

are:

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE *D, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c., &c.

S^r*A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-’09TT&Stt
boxed and matted.

WM.

Carpet-Bags.
J. It. mJKAlV & CO., 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

to every taste, and every occasion. Descriptive Catalogues sent free. Among the most recent and best

Dry and Ground in Oil,

and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar ol servations will not be included in the course
but will Ik? taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of instruments explained. Subjects collateral to
such as Metenrolgy, Ocean Currents, Ac., will uiso be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. II.
feblOtf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

“The

A. KEITII.

No. 8

_

DITSON & CO. publish 1.000 Music Books suited

BOSTON

very popular instrument.**

Beds, Mattresses,

MKKHILL.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

MUSIC

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will

Assort-

BO NOT FORGET THE PI, ACE !

J. A.

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the Year.

Co., Ag’ts,

MANUFACTURERS of

in fine

ABNER LOWKIili, JIOl Congre** Street.
AsrntK for Howard Watch Company.

JAMES

&b!7

BOSTON

Furnaces, Ranges, Stores &c.
ment

—ON—

C0V

1820.]

SOLE AGENT FOR PORTLAND.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

W'atches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J. A. mGRRIliE A CO., 139 middle St.

AGAINST

Risks

OSGOOD,

Tin Ware

Photographers.

Office 22, 24 & 26 0)iver Street,

OF

Lounges.

in

J. II.Cl)ad wick &

Eorm the

Parlor

improvements; rooms
single; private parlors, baths, elevators,

BOSTON LEAD

Tlie American Piano.

74 MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAJESTIC.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free

with all modern

Manufacture

PA TENT AGENTS,

103 Fore St.

No.

YORK.

that

MA.I^E.

VO UNO & CO

OF NEW YORK,

Marine

C. W.

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Bone in Ike best po«*ible manner by 8.

INSURANCE

l7,

THE PORTLAND

LAW,

Coiigresw Street, opposite Old C’ity Hall.

—

MUTUAL

Jolm W.

tf

_El) CASES.
J. H. HOOPER,

and finished
accommodate
from live to

suite and
Ac. Location unsurpassed, being in the very centre
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement, and Lord &
Taylor’s, Arnold A; Constables’ and J. & C. Johnson’s Dry Goods palaces.
The hole! is under the
management of A. S. Barnum, formerly of Barnum’s
Hotel. Baltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, Chip, a d
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnum, of
Barnum’s Hotel. St. Louis.
au20d2m&wl0w34

cn

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

anro

ranging

Proprietor.

SEW

K. P.

febio____
SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

SPECIAL

prepared

BA ISA UNI \*T IIOT E

84 1-2 MIDDLE 8TBLET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

PORTLAND,

enlarged and
Home tor Tran-

jylPdtf

__dtf

AT

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
SHERRY', No. (I Clapp’* Hindi

ATLANTIC

INSURES

Witt. F. I1IX§EV,

O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR

greatly
as a Hotel

Gentlemen boarders at rates
eight dollars per week.

Is
to receive PupilH in all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; litlu r in
class or private. For terms Ac., apply personally or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter t#

from 10 to 11

AT

The only Perfect Base Burner in the
market.
It gives perfect satisfaction,
and with a saving in fuel of at leant onetliird. All in want of a First Class heating Stove should not fall to see the Horning Glory before purehassing.
Also, The Horning Glory Cook—acknowledged by all the best operating
Stove in the market.
We can show you more conveniences
and more advantages In these Stoves than
any other Stove or Bauge in the Sew
England States.

J. F.

dPt

DR. LEDVVIO
from 1 to 3 P. Ivl
HASA. M., andpractice.

O’BRION,

THUS. L. O’BRION.
ocOtf
Portland, Me., Oct. 8,1873.’

PORTLAND,
been
remodelled
enlarged,
HAYING
to suit the
is
to

FABIS,

&

done to order.

EXCHANGE STREET,
Two doors north of Wcrchantft’ Exchange.
E3T*Thcy represent several First Class Companies,
and havirg superior facilities lor placing large or
small linesst will be pleased to receive the patronage
of the insurance public,
B. BARNES, Jr.,

School of Elocution !

WING

copartnership

NO; 30

CORKER CROSS AKD FORE STS,

navigation

FRESCO PAINTER,
RESIDENCE

renoyated.

the

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
St.
N o 346 Congress
(hours 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.)

—

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

15th of October his lessons
by correspondence to the teachers and other
pupils of the Slate.
By that time he v ill have received the plays to be
translated in French this year.
N. B,—The Pans aboye is Paris, France, for there
is also it appears a Pa is in Cauada.
oc8d3t*

A

of

lOTnnOP.DEVFVS4- CO,,61 Eiiausf
Sreet and IS market St.

oc9

Cor. Conoc4dlf

DUCOM,

Karigaticu

name

a

COM PA NY

three streets.
All the rooms are well ventilatfd, well
lighted, supplied with i$ath rooms and all modern conveniences, and ihe Furniture and Appointments are nil the best.
For Rooms and T< rms. address the Proprietors.
J. I.. MITCHELL and F. KH/LER,
Hotel Brunswick,
New York City.

the

MRS.

NOTICE.

formed

dour to ortler.

Furniture 'and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. SO Federal St.
All kind* of (Jpholg cfiiigaud Repairing

Brown St., Portland.

37

OX BOTH AMERICAN & EUROPEAN PLANS.

WILL

have

kolgteriug

General Insurance Business

unfur-

or

sient Guests ami the Traveling Public.
The Hotel Brusnwick embraces the entire block
on Fifth avenue overlooking Madison
Square, and
presents the unrivaled advantage of a troDtage on

EDUCATIONAL.

FBOffl

HOOPER & EATON, Old Pogt Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. VIOVT, No. It Preble Street. Up-

for the transaction of

BRUNSWICK.

Will open Oct. 1, 1873,
ENTIRELY

prepared

D.aOST

GEO.

THEunder the firm

Cor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,

resrme on

BEIVI. ADAMM.cor. Exchange and Fed-

INSURANCE.

NEW YORK CITY.

on

PROF. HENRI

Furniture aud House Furnishing Goods.

IN SURANCE.

HOTELS.

Picture**.

<;«

B.,

E.

T So. Paris. Me., known as the Widow Morse
.xjL property. The house is in good repair, has 15
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and 2d floors, and
is carpeted ana furnished throughout. Two stables
and barns on the premises, and a young orchard of
100 tree«. The lot contains 9 acres and is beautifully
situated ou the Little Androscoggin River, within
ten minutes walk of t e Depot and in the immediate
vicinity ol churches ami schools The property will
be sold with oa without tli furniture. Price low
and terms easy
Apply in person or bv letter to F.
G. PATTERSON, Portland, or 0. W. BENT, So.
Me.
se29dlm
Paris

Portland, Me*

apr!4tf

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
I S Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upkolgteriug of all kiudn
done to order.

eral Street*.

undersigned

to

Furniture—Wholesale aud fletail.

LET.

COPARTNERSHIP

It is rumored that the JIaddeu collection
of 27,000 iallads is to he transferred to Amerca, which seems to be a Maddening thought

Street, ap-

POSTER’S Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

Septlldtf

tf

mavl4tf

lo Loan.

DcsirablcCountry Residence

SIS Commercial Street,

TO

Pearl

Dye-House.

dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES,
Apply to

or

\

MACH5NE WORKS

.BEANS,

Mannfiiviurers of Trunks, Valises and

a

Sale.

PORTLAND

BY THE

pleasant part of the city, furnished
IN
withont board.
nished, with
Address

find class Real

or

bought

of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.

—

j.vs

Estate

Secuiity, in Portland,
ON vicinity—RentsEstate
collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission. Houses
and solo.
F.

A

Pa.

A

polite Park.

A large brick store in the Rackleff Block, corner
jtA of Middle and Ceurcli streets—basement and
first floor, elegantlV finished and adapted to jobbing

20th St., 5th Avenue and 27th St.,

HOBSON,

G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
gress and Brown Streets.

■)
n

WHITNEY

Enquire

STORE

Halifax.

Carpenters and Builders.

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE

ONE
STREET.

Content is to the mind like moss to a tree;
it biudeth it up so as to stop its growth,—

>1. PERKINS mnnnractnrer olplain
inney Caudle., 3S7 Congre*. St,
Portland Me.

and

jn24*lw then tf

be the vogue of the season, with a bouffant
arrangement at the tack, upheld by a small
tournure. The sides reinai very flat, anil the
fullness is by no means so exagge a'ed : a tormei ly.
Flowing sleeves and very open sleeves
have disappeared; all long sleeves are close
and
the ruffle at the ihroat has. in most
cut,
cases given place to the vest, or removed to
the skirt, where it fiequenlly extends down
Site entire length, and gives a dressy effect to
an otherwise plain garment.

pleted

Confectionery.

U.

deficiency

The Government telegraph line is comto the signal station at Pike's Peak, to
to make Pike speak of the weather.

Ill

Rooms Wanted.

BULLETIN.
Money

Street.

PORTLAND. STAR MATCH CO.

SALE.

PICKERlSGr

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

Philadelpaia

—

House,”

G. Patterson’s Real

F.

At 52 Fi ee

GmUwMTFD-

THE

OUNSELLORS AT LAW,
nul

Jyl7tf

house on State Street, occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tl

Ml., Portland.

BOSTON.

AN

For Sale.

Formerly of the TJ. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of ohnnbitt,
will altend to 1 be prosecution of
lairas telore the
Conn of Claims and the various departments at
octll-tf
Wasbineton.

WILLIAM

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this:': r
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with relerences
“PENN™ Lock Box 55 P. O.

The suo.-criber offers for sale his Hotel
pro} rty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and twe large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, ana
every convenience for a fist-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl3dtf
Limerick, ale.

5 Doors East of Temple Hit.,

JAMES F.

SALE.

The “Limerick

tf

Let.
TS7TTH BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
Vv
for families or single gentlemen.

BARNES &
f|AA GOGirls of all nation*, for housework
tfl'v in town and country; table girls for Saloon,
Laundry and Kitchen; girls ior Hotels, Summer and
Beach Houses; Cook?, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment (»ffice.
MRS. L. HOVEY. 314 Congress St.
seplTdlra

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This let has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn b How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
raar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

^ilkerbarre,

Exelinitge

tely.

A

Scranton, Lackawanna, and Piltston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
rt of shipment
any point desired.
tt‘apr27

No. .*{9

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

Wanted.

FOR

the sale and shipment of
Sole agents
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,

AT

of West-

No.

Exchnnge St.
S.mAUU & SIIACKFOUD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

To

LIVE

Wood-house and Stable connected—all in

DEALERS

in Maine for

COUNSELOR

Agents, to take orders for Rl'BKKR
STAJtl i** for business men and others doing
their own printing. 3
to 310 easily made daily
Address COnKR. wTIITIfl Ac CO., 41 State
Sireet, Boston, manufacture is of Rubber Dating,
Bank and Business Hand Stamps, under letters patent. Send ior illustrated catalogue.
N. B.—Beware of i mil at ions made of glue composition. represented to be made of rubber,
sc 23
1m

mar21tf

199 Commercial Hu, Portland.

ANI)

Wanted.

House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with line shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook,

STURDIVANT,

Exchange,

31J Spring street.

mar24tf

MAN to drive a Bread Cart. One used to the
business preferred. To a good man a steady job
and lair wages will lie given. Good references reRICE & CALDER WOOD.
quired.
0c6tf
No. 22 Anderson St.

strawberries, three good wells of water upon t he place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole

<Jtf

A
se30

Book Binders,
a. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’.

w3

tlic

difference in

polonaise,

1878.

Connecticut is getting around the cider
clause in the temperance code by making
perry from its pear crop.

Street.

_dtf

A

good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40xG0 on the
premises; grounds contain 15} acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice

No. 334

oc7*lw

Wanted.

A

Homoepatliic Physician & Surgeon,

GAS

Free street.

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble

may 20

S. E. SYLVESTER, M. Ih7

103

\GOOD

Bridge,

store and one-half ot the double house
the corner of Danfort li and Walnut street,
ope of the most desirable locations in the city
The lot is very large and will be sold on very easy
terms. A large portion can remain on mo tgage.
G. R. DAVIS,
Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.
se2l
eodlm

styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and tlie retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skiu. Call
and judge for yourselves.

W. C.

Martin’s Point

on

ITU-;.

WHOLESALE COAL

Cook Watt ted
capable GIRL, one who understands
can
cooking,
apply at 54 Winter street, or 64

MThe

new

ROSS &

of the Grand Trunk and M. C. Rail-

For Sale.

No. 152 middle Street.

sel5

nearly 1000 Cords
Rangeway, and

m

near

LET !

manners is usually
perceptions.--Emerson.

Dhem,s.-TIi«

style Irom last Fall is very marked. The
greater length o! the tunic or
the
plainness oi its cut. the aosence or that superabu daut trimming which has tended to
disfigure choice materials, are, it will be conceded, great improvements on the style which
have pivct ded them. Moreover, the trained
dresses, it must he distinctly understood, are
for evening or in-door wear.
Street suits
should not more than touch tile around, and
it is is still better if they are allowed to clear
it. The gabrielle style of dress promises to

Gossip and Gleanings.
of line

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGGY BREED, No. 91 middle

BOARD, A FRONT CHAMBER, at
53
SPRINGSSTREET.

MORNING. OUT. 10.

Defect in

COBB, Nos.38 and .iO Pearl Street,
direct route between New Cn«toui
BIon.se aud Pont Office, near the llnrkrt.

WITH

JTO.

Morning Glory

HilDAY

Stove.

W* ®

ANEW

To I.ct with Boat'd.
LARGE FRONT ROOAI at

Monday Oct. 6th, somewhere on Middle Street
PORTEMONAIE containing a sum of Money and
Deering Horse cor tickets.
The tinder will be suitable rewarded by leaving
same at this office.
oc8d3t

of Capt. Win. Drinkwater ne »r the premCHARLES HUMPHREY.
Administrator, at Yarmouth V llage.
Yarmouth Oct. 2,1873.
oc3deod&w4w

PHOTOGRAPHER,

at

Depots

Store on Atlantic near Congress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
and domestic goods or Groce ires. Apply to S. A.
ANDERSON, No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
mardfi
diw then eodtf

TO

BUY THK GENUINE
All
let.

Bakers.

a

Enquire
ises, or

LAMSON,

Motto—Gnod work
Price*. Aim to P!ea*e.

acres with
oi the

Cumberland.
Also 4 acres of Marsh
in Falmouth.

BUSINESS CARDS.

o

the same.
I lot of 40

woo

Wood standing, situate

ncai

Copying and enlarging done

on

Also, a

To Tot.

oc3

On

buildings.
Also, within one-third of a mile of the above, on
the Foreside road to Portland, about 40 acre-, mostly
field, with Orchard, and between 200 and 3io Cords
of

T

Tl

LOS

TX7II.L be sold, the Homestead of the late Cant.
T*
Keitel Dri'ikwater, iu Cumberland, situated
one-half mile from Cumberland
Depot, containing
abuut 4 I acres, with two story House, Barn and out

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

All the

s"

for Sewing Machines.
DYER, N*. 373 middle St.
Machines for gale aud to
Repairing.
S.
H3ii,|n ©/

Tue New

THE PHESS.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Agency

Gentlemen and their wives aDd two or three
gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7tf
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street.

ONE

oeGdtf&wlt

HEAL estate fok sale

Attention

Agents

business directory.

TWOsingle

of the most progressive and popular American Lite Companies, being about to re-organize
their Maine Agencies desires *o coriespond with
gentlemen of experience in relation thereto. A suitable party is desired at Portland as General Agent
who will be afforded lingual facilities.
Local
Ageus t roughou. the State, with or witliout experience will be liberally dealt with.
Address confidentially wit lull narticulars,
I NS Ult AN C E SU PKRIN TEN DENT.
P. O. BOX 12G, Amesbury, Mess.
oc9d&w3w

An abnndance oi wood and water.
J’his farm is situated ill H e toe n of (Jampton, N. II., which is a fa%•. rite resort for SUMMUt Boahiiebs.
Is only four
miles lroin Plymouth. It otters a rare
opportunity
to one who wishes either to
engage in farming or
keeping boarders, and a very excellent or.e for iHitli
braue es, as the place must lie so Id to close an estate Apply to WM. H.
JEKRIS,Beal Estate Agent,

of

POKTliAlVD,

Life

divided;has

TO LEI.
Booms To Let.

wantedT

Orchard of 4U0 trees,
twenty-five tons of hav this vear.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

J. i$.

Exchange

£8 I’SsJtA- a wce s"S!lr
cut

vance.

Rates

,h-.V-

,S

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

F T other Property. A rare chance.
7 first rate Farm,
containing 160
acreBof 8<>™l land,well

_

is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

ESTATE.

REAL

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
rORThAAf) PrniiKUING CO.,

*t

oc8

Cheapest

Book Store

IN THE UNITED

STATES.

htock in the Slate and lowest prices.
J A Is • some Farms and Timber Lard without reran! tocost. Call soon for this hall we shall “goSomh
with the birds.”
ALBERT COLBY & $ON>
119 Exchange Sr
JylTdtf
Portland. Me.

IARQEST

Maine Savings Bank.
IVo.

IOO :lli<l<llr Nirrct. Portland.

It* ONE'S deposited in this Bank on the first day
iTJ. of any monlh begins on Interest tin
samo day
I deposited on any other d.iv,
begins on interest -.be
first day of the fol'owing month.
A. M. BURTON.
junUdAwif
Treasurer.

Cole’s

lSpiece*
lira,

Sf.. ami

(Juadiillelland
A°rM,»T£
iSX
all occasions
music’

on

where

ts

re-

reasonable terms.
Aphl to ,T COTE
Band. No 1G Brown Street, or at
Band Headquarters. 19$ Market
f»c*2Gdtt
Square.
quited,

on
1

Portland Savings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST.
depositr ot
ALLmence
interest

one dollar and upwards comon the tire?, day of ibe month
date ol deiK»sIt.
may29-dif
Fit A N K NOYES. Treasurer.

following

the

Bituminous Coal.
Coal, a sufedor article
Q<)<> TonaCai* Breton
For sale in
bnuae
for steaia

or

lots to suit purchasers by
oe7«l

Iw

purposes.
GEO. H. STARK,
No. .10 i xclia nge *t re«t.

PIPES !
PIPE* l
PIPEsTScotch
landT I) Tobacco

forget

wv Boxes
Pipes now
"
die-s. ! • >1 It
ing per Barque “Miction” IVoui UrejBOC*
TABU.
II.
sale
GtO.
For
by
a time, perhaps, when onr de- I vH Bos on,
street.
oe7olw_No. 3 K»cb ug.
fail 10 remember the awkward
Table Boartler*.
busby chin-tult of Abraham
believe only in the prophetic
FEW TABLE BOARDERS can te a-comhomely countenance.— IY.I1.
g g KNItJHT.

oi

his person and his

trousers anil
Lincoln, and
pathos of his
Iioppin in Atlantic.

j

j A^atedat^B'lh^rot.

the peess.
oct.

Friday mornhw.

1873

10,

regular attache of the Press is furnished
card certificate countersigned by Stanley!.
Puilen, Editor. All railway, steamboat an 1 liote
managers will eoufer a favor ujjon us by demanding
Kv

wile

.ry

u

cred utials of every person claiming to represent onr
journal, as we have information that several “bum-

seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even pastively, a party to such fraud
mers”

are

do not read anonymous letters aud communications. The name and address of the writer are in
"\\

all

R

indispensab

coses

but

necessarily for publication

e, not

guaranty of good faith.
AV cannot, undertake to return
munications that are not used.
as a

or

reserve

com

Haiders.
As we have before stated, Congress at its
next session will have its attention called to a
large number of improvements—sufficient, at

least, to keep the Government "workship in
jobs for many years to come and its tax-gatherers busy in collecting money to pay the exThe south-west, in particular, is
penses.
preparing a raid upon the publie treasury,
having organized a company, not to take
stock and pay subscriptions to improve the
rivers of that section, but to lobby a measure
through Congress. It only requires from two
millions at present, but once started
will requite fifty or seventy five.
Among the hair-brained propositions that
will doubtless be urged, is that of increasing
the volume of water in the Ohio by pumping
it out of Lake Erie into Chautauqua Lake,
which is 550 feet above the level, and thus
supply the Ohio. Mr. Moorebead, an emiiuent engineer, makes this proposition, but
there are incredulous people who assert that
water so obtained will .cost $1.25 per quart.
to six

Such

a

scheme will doubtless ruin the

business of

thrifty

extending

milk by Ohio water,
and were it not for the danger of absorption
the way, the commerce oi that river could
be more economically floated upon a tide oi

by

whiskey than

water from Lake Erie. Some
of the schemes proposed are not so chimerical as that

increasing

the volume of water iu

Ohio, but all of them are objectionable
gronnd that they will never pay the
interest of the millions required to complete
them, else private enterprise and capital
the
on

the

would have lone since undertaken them.

Ocb contemporaries in various parts of the
State are expresing an opinion that a general
railroad law is the most desirable railroad legislation that the next Legislature can give
the State. While there can be no possible

objection

to such a measure, we fail to see
how it would to any extent affect the policy
of Maine toward railroads or obviate the

troubles likely to grow out of railroad manHad a general railroad law been
adopted in 1807 or 1808 it would doubtless
have have had a most salutary effect upon

agement.

the

policy

of the State

and the

status of

Maine railroad interests would have been
very different from the piesent. Then it
would have prevented the present consolidation of all the roads east of here under the
management of the Maine Central, if that is

desirable,
idation only agreed
it could not obtain
as one

of the

parties to the consolto it when it found that

any legislation where it
came in conflict with the other party.
While
a general railroad law can meet with no
pos-

sible objection

people

are

so

far

the interests of the
the time for it to be

as

concerned,
passed.

reailv useful has

The frequent defalcations of hank officers
reminds the Providence Journal that “while

preaching seems to be in vain, it is the duty
of everybody by example to protest
against
the extravagance which is
leading to so much
One person may suggest this
remedy, and another tha‘, for our financial
troubles; none, nor all of them will suffice
to put us on solid ground uutil the whole basis of expenditure is modified. There are
too many expenses in business and in the
household which might he contracted. Values are put at what they may be ten years
hence, we have discounted the future, and
corruption.

everybody

almost is

going

ahead as
the future had. been realized.”

though

Last year’s Liberal Republican State Committee does not propose to add to the funeral
aspects of the campaign in Massachusetts by
held two
issuing an] address. They have
meetings, and voted to hold their tongues,
‘"When you have nothing to say, say nothI tell you, my countrymen, whether you
are Democrats or Republicans, that the peoof this country ought never to cease to

ple
agitato this question until their money is as
good as gold, and then they are on a sure
rock, au eternal foundation. In all ages and
in all countries it has got to be an axiom in
financial matters that gold alone is the standard of value, and the planetary laws that
govern the universe are not mere fixed and
absolute in their sway than that law which
demands that everything shall be measured
by the gold standard, and the very moment
you make your paper money as good as gold
coin, then you have got a currency that you
may live by, die by, and leave to your children without fear or favor.—Senator Sherman.

Daily Gate City, published at Keokuk
la., does not believe in the predicted “great
public upheaval-’ which is expected to sweep
the Republican party out of power. It intimates that when election time comes round
it will be found that the people “don’t upheave worth a cent.”
The Brooklyn Eagle is not so sanguine in
regard to the results of the Evangelical Alliance as are most people, for it says that
“when the Protestant sects lose their indiThe

in

a

large

measure, lose

their Protestantism. And such union as the
devotees of harmony hope for is not only not
desirable, but it is for several good reasons

The most the alliance can do,
and the most probable that its projectors anit
would
do, is to make the various
ticipated
bodies agree to differ, and each in its own
way make war upon the devil rather than upon its neighbor.

impossible.

at which human endurance ceases to be a virtue; and if any man in
the United States may be said to have beerr
tried to the top of his bent, and hounded to
death by journalistic gad-flies, that man is
President Grant.—Chicago Inter-Occan.

There is

a

point

The New York Herald says no person
would be foolish enough to argue that because a man has political convictions he is
ou that accountunfit forthe ofliceofClrief Justice. Every citizen who has heretofore filled
tiiat position had been previously in political
life, and most of them had been recognized
leaders iu support of the administration from
which they received their appointments
Let it be understood, then, that resumption is now practicable, commercially and politically. The country sees its feasibility, and
is determined upon its realization. Whether
business
and
all our financial
interests are injured and lacerated
in the pro-

of which resembles the other any nearer
than Boss Tweed resembles one of Raphael’s cherubs.—Detroit Press.
The churches will stand in the rank of
takers whom the old saw' catalogues with the
thief, until they shut their contribution boxes
to largesses which they know to be stolen,
refuse to build seminaries in the name of the
Lord with cash supplied from the till of the
devil, and decline to fellowship the rich cheats

one

who devour widows’

houses, and, for

a

men

women

With all due respect for the exalted purpose aud character of the alliance, we would
suggest that Christian communion, even the
fullest and freest, hand-shaking, or even
praying together, is not what is expected
from them at Xhis juncture. It is not simply
to find out that they are brethren that they
have crime together. That ought to go without saying. Enlisted soldiers do not spend
the time of battle in assuring each other that

they have the

same

captain.—N. lr. Tribune.

*

Y. M. C. A. Convention.
,
[Reported for the Pre«s.[
The last topic of the Convention—“Is it desirable to empioy a State Secretary to labor in
the interests of the Association?” was opened
by Mr. C. A. Wing, who strongly favored em
ploying the services of such a Secretary; weak

This

men.

but it is not

journal
worthy

If we mistake

may be styled religious
of the title of Christian.

the organ of the
church that calls Daniel Drew brother and
thinks the cause of true piety can be ad
vanced by such institutions as Drew’s Theological Seminary, built and supported by the
thefts ot the most sanctimonious but keenest
not, It is

rascal on Wall street which amounts to saying that he is the “wickedest man in New

York.”
_

The Committee of Seventy which started
out in New York two years ago to accomplish
a grand mission of reform, has at length vot-

be visited and encouraged
and places destitute of them should be visited
and new Associations formed. Several gentlemen followed, after which it was voted to refer
the matter of employing a State Secretary to
the Executive Com mi. tee.
Rev. O. M. Cousins, Chairman of Committee

Resolutions, presented resolutions upon the
importance of Associations having rooms and a

on

library; the interdiction of games of chance;
pledging support to the temperance cause;
endorsing the Sabbath school work as worthy
of our aid; of thanks to the citizens of Auburn for hospitality, to the Baptist Church for
the use of their house of worship, aud the
Maine Central railroad for free return tickets
and others, all of which were unanimously

adopted.

after
the

by Rev. O, M.Cousins,a collection of 836 29

ed that there is no

longer a call for it, and
issuing an address will become one of
things of the past. Fora'ime it did ex-

cellent service but after a while its leaders fell
into office-seeking ways and as a consequence
fell from their high estate and lost sight of
their noble purpose.

The public mind has of late been so engrossed with the financial panics that it has
lost sight of the increasing shipments of our

products which m answer to the foreign demand for our productions is doing much to
put the couutry in a position of financial inThe shipments of produce
dependence.
from the city of New York last week amounted to $8,878,130 while for the two weeks previous the value of like shipments was about
$6,500,000 per week.
Ax admirer of ex-President Johnson suggests that the people at iarge make up the
$90,000 that this gentleman lost by the failure
of Jay Cooke, by raising by subscription the
sura of $100,000.
this would be a very good
thing for A. J., but there is only one thing
that would lead the country to d) so
generous
an act, and that would be a threat that
unless
this sum shall be raised for him he will insist
on being a
standing candidate for every office
during the balance of his now uneventful life.
The Chicago Intcr-Ocean in noticing the
opposition of some of its Western contemporaries to the re-election o: Speaker
Blaine,
on the ground that he has hitherto been unduly partial to New England in the formation of his committees, states that of
twenty,
six committee^, the Western States had six
teen chairmanships, and the Eastern ten. It
further shows that the West has its part at
least of the members of the leading committees.

The financial situation is
evidently improving, confidence is slowly returning, the
banks in New York are
resuming currency
payment, the premium on gold is falling and
the exports oi produce are
unprecedented in
amount. It is thought the
large amounts of
currency locked up will gradually return to
circulation within a short
space.
gold dropped to 109.
A

Yesterdav

Current Notes.
noteworthy feature of the Connecticut

town elections was the
choice in New Haven
of a Yale College professor
to one branch of
the common council, and the
Yale College
colored carpenter to the other.

Capt.

Jack

has,

to the

delight of the Chi“improved order of lied
men.” The initiation was unusually severe.
The CongregationdUst says that during the
recent meeting of the American Board, the
chairman, by a very laughable slip of the
tongue, referred to the preacher of the occasion as Professor Julius H. Cccsar
(instead of
Seelye.)
Grant would only make some great
n >-■ ake.
the paltry agitators of the hour
are
whispering to each other. But he don’t,
a"rt clear-headed action he
cago Post joined the

puts them all to

The

confusion.—Chicago Post.
Cincinnati
Enquirer

is in full accord with the
but he declines to make
ofthe

says Pendleton

Democracy

of Ohio,
speeches in Its be-

Gr^hTbaW^who6 aUVb^efe^t

SOTjfW’'"**'

j

»

was

taken up.
The exercises were continued by Rev. Mr,
Martin, who conducted for one-half hour a revival meeting of much interest, characterized

by brief, earnest prayers aDd remarks aud spiritual songs, after which Rev. Mr. Matthews
spoke a few parting words, followed by singing
“Shall we gather at the River,” when the Convention adjourned,
Nine Associations were represented by 47
delegates, about half the number that were expected, if the violent storm of Tuesday had not
occurred. Abundant and excellent entertainfurnished by the citizens. The Governor elect, Hon. Nelson
Dingley, Jr., was disappointed in not being permitted to meet with
the Convention, on aeconnt of a slight indispoment

was

sition, hut several of the delegates, yonr correspondent included, had the pleasure of meeting him at the residence of his brother.
The many earnest temperauce men in the
Convention were gratified to witness the fruits
of prohibition enforced, where in Auburn, with

population of about 10,000 only two night poemployed and none in the day, exoept
Sunday.
The following telegraphic greet'ng was sent
to the Evangelical Alliance, New York:
“Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for
a

lice are

brethren to dwell together in unity!”

H.

Department Estimates.—The Washington
special of the Boston Advertiser says:
The estimates of most of the departments
have been sent to the Treasury. Those of the
Nuvy are between two ami three millions less
than last year, and those ot the war
department about the same for all the usual
expenditures.
The Secretary will send an estimate for
the army, the most important sea-coast defences arid certain statements in
regard to the
extent of this work and the sum necessary to
complete it. The estimates of the Interior department are §1,800,000 more than last year.
Of this increase
over
a
miliiou and a
quarter is due to deficiencies and increased
of
the
Indian
service and
expenditures
is owing chiefly to the humane policy of
feeding instead of fightiug the Indians.
Without this increaso by the Interior department there would have been a much heavier
item from the War department for fighting
tribes that through the supply of food and
clothing have been kept quiet during the entire
season.
The post-office department will not
re pi ire as much by many thousands for the extension of the mail service as last year, when
the proportion for this branch of the service
was nine per cent.
The present year it will he
only seven per cent. The amount of official
stamps used by all the departments will considerably overrun the appropriations. In the Treasury department, where the appropriation was
five hundred and four thousand dollars, about
four hundred and twenty thousand dollars were
issued on the requisition for six months. Of
the appropriation of six hundred thousand dollars for the post-office
department, nearly the
whole has been issued for the same time
Of
the total appropriation of one miliiou
eight
hundred thousand dollars for all
departments
considerably over a miliiou lias been issued.
est'mates for the pension list show a de"f half a million. The maximum
point
it xpenditures
on tins account
been passed. The list is chiefly appears to hive
diminished by
°U ,llu °,l)er hand
are '"creasing, since as a
gen"laCP'‘ ™» this
fist when affl cmoaK
™

il

Z8KS2XS.'*

era! rS lu
constantly

lo

°.'-"y

The

°f,

for

FOR PIMPLES ON THE

_

FOR MOTH, PATCHES, FRECKLES

its liabilities are nearly a million
business,
dollars in excess of its assets.
One of the smart exchanges thinks that the

near-sighted hen that ate sawdust, supposing
it to be corn meal, then went and laid a nest
full of bureau knobs, set on them three
weeks,
and hatched out a complete set of parlor fum ituro, was a pretty fair ben, We should say so
A young lady in Rochester wanted some bristles to use in making artificial flowers. She

decoyed

a

hog

with

a

doughnut,

and

pull-

was

ed into the pen.
Shrill screams and hoarse,
grunts were loudly mingled for a time, but the
young lady got her bristles.
The Michigan
Constitutional Convention
proposes to solve the jury refotm question by a
clause which permits the Legislature to authorize five-sixths verdicts in criminal
cases,
or, in other words, to make the finding of ten
of the jury equal to the present unanimous verdict of the entire twelve.
On

Sunday last, at the service of the Lord’s
Supper in one of the Presbyterian churches in
New York, the officiating
clergy consisted of a
Protestant Episcopalian, a Baptist, a Lutheran,
and representatives of other
denominations,
the elements being partaken of
by members of
various creeds and church
organizations, whose

union forms the Alliance.
The bees in the vicinity of
Paducah, Ky,
have been taking lessons of their human fellow-creatures and have been led to the conclusion that there arc other ways of
making a
subsistence than working for it.
They have not
paid that strict attention to business whioh is
chracteristic of the apiarian tribe, and the result is they have not accumulated a stock of
honey sufficient to last them through the winter.
l ather Hyacinthe's letter to the

TAN,

And
Lotion.

PERRY’S Moth and

use

reliable and harmless. Sold by
everywhero. Depot, 49 Bond St, N. Y.

d&wsneod2m41

oc8

To the Public.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle

street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public are therefore lequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict
Per order.
justice.
ap29

sntf

DR. JAMES A. SPALDING, B

OCULIST.

Ofttce Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

&

292

CHARLES M. HAWKE5,
96

MIDDLE

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and iresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The recent heavy rain storm has caused a
in the Kennebec river of some seven or
eight feet.
The house and outbuildings of
George A.
Coggswell of Clinton, were burned Thursday
week.
rise

daughter of John A. Lamb of Clinton,
run over by
a carriage a
few days since
bauly injured.
A

Eastern and Maine Central Railroads.
The Passenger Trains on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Statisn, Commercial Street, foot of State
Streot.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. B.
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.aulSsntf

BATCUELOB’S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tinls or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
atchelor. Sold by all Druggists.

CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.

ld&w

Ivrs

FRANKLIN

COUNTY.

Williim Thomas of Hoston, says the Chronicle, hired a team in Farmington Friday and
drove out and broke into the stores of Titcomb
& Ham at West Farmington, and William
Moulton at

Phillips.

He

was

And whom you

au2

tKeTsfion
Pw

sought

inDst

badly"bruteed aD8h"' T"°suay'

by

FOB

THE

P

E

N

DWIGHT C.
4

&

5

I

N

Gc.

REPS, &c

0Ct7

Ml

1w

(led Liter Oil aud l.inir.—That pleasau
and active agent in the cure of all consumptive symptoms,4' IVilbor’s Compound of Pure Cod Liner Oil and
Lime.” is being universally adopted in medical practice. Sold by the proprietor, A. B. Wilbor, Chemist
oc6eodsnlw
Boston, Mass.

FREE

STREET.

Also a very large assortment of medium cost goods
Poplins and Alpacas, from $12 to $20. oc7snlw

in

For cold and wet weather,—that is,

Fringes, Ornaments, Loops, Fouvrageiea,
&c.

IN

CIGARS.
Rather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge

GOLDTH WAIT’S

my Workmen.

300,000 Cigars to be sold at from
5 to 7 per cent, at wholesale, lower
than my usual low price, and in
ictail a come down of from lO to
30 per cent. Splendid Imported
Cigars from $60 to $130 per Thousand. Domestic from $14 to $75
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots
and pay $1.10 per box, When yon
can get a box of CigArs for $.1.40
per box. Fine double thick Navy
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,
wholesale.
This is the amount of goods in Cigar Store Corner
Middle aud Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 16

AND

Thursday, October

9th.

7_

snlw

oc7

BOOTS,

sel2_
EASTMAN
ARE

NEW

FOB

KOHLING’S,

I

am

because he has

bracing

a

before,

ever

em-

styles of Sea-

all the latest

GENTS, LA-

for

dren’s wear, all of which

are

of re-

FOREIGN FORTH.
At Yokohama 6th ult, barque Etta Loring, Loring,
for New York, Mg.
At Shanghae Aug 18. barques Conquest, Small, tor
San Francisco; Rebecca Goddard, Manaun, unc.
Sid fm Hong Kong Aug 22, ships James A Wright,
Morrison, San Francisco; 23d, Geo M Adams, Morrison, do.
Ar at Swansea 25th ult, barque S A Blaisdell, Matthews. Antwerp.
Ar at Bristol, E, 26th ult, brig Faustina, Blanchard

liable manufacture, and will he

see

these Goods and

Irom Gefie.
Off Dover 25th ult, ship
Antwerp for New York.
Ar at Gravesend 26th ult,

stock of the

II

MARKET

SQUARE.

oct4

be found in Portland. His selections are from the Choicest Samples
in Boston and New York. He kps just
received a larger and Better assortment
of superior

OVERCOATINGS
than he has before'displayed. Also Pants
Goods, which for beauty, strengh and
stylishness are the admiration of all.
In displaying these Goods and his

SUITINGS,

FALL

he takes especial pleasure, knowing that
present better.

none can

sntf

SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary

consumption.

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate from a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, tbe lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of liis situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach,
easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.

For sale

KOHLING,

Or of

se3Q_

W. W.

2

FOR

BOLD

SALE.

OPENING

sep25sntl
_JAMES A. TENNEY.
ON THE BREAKFAST.
LUNCHEON, DINNER
AkD SUPPER TABLE,

!

Magnetic Physician.

3i

OAK

STREET.
Consultation Free.

DWIGHT C. GOLDER
will

open

&

9TH,

OCT.

In Stripe, Long and Square, Common
Wool, Ottoman and Scotch Felt, Cashmere

open and filled, Scarlet and Black

Centre. Square and Long.
C3F~A11 the novelties in Scotch Shawls.
DWIGHT

C.

9th.

Oct.

GOLDER

A

FREE

STREET.

A. PABSOSS, in. !>.,

DENTIST^

AMERICAN

&

5

FREE

AND

removed to

STREET.

In this city. Oct. 9, at the residence of the bride’s
father, by Rev. S. F. Jones, Geo. H. Richardson and
Miss Emeliue Plaisted, youngest daughter of Eaton
Shaw, Esq., all of Portland. [No cardB.i
In this city, Oct. 8, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Alfonso
Yeaton and Miss Mary E. Weston, both of Portland.
In Deering, Oct. 9, by Rev. A. H. Wright Charles
E. Pilsbnry ot Biddeford and Miss Amanda Chisholm of Deering.
In Parsousiield, Sept. 16, by Rev. P. S. Burbank,
Henry Colcord and Miss Eva A. Moulton, both of

Parsonsfield.

DIED.
Deering, Sept. 6. Mr. James S. Dole, aged 51 yrs
Saco, Oct. 4, Mr. John W. Allen, aged 22 years
4 months.
In Saco, Sept. 30, Joseph J. Bailey, aged 24 years
11 months,—son of Rev. J. M. Bailev.
In Saco, Sept. 30, suddenly, Mr. Soseph F. Carter,
aged 75 years.

SQUARE-

MARKET

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN 8TEAMEBH
11
11
14
15
15
15
16
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 18
Pereire. New York. .Havre.Oct 18
Ouba.New York. .Hav& Mexico..Oct 18
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 18

llliiiiatnre Almanac.October lO.
rises.6.07 Moon rises...8.15 PM
Sun sets.5.26 Hijjb watei.2.15 PM

Sun

GS^SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
junl3
sntf

and

LYONS POPLINS

HAVANA

CIGARS!

bouses in Havana to ship by every Steamer some of
the choicest brands. Those I have now on hand are

-IN-

Figaros Prenrado,

ELEGANT

CLOTH

IE^“Plea»e call and set

SHADES.
onr

“Carolina,”

$11.00

...

Henry Clay Concha,

Price*.

Partagas La Gloria,

EASTMAN

BROS,

4

5

FREE
—

THURSDAY,

ox

STREET,

—

10©

13.50 per lOO

0.50;per

100

17.00 per lOO

OCTOBER

importations

in

snlw

NATIONAL TONIC
BITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale br all
National Tonic

Druggists.
Bitters,

MEDICINAL.

FOR SALE BY ALL
sel‘

DRIJOGISTS.
m..lA\r3m39

FRENCH LANGUAGE
OE

PARIS,

Instrtuctor in French at the Ilieh
School.
« APPLETON BLOCK.
MAINE.
eiitl

CIGAR

STORE

CONGRESS

ST.

MAIRTISH NEWS.

self PRES,0F life, ok
ERVATION-. a Medical
Tre atisc on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted
Premature Decline in
Vitality
Man, and Nervous and Phys' ical Debility, Hvpechondria, Impotency. Spermator’ rhcea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases ari giug from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature
lliis

is

indeed

a

boc |c for every

man.

Thou—

sands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It..» B the cheapest and best
medical work ever publish *1, and the only one on
this class ot ills worth rea*
ling. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illust mted, bound in beautiful
trench cloth. Price only
Sent by mail, post
Paid, °I'^ceipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL IN STITU IE, No.
4 Bulfinch street, Boston*
Mass., nrDR. W. H. PA BKER, Assistant Physician..
N. B. The author may
be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requ
jiug skill and experience,

mftr31sneod&wly

real ami

imitation,

Passemcnting,
Ornaments,
Yak Laces,

Fringes,
Buttons,
and
au«l

Braids

!

everything desirable in Dress
and Cloak Trimmings.

MERINO UNDERWEAR
Ladies, misses and Children.

lor

It is needless for

us

these goods.

to remark upon

Fancy Ties ami Neck Rutiles
We continue to offer every desirable shade in
and in Ruffles all the popular makes.

KID

Ties

GLOVES

being a speciality

we

offer

^LOCK*

STIJI5.HA

all qualities, of wliicli

we

have the

Exclusive sale and every Pair

Warranted,

together with the Thomson, keeping as we do other
desirable makes.

WORSTED 1
Importing,

do,

WORSTED !

Worsted, we are at
ALL times able to offer a greater variety and the
best goods. We desire our customers to remember
tbat our Worsteds are all o! Bergman»» celebrated manufacture. Also Worsted Embroideries, such as Slippers, Ottomans, Slipper Pockets,
Cusnions, Towel Racks, &c. Also Worsted by the
Knot for shading, together with Canvas of all kiBds.
as we

our

own

HOSIERY
for Ladies, Misses and Children in great varietv.
These goods are worthy of special attention. We
have added to our stock this season an assortment of
Thomson Perfume and Toilet Soaps.
Inviting an early call, nd assuring all that wa
offer a larger stock and better variety of goods than
We remain, respectfully,
ever,

DAYIS &

a

CO.,

lO CLAPP’S BLOCH.

ocO__

lw

LATEARRIVALS
WOOLENS

choice stock of

to

AT

—

Or in Hawkes &

be found at

EASTMAN & CUTTS\
No.

U.

1,

S.

Hotel

OC10

Jtf

J. M. OYER &

ARRIVED.
Sch Henry A Buirnham, Rogers, Baltimore—coal to
Jas L Fanner.
Sch Madeira, (Bi)-- St George, NB—lumber to
J D Lord.
Sch Isaac Vansant, BurtiS, Mt Desert—lumber to
T J Walker.
Sch Cashier, Somes, Mt Desert.
Sch Eastern Clipper, Dunton, Bay Chaleur—60 bbls
mackerel.
Sch T R Jones, Young, Machias for Boston.
Sch Jas Nelson, Bradshaw, Bangor for Haverhill.
Sells Benj Frankli.n, Varaum, and H P Cushing,
Mann, Bangor for Boston.

CLEARED.
.Brig Victoria Amelia, (Br) Landry, Cow Bay—Geo
H Starr,
Brig Willow Brae, (Br) McDonald. Pictou—Cbas H
Chase & Co.
Sch John Tyler, Cook, Calais—Nathl Blake.
Sch Frank Pierce. Grant, Ellsworth—master.
for WashSch
Jones, Kennebec, to load

Starlight,
I ittgton—Orlando Nickerson.
SAILED—Brig Mattie M Bain.

Laitvchkp_At Brunswick 8th inst, by Dan) Brewdeck schr ot about 300 tons,
er, a three masted single
the following dimennamed the Nellie F Sawyer, of
121 feet over all. depth
sions- Eeueth of keel 115 teet,
beam
of
31 feet 9 inches.
breadth
feet and
^nt under the Inspection of Cant Preble,
will
have
the highest
French Lloyds,and
agent
The Nellie Sawyer is owned
class in the Register.
others
of
Portland
and is to
and
wifvan <& Kelsey
by Capt David A McFarland.
Wm.
a
McGilverv.
inst,
by
barquen7th
i tons, named the Clara E McGilverv. She
P Nichols. Cant Jos Walnot, who is
is owned by J

them at

by E J Hodgkins, the Bchr
^A^^sworth'-tth"inst,
Burch 154 tons, owned at Ellsworth and to
bc

comman'led cy Capt W_B

Woodard.

Master Wm Our Uswill
winter a b;

build at his yard during the
400 tons, for Yeaion
to be commanded by
if
Portland,
others
Ella Ma-ia. This is in addiof
b:
fit
late
feyd
Cart
earner betore noticed.
tion to the schr and s

\r«|uentine of

rBovgdand

[FROM MERC! 1A.NTS* EXCHANGE.]
from Baltimore for Port^cb Nellie Chase, Dalli *2*
7th inst, on Swan Point
land with coal, went ashi V©
River, and is lull of
Shoal, mouth of the Pata
The captain is at iWtimore after assistance.
water.
Brie J Polledo, from Sagu % sunk at Lewes, Del,
The vessel is
during the gale ot the 8th. Crew safe*
inside the Breakwater, and lie* broadside on.
Sch Ellen Merriman, from jSangr. r, was towed into
Boston Dth full of water, liavi.og sp/uDg aleak when
off Cow Island.

porters.
NO. 6 FREE
oclO

ST., BLOCK.

Sch G R Lanfair, from Portland tor Boston, with
lumber consigned to Geo B James & Co, was driven
ashore at
Mass, 9th fust and is a total loss,
together with ine cargo,
Sch Lucy Nancy, ol Bangor, waterlogged and dismasted, was abandoned 8th, six miles NE Cape Ann.
Part of the crew were lost.
The wreck of Br brig Mary Grace, ashore at Cutler
Shot Island, has boon sold to parties in Cutler.

Rockport,

Fancy W'orsted Coatings,
Mixed and Plain Suitings,

Fancy Trowserings,
Silk & Cashmere

BROWN

(SUPERB

COLORS

AND

SHADES.)

Finest Assortment of Imported
ever shown in the State.

—

BREAD.

Be ready for your Hot Baked
Beans and Brown Bread when yon
hear W. C. COBB’S Bells coming
SATURDAY EVENINGS, between
five and seven o’clock.

Woolens
at

fcy1*Every description of garment* made to order
short notice, and those in want of first class tcork

will do well to entrust their orders to

AAA (One Thousand) Quintals, nocked to
1UUU der, and for sale by

CURTIS

&

1873.

OF

Fall & Winter Goods.
MRS. T, LOBENSTEIN

DAVIS,
Iw

oclO

A CHILD DESIRES A HOME.
YOUNG LADY

Announces to her friends, patrons and the public,

AN OPENING

of the most superb assortment of Goods
appropriate
to the
season, consisting of a
and ele ,ant variety of

33 WOODFORD’S CORNER.
oclO

lw*

Wanted.
a

nave

Cioods, Hosiery,
TRlH.UINCiS AN®

opportunity

Portland.

Portland, Oct. 8, 1873.

33 FRANKLIN STREET.
ocl0d2w*

Laces—Real and

T.
an

Ivory headed CANE

The finder will
near the Chinaman Tea Store.
be rewarded by leaving it at my store.
AU FOO FONG,
333

oclOdlw

Congress

SALMON, CODFISH,

Just Received and

for
Rates.

sale at

LOBENSTEIN,

\ Bbls. fine No. 1 Salmon, Fins and Napes,
Smoked Halibut, Shore and Bank Codfish
and Pollock; also 40 Bbls. bloated No, 1 Mackerel,
very fine. Will be put up iu packages as desired for

A_f

family

use.

CURTIS

No. 4 Dccring Block.

octl

A DAVIS,
C ommercial

Street.
ocl0dlw_15*
ST. AUGUSTINE’S SCHOOL,

45 Danlortli Street.
Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neelv, l>. d Visitor
O r
Billing., Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf
Board Wanted.

is2w

BONDS

street.

Ijowest

BUTTONS,

Imitation, &c.

Every lady is respectfully invited. An Inspection
without regard to purchasing is solicited.

Lost.
Saturday, Sept. 27th,

large

Ladles’ Fancy Cioods, Furnishing

vocal and

Vocal lesthe
of singing before, and
hearing Mrs. Fannie Frazer Foster, of Boston, and
thereby gain much both in style and expression.
1 would also like a situation as organist, in or near

Will

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 7th, 1873.

good references desires

to give her child, a bright BOY, one year and a
half old, to some good family where he will be kindly
cared for. Aedress

young Gentleman, PUPILS in
BYinstrumental
Music. Those taking

1874.

or-

153 COMMERCIAL STREET.

with

oc4d2wis

us.

OPENINGT

tt

SHIPPING FISH.

ON

Vestings,

Elegant Weaves and Textures,

BEANS

AND

—

sons

Overcoatings,

eodlw

BAKED

A

novelties in

Fall and Winter

un-

Portland
Bath
Belfast
Bangor
Cleveland O.,
“

•

....

...
»

Toledo

Cincinnati

...
...

Chicago

j>s

Cook County
Louisville Ky.,
Marion County, Ind.,
“
Allen County,
Maine Central R. R.
E. Sc N. American R R. Gold
FOE SALE

-ft’s
ft>s
ft’s
ft’s
7’s
ft>g
7 jj.10
7>s

7’s
ft’s
g’s
7’*
7’s

BY

SWAN & BARRETT,
100 MIDDLE STREET.

lVIEHORAIVDA.

BBrig Mary C Rosevelt. from Philadelphia lor Boston. lost maincail, foretopsail, and sprung a leak in
the gale of the 6th, and put ba<sk for repairs.

All the

STRANGERS visiting the city, and
Families making their winter purchases
will find it to their advantage to cxamiue
our Stock before purchasing.
A full assortment of Trefonssc’s first
quality Kid Gloves, direct from the Im-

2,,™"

SLommanded
beA?Ke'fast

290 & 292 Congress St.,

CO.,

Have made large additions of Autnmn and Winter Goods, to their

stock, and will sell
usually low prices.

Co.,

Merchant Tailors,

Building.

oclO_

Annas

L. A*
Regular Meetings of the Mercantile Library Association, for literary exercises, will bo held every Satttrdag Evening, at their rooms, Congress street
commencing Saturday evening, Oct. 4th.
Library room open for the delivery of books every
day and evening.
J. W. BANKS. Recording Secretary.
ocTsnlw
A BOOR FOR EVEBY MAX.

years,

MORAZAIN,

PORTLAND,

360
sep25

ets, Fringes, Ac,

oc7__

great Reduction.

STEBBIXS'

Suits, Cloaks,

FOB Tills FALL AND WINTER
SEA.
SON.

JULES L.

had at BOX PRICES by the 10 OO

Oth,

Shawls, Rcdingotcs, Jack-

PURELY

Ei^=By tlie purchase of 10 Ci gars
of the above Brands they can be
at a

Will open their choice selection* and new

auS5

Cabana Regalia,

per

11.50 per 10O

CONGRESS (ST., PORTLAND.

&

Laces,

MILLINERY GOODS,

Thursday, Oct. 0.

In connection with my own manufactured Cigars,
I have now made arrangements with one of the best

—

Claim ing, as we do, to toe able to
offer for inspection a larger variety and better goods than any other.
We invite especial attention to our
New Stock of Goods, both USEFUL and ORNAMENTAL.

-OF-

_

—

Offered.

—OF—

MARRIED.

IMPORTED

SILKS

son

Fall and Winter Styles

CO.,

Polvnesian. Quebec.Liverpool.Oct
Calabria. New York Liverpool.Oct
MoroCastle.New York. .Havana.Oct
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Oct
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Oct
Minnesota.New York. Liverpool.Oct
City of New York. .New York. .Havana.Oct

Foreign and

snlw

BARGAINS.

FOR

Two specimens sent ANYWHERE, postpaid, for
10 cents. Address
CHAS. F. RICHARDS, Publisher,
oclOd-tt
122 Washingion St,, or Box 1336,

PORT OF PORTLAND,
DECIDED

Unusual Attraction for the Sea-

HATS & BONNETS!

In
In

Jackets in all the lat-

patterns,

Has

AT

GOODS !

—

4

CO.,

on

THURSDAY,

12

—

ALL NEWS DEALERS HAVE IT.

__

NO

COPY

AND

WINTER

YOUR BOYS.

SHAWLS

snlw

snlw*

—

—

_

BARKER.

^^“Examination by letter.

5

MOTHERS,
FATHERS,
BUY ONE

FALL

BY THE

New England News Company.

—ox—

IS INDESPENSABLE.
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS. New York,
Agents for the United States.
eodsnly
oc*11_

and

OF

THURSDAY,

the Premises.

&C

IN TWO DAYS

—

NEW

“The Boy’s Own,”

sentl2sntf

New Houses on Emery Street, just finished with all
the modem improvements; Bath
Room, Scbago, Gas,
& etc.

est

Wecklly Paper,

new

OF

—

in

0,000

Copies of the

THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

pdlm

ROOns

opi:\i%g

from

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Invited !

No. 90 Commercial St.

H.

Clairvoyant

Inspection

HPOKEN.

To Lei.

THE

wnbh.^n'Su^.0 walk of ", h/r“*

ship Industry, Russell.

1115 N, Ion 123 30 W, ship Canada.Herriman, from San Francisco for Callao.
Sept 25, lat 30, Ion 79, barque Scotland, 60 days fin
Tabasco for Liverpool.
Oct 3, no lat, &c, brig Liberty, from Philadelphia
for Cardenas.
No date, lat 34 04, Ion 75 30, brig Julia E Hallock,
of Deer Isle, from Trinidad for New York, short of
provisions, and was supplied.

sept3sneodtf

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of

NO. 99 EXCHANGE STREET.

on

by Druggistsgenerally.

Templar, O’Brien,

Aug 29, lat

EOHLING is confident that even his
digests
critical customers can find no fau t with
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall, knowing that they are satisj
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H
fied that the best articles are the cheapSCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
est.
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
(S3iP“The9e goods will be made up in a manner to
give style to the young and comfort to the older, to
please the wearer and delight the beholder.

Wanted.

A

Rangoon
Slu fin Cuxhaven 24th nit, ship Calliope, Fisher,
New York.
Ar at Montevideo Aug 17, ship Rockllght, Evans,
Cardiff.
Ar at Sagua 2Gth ult, brigs A J Ross.Wyman, from
Philadelphia; 29th, barque Almoner, Lampher, Cardenas; brigRenshaw, Sylvester, New York.
Sid 25th, brigs Hiram Abift, Tibbetts*, for North of
Hatteras; Hattie E Wheeler, Mountfoit, do; 27th,
brig Ysidora Kionda, Hutchinson, Cardenas; 29th,
barque Jane Adeline, Armstrong, Cardenas.
Ar at Cardenas 29th ult. brig Sullivan. Perry, from
New York.
Sid 29th, barque Almoner, Averill, Sagua; sch M
M Knowles. Small, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Havana 28th ult, barques Gertrude, Brooks.
Portland; 28th, Acacia, Anderson. New York; Fannie H Loring. Doull, Portland; 1st iust, brig Helen G
Rich, Howes, Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas 28th ult, brigs J Bickmore, Crouchen, Portland; 20th, Caprera, Hichboru, do; Keystone, Barter, New York.

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC [SYRUP,

can

oc7

SILKS

as-

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
that

DOLMANS, JACKETS

BLACK

larger

DIES, MISSES, BOYS and CIIIL-

NEWEST AND CHOICEST FAEE

4

REDINGOTES.

a

GEO. F. GOLDTHWAIT,

—ALSO—

AND

THE

offering

now

for Boston.

7th, Leader, Rawlev, Calais for NarraganAbby Gale. West, fm Kondout for Boston;
Abigail Haynes, Smith, Vinalhaven for New York;
Grecian, Fisher, from Harrington for do; Porto Rico,
Wentworth, Rockport for do- It F Hart, Coombs,
Providence for Alexandria; H H Fisk, Wixon, Richmond for Baltimore; C W Dexter, Dunton, Gardiner
for orders; and others.
BOSTON—Ar 8th Inst, schs Hosannah Rose, Harney, Baltimore; Juliet. Crosby, Elizabethport; Wm
Slater, Andrews, Philadelphia.
Cld 8th, sch Mary G Collins, Endicott, Port Royal;
M L Crocket, Crockett, Bangor.
Ar 9th, schs Roswell, Hnrlbut, Glace Bay; Harry
Lee, Mayo, New York; Delia Hinds. Wells. Calais;
Vandalia, Fullertou, and Estella, itemick, Sullivan;
E A Elliott. Sproul. and Briliant, Varnuni, Bangui;
Ellen Merriman, Geyer, Bangor, (full ot water); Wm
Thomas, Littlejohn, Portland; Ariosto, Elwell, and
W H Steele, Mullen, Rockland; Leader, Brown, and
Watei Witch, Ames, do; Atlantic, Lynch, Damariscotta; Richmond, Guptill, Gardiner; Marv Jane,
Merrill. Bath.
SALEM—Ar 7th, schs Speedwell, Drisko, Baltimore; Lottie Ames, Wooster, Port Johnson ; LA
Boardman, Norwood. Hobokeu for Saco, R Warren,
Curtis, Portland for New York.
MACHIAS—Ar 30th, sch Nettie Walker, Drew,
Portland.
In port
set Pier;

learn prices before you buy.

Domestic.

—

Philadelphia

RUBBERS.

FALL AND WINTER.

Don’t fail to

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

CLOAKS,

A5D

for CASH.

when they purchase goods at

English Walking

GOODS

SHOES

OF

STOCK

offered at the very Lowest Prices

RECEIVING

DRESS

YOUR

sonable Goods

NOTICE!

STEAMER EXPRESS hereafter will make tw0
trips daily to Peak’s Island, leaving end ot Custom
House Wharf at 8.45 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. and Jones
Landing at 9 A. M. and 3.30 P. M.
sep30sn2w

sn3mos

BROS

IN

snlm

WOOD’S. ESTEY’S and SMITH’S
REED ORGANS.
Sh et Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars, Accordeons, Strings of the best quality, and all kinds of
Musical Iustruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
and Retail by
C. K. HAWES.
71 Middle St.
Particular attention given to orders.

LAY

sortment than

Square.

DR.
00

your foot

are

Bhod? If not, go to

well

UEA & PERRINS’ IVorceaterahire Sauce

Elegant line ot Trimmings in Gimps,

READY

YOU

ARE

panic-

GREAT

Apply

GOLDER & CO.,

DIAGONALS,

—

FALL and WINTER SEASON.

w.

sntf

BR1LL1ANTINES,
CASHMERES,

FRINGES, Ac.
—

iu*vain to find.

Now, bring your lantern down this way,
(Unless you come in open day,)
And possibly, one may be found,
Who, “on e goose is always sound,’*
And sells a Walnut Chamber
Set,
As low as Painted Pine, “you iet
At Merriam’s Store, near Woodman
Block,
Where you will find a splendid Stock.

o

living

ti,;', onath28iJnt"

CAMEL’S HAIR,

JACKETS,

To him, who is honorable and fair,
In all his dealings with mankind,

ariested the next

day.
Elijah Welch has been convicted of a murderous assault on Janies E. McKeown at Farmington last August.
!1 A county institute is to be held at Farming-

Lwi

n

THE SEARCH.
Diogenes, the search’s not o’er;
An honest man is wanted, more
Than when thy trembling footsteps
sought,
Among the gloomy shades, for aught
That would a slight resemblance bear.

was

aud

POPLINS,

ADVERTISEMENTS

New York.

SAVANNAH—Ar 4th, brig Abby Ellen, Gilkey,
sch Emma D Finney, Elwell, Portland; 7th,
Lena Breed, from Kennebec.
Cld 7th, sch Gertie E Merrow, Nichols. Portsmouth
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 6th, sch Amos Walker, Dunn
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, schs Sophia Kranz, Dyer,
Boston; Kate M Hilton, Fisk; Bath.
Ar 7th, sch Georgia
Staples, Lord, Salem.
Cld 7th, scbs Nellie Chase.
Dulling, for Portland;
Gergie Staples, Lord. Portsmouth.
Sid 7th. ship Charter Oak.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, sch Ralph Howes, fm
Jacksonville.
Cld 7th, sch Jas Bliss, Hatch,
Boston; Keystone,
Hatch, Somerset.
Sid. brig Helen O Phinney.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, schs M M
Knowles. Dow,
Cardenas 12 days ; Commerce.
Torrey. Rockland;
Tahmiroo, Cole, Frankfort; P L Smith, Upton, Portland; Alabama, Haskell, do; Angola, Bellatv. Providence: Latou, Kilpatrick, New
Haven; Geo Washed™, Morton, Norwalk; Kate Grant, Grant, Clinton Point; Undine, Emerson, Portland.
Ar 9th, ships E W Stetson. Moore. London; Alice
Buck, Snow, and Friemllander, Emerson, Liverpool;
sch Gamma, Brown, Port Caledonia.
Cld 8th, barque Cardenas,
Sundberg. Havana; brig
Adelaide, Hall, Rio Janeiro; Clara J Adams, MeFadden, St Thomas; Sami Lindsev, Adams, Laguayra and Porto Cabello;
Rachel Conev, Coney. Philadelphia; schs Juliet, Small, Rio Granule; Travellei
Hodges. Jacksonville.
Passed through Hell Gate 7th, schs Ida L Howard,
Williams, Holwken lor Boston ; Koret, Dunbar, New
York for Portland; Daniel Webster, Haskell, do for
Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—SM 7tli. schs S A Boice, Y ates,
Philadelphia; Mary Langdon. Bennett, New York;
Dexter. Lord, Boston via Portsmouth.
RAr 8tb, sch E L Leonard. Gault. Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 7th. sch Freddie L Porter, from

ALPACCES.

REDINGOTEs,

Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au26sntf

notice!

Wood,

Bangor;

SHAWLS,

GOODS

060_snd&wtf
Dwight C. Colder & Co.,

The Lewiston .Journal says Gov.
Perham
inadefwine excellent talkjtojthe Sweedes during
his visit atjNew Sweden last week.

CLOAKS,

sntf

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

Tory choice secleetion of Ladle* Suit* In,

a

NEW

..

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 2d lust, schs Carrie Walker,
Boston; Eva Adell, Eaton, do; Hattie
Turner. Turner, and Stampede, Dow, do; Florida,
Gilmore, Belfast.
CM 2d, schs Dolly Varden, Allen, and Alvarado,

Heuderson,

SERGES.

STREET.

Junta

Matanzas.

4 & S FREE STREET,
Will open

SUITS,

ST.

CONGRESS

9th,

SILKS,

CO.,

COUNTY RONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT RONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

I

importa-

sn3t

33*

COUNTY.

new

ON THURSDAY Oct.

SAN FRANCISCO—CM 26th, barque VMette,Boyd,
San Pedro.
PENSACOLA—Ar 3d, sch Josephine, Giles, from

DWIGHT C. GOLDEB & CO.,

EVERYBODY SATISFIED
&

oc9

es-

STATE NEWS.

STREET.

will open their choice selections and

—
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DOMESTIC PORTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

On THURSDAY OCT. 9th

Residence Prelle

CUSTOM

an

church.

goldek

FREE

SPECIAL

itself

sential of Christian brotherhood. He
expresses
ardent hope in the future
unity of the
Church. Now that the Protestant character of
the Evangelical Alliance is
fully developed, it
is expected that more of the
members will
make decided attacks
upon tlie Roman CathoUg

5

Sc

4,

NOTICES.

ffi^'Come aud satisfy yourselves.
E. PONCE.

3011 -a CONGRESS ST., Room No. 6.

Alliance is the source of considerable comment.
He no longer makes any pretence to
allegiance
to the Church of Rome. In his new breadth of
only

c.

DW1GUT

Market

Evangelical

creed he goes even beyond the Alliunce
and proclaims faith in Christ as the

Freckle

It is

Druggists

News and Other Items.
It is said, on good authority, that Senator
John A. Logan and George Bangs, postal card
superintendent, have bought the Chicago Inter-Ocean.
The Superintendent of Insurance has filed a
petition for an injunction to prevent the St.
Louis Mutual Life Insurance Co., from
doing

FACE,

Blackhead and Flesh woim, use PERRY’S improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
mecicine
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Drugeists
oc8deod& w an2m41
everywhere.

It is now of the greatest importance to
fully
put before the people the entire feasibility of
this plan of gradual resumption, and to
destroy
the popular-impression that gold prices mean
ruin. It is a sad thing, indeed, that the
very
word “specie payments” has been so used before the people, that it has become as much a
terror as the red flag to France—a terrible banner to he waved before the
eyes of the people
on every occasion wheu the interests of a class
are to be protected or sustained at the
expense
of the whole.
How Anna Dickinson Climbed the Rocky
Mountains.—A plain, closely fitting corsage,
short skirt, extending just below the knee,
trowsers wide at the bottom, a few inches
longer, blue stockings with white arrow worked
from ankle up, low quartered shoes, like a gentleman's Oxford ties. Anna made a government pack mule feel that life had no further
charms, for she rode to the top in the same
style as her escort did! Mercy! and did she?
To be certainly, madame. anil was none the
worse, we assure you.
Her principal squire
seemed to be in excellent humor, and said that
she was behaving very well indeed; for Lord
lovejus, she has the reputation of being a terrible scold; and what a voice? Some of our
party on the lake could distinctly hear her as
the party came down the mountain, a mile distant.—Canon City Times.

complaints.

serious

more

SPECIAL NOTICES.

opinion.

worse ami
annually mcrea.se
of average payments.
The
ton on the 20tli inst.
show a very efficient-ondition of report wifi
1
lhe lal'd office
SOMERSET COUNTY.
11
be
brief, hut will show that the business of the
Tlie corn shop at Fairfield closed
operations
been
office has
brought up tu the close of the
put up 300,000 cans, em.W
quarter preceding the preparation of the re- prnymg 500
and paying out $14,000 for
hands,
port and most of it to date. This office has
never before been in as efficient » condition as
the figures of the report show. The estimates
re5,ard10 the notice of injuncbridge at F“d is
of the internal revenue bureau will show a
to be held
uth
very satisfactory decrease and successful workA spiritual doctcrss
was found Ivin- hv the
ing of the reduced machiuery for making colwith
head
lections.
uauiy bruised. bhe says she was attacked
rate

as

says:
The coin must come, aud gold will fall to par
in spite of the Secretary. His brief authority
will be powerless to sustain tbe market against
arrivals for a market, and none will feel tempted to buy gold against such importations as are
now promised.
The Secretary has been measured in the balance aud found wanting. Never
in the history of our country has so great an
occasion been so hopelessly neglected. Whatever other fame
the Secretary may achieve
that of a finance minister has passed from him
forever.
When gold falls to par and there is no longer profit or hope of profit in
holding it, it will
But this is
pass from hand to hand as of old.
not resumption, nor yet a single step toward it.
It can only be held in the currency by the provision of a place for its use.
This can only
come from from legislation.
The appeal will
be taken from the Secretary to Congress. When
this important session is opened there will be
found two distinct propositions awaiting its approval, and the country marshaled behind the
one or the other in columns in which political
opinions wifi have ho place. From the one will
rise the cry for more inflation, more greenbacks, from the other a stern demand for a
approach to coin. There need be no
oubt about the people’s position.
Every man
who lives by his daily labor—the bone and sinew of the
country, the American artizan, the
Irish laborer, the German agriculturist—has an
immediate daily interest ,n the return to specie
payment; only let it be made clear to them
that there is to made no immediate
resumption,
no contraction and
suffering, but only a gradual
and careful substitution of coin for
paper, continued when gold is at par aud money is
plenty,
arrested when either gold advances or mouey
becomes dear, and there can be no divisi ai o‘f

as

A full house was in attendance iu the evening. After the devotional exercises, conducted
by Rev. Mr. Matthews, an address upon mission work hv Cyrus Sturdevaut was listened to
with deep interest. In respouse to an appeal

New Life for ibe Languid.
Perfect health is vouchsafed to few. Probably
ninety people out of every hundred who call themselves healthy have their “turns” of languor, exhaustion, depression of spirits and bodily pain. At
these times a wineglassful of Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters is as refreshing as “the shadow of a rock lu a
and rests the system
weary land.” It invigorates
aud cheers the mind. The effect of the Bitters in
cases of nervous debility, produced either by undue
physical exertions, over-study, intense anxiety, or
and invigany other cause, is wonderfully reviving
orating. In fact, this healthful vegatable restorative
which entitle it to the
possesses medicinal properties
rank of an article of prime necessity, and it should
and
iu
liaml
on
dwelling,
lie kept
every
promptly
taaen as a remedy for all the minor ailments as well

fradual

preand
will be morally guilty of misprision of
felony, while through weak good nature, or
lack of c urage, or flabby sentimentality,
they condone the offense of the genteel
swindler by continuing their friendship with
him.—Christian Union.

Honest

SPECIAL

tions in

Treasury in connection with his policy of
retaining the gold in his possession and the
large imports of coin from abroad, the writer

depends largely on the attitude of the
banking interest. It is possible for the banking power to hang back, to be indifferent, to
be a dead-weight on the whole performance;
or it is possible for it to bring a willing and
capacious mind to its solution.—Springfield
Republican.
We have thus far counted up 9999 labored
explanations of the cause of the panic, not

tence, make long prayers.

For many years the amount of our circulating medium has been in excess of tlie reasonable needs of tbe country. It is now claimed,
and it seems justly, that the business of the
country fully demands its present medium of
seven buudred millions.
There must .therefore,
be uo contraction of this medium. There must
be only a substitution of gold for a part of
that medium. This is gradual resumption.
This is the only time since the close of the war
when the condition of our foreign exchanges
has permitted a serious thought of the possibility of such a substitution. Nothing but the
great improvement in our situation as regards
foreign countries, and the certainty that tor a
considerable period this improvement must continue in a largely-increasing ratio, renders
such a piau practicable to-day.
After long suspension, in which values, no
longer measured by gold standard, become irregular and unsettled, an immediate restoration
of their true relations is difficult and unequal.
It was a saying of that wisest and and most sagacious of American Statesmen, Albert Gallatin, tbe financial Nestor by whose counsels the
country was led through tbe revulsion of 1837
up to specie payments, “that the agony of tlie
resumption is far more terrible than tbe agony
of suspension;” that it is harder to submit to a
loss which may be avoided or postponed, or
perhaps shifted to another’s shoulders, to aid
resumption than to far greater losses to avoid
resumption. The moral tone, once impaired, is
with difficulty restored, either in individuals or
communities.
Fortunately, there is no need of such suffering uow. The worst has been rapidly passed.
The contraction of values has been sharp and
sudden, hut thorough. The deposits line of the
New York banks alone has fallen off $51,000,000 siuce the 13th of September, a contraction
of twenty-live percent. There can be no further contraction.
There will be no further general decline in values.
There will be surely an
between
those which have falieu
equalization
too low and those which have not yet felt their
share of the depression. It may safely be said
that no values have wholly escaped. What are
we to reap from this sudden restoration of true
Shall we hold steady where we are,
values?
and gradually recover our old financial standing by gradual resumption, or shall we drift
along in another expansion and another panic,
or another inflation?
Can there be any hesitation ? Surely, we shall choose the better path—
that which leads to national honor and sure
prosperity Tlie long promised day has at last
dawned—tlie day when by ten years of unexampled prosperity, the busiuess of the country
has “grown up” to tlie full measure of the circulating medium. Shall we not now endeavor
to harmonize our system with the systems of
all other civilized Dations—to return to gold as
a standard of values?
In alluding to the policy of the Secretary of
the

cess

organizations should

“Raw Recruits for Satan” exclaims
the Northern Christian Advocate, on noticing that the industrial college of New York begins its sixth year with two hundred fresh-

j

ing.”

viduality, they will,

•everal men who knocked her from her wagon
adk heat her until she was senseless.
The two horse thieves captured at Moose
Kiver last week, after a desperate fight, the
particulars of which we published in these columns, have been arraigned before a trial justice aud bound over for their appearance before
the Supreme Judicial Court for Somerset county, There is but little prospect of the recovery
of one of them.

Resumption.
correspondent of the New York Times
in treating the financial question, says of the
gradual rusumption of specie payments:
The

cod

*ep24
Wanted.
GIRL to do general housework in a fam.ly 0f
but thiee persons. Apply to 141 Brackett, cor-

A Bramball street.

ner

ocl9d3*»

Board.
and
with board,
Apel#GENTLEMAN
room

wife can secure
at 62 Free Street,

CHANGE.
announces
I

Dressing

pleasant
eo02w*

to hi*

snbscriber respectfully
THE
friends and former customers bat he ha*
Rooms at the Preble Home and
the Hair

be found at the Hair
United State* Hotel, where
•ee them.
can

a

leblS 74

oc9d3t

lett

Dressing Room* ol the
he would be pleased to
__

_____
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THE PHENR

Periodical Depots of
“gained at the
*• Kobinson, Brrnell <S:

G'endenning Moses,
•nn^Md'cMShTn1’
ChShom Bros->
all trains that

the’

Heuderrun out of

on

ity

At

FesCo.,

Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
Saco of L, Hodgdon.
J- s- Carter.
a! Gorham, of News
A.t
Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunk. of C. E. Miller.

At

^alcrvl,Ie-of

tion were portraits of Eliphalet Greely, foundof the Institute, and of Captain Sewall
Blanchard.

In the forenoon a drawing match of
took place. The result was

AUCTION COLUMN.

Horses, &e.—F.

O.

Bailey

the citizens of Cumberland, who have reason
to be proud of the
many noble specimens of
horse flesh which the town possesses.
Four

COLUMN.
Music Hall—Mirror of Ireland.
M. L. A.—Thomas Nasi.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
( Wanted—Pupils.

thousand pounds

the weight drawn by
spans, and 2060 by a single horse. The display
of strength is considered to be the best ever

Board Wanted.

20,000—The Boy’s Own.

Fall and Winter Styles—Eastman & Cutts.
Board—02 Free Street.
I J. M. Dyer <Sr Co—Autumn and Winter Goods.
St. Ahgustine’s School—O. L. Billings,
t Wanted—Tenement.
Bake<l Beaus—W. C. Cobb.
Shipping Fish—Curtis & Davis.
Sail, on, «&c—Curtis & Davis.
A Child desires a Home.

in the town,
In the afternoon several trots came off for
the amusement of the people.
No premiums
were offered, for the Farmers’ Club have no
faith in the ‘‘agricultural horse trot'’ of the
average fair. Several of the races were sharply contested and good time was made, considering the heaviness of the track and its bad condition generally.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cogia Hassan’s Announcements—7.
Opera Glasses—R. B. Swift.
Longevity—Dr. T. S. Lambert.

The exhibition closed with a general hand-

^Upou

Niiprrior Court.
TERM, 1873. 8YMONDS. J.,

shaking, and an expressed determination to do,
if possible, even better next year. The decided
PRE8ID

INO.

Thursday.—Isaac Emery
upon

an

vs.

account

Henry R. Stickney
annexed for draw-

backs upon policies of insurance effected through
defendant— 504 pounds of sugar and rent of desk
room iu office, amounting iu all to $740.
Defendant tiles an account in set off to the amount
of $446.75. Evidence out aud argument concluded.
Strout & Holmes for plaintiff.
J. H. Williams for defendant.
municipal

of the present year is due to the efforts
of the officers of the Farmers’ Club, and especially to the labors of the able and courteous
marshal, Mr. A. P. Osgood.
The following premiums were awarded yessuccess

terday:
CORN AND

com.

S. R. Sweetsir, best Crosby sweet corn.
Edward Russsell, Yarmouth, best oats.
Lewis Merrill, best wheat.
B. B. Sweetsir second best wheat.
A. R. Barstow, best buckwheat.
Wm.M. Blanchard, best baricv.

Court.

Thuhsdey.—Alonzo Giilis. Intoxication.
Second offence. Sixty days.
James O’Neil and Patrick Hurtney. Affray. Fin
ed $5 each with costs. Paid.
Andrew Lang. Search and seizure. Fined $50.—
Paid.
Richard Anderson.
Fined $5.—
Intoxication.
Committed.
York ftoiimr ». J. Court.
PETER8, J., PRESIDING.
K. Lane.

Action

on an

D. Merrow

account.

Thomas

horses under 1800 pounds.
J. R Prince, North Yarmouth, first

single horse.

MATCHED HORSES.

Fairfield.
Mary L. Larrabee, libellant, vs. Royal T. Larrabee. Divorce decreed Custody of child given to

Sylvanus Porter, first premium for same pair
preminm at New England Fair.
Henry Sturdevant, second premium.
Albeit Rideout, third premium.

Jottings.
the harbor was almost clear
Brief

Yesterday
sailing vessels.

from

Saturday
Saturday evening. They

matiuee

afternoon, and

grand concert
ing like hot cakes.

A man named William

are

Truesdell was

siderably jammed Wednesday evening

go-

con-

while

at the Maine Central freight
shackling
in this city.
At a recent wedding in this city some of the
guests were badly poisoned by handling the
poison ivy which had unwittingly been trailed
cars

yard

among other vines.
.And now the staging at the Tndia street
church will have to be replaced in order to
straighten out the vane, which has got a twist
room

in it.
The Rossini Club held their first meeting for
the season last evening.
The Forest City Shooting Clnb held their
This
ragular monthly meeting last evening.
club are looking sharp after violators of the
Jew in regard to shooting ducks.
Au Open Air Wedding.—Wednesdayevening while a sewing circle was in progress at the
house occupied by Messrs. William and David
Johnson in Gorham, there came a hasty rap at
the door and an urgent inquiry for Elder Bean
of the Gorham Baptist church. Mr. Bean hastened to the door and there found a nervous
from
man and blushing woman who hailed

Portland, and who were very anxious, they
said, “to be united in thehoudsof holy matrimony.” They refused to go into the house, because they didn’t care to be generally known.
So a witness was summoned from the sewing
circle, the minister took his stand by the carriage, and the magic words were said which
Then the happy couple
made the twain one.
started homeward and the clergyman returned
to his circle meditating on undue haste and
matrimony.
Steamers.—The steamer John Brooks, which
left Boston Wednesday night for this city,
found the sea outside too rough and put into
Gloucester harb or, Cape AnD, where she remained over yesterday. The passengers were
landed yesterday morning and forwarded, by
rail to this city.
The Franconia, of the New York line, which
left New York Monday and was due here Wednesday morning, put into Falmouth harbor,
near Cape Ann, where she still remains.
JThe Falmouth left here Tuesday night for

Halifax and up to last night had not been heard
from. She is probably lying safe in some one
For the
of the many harbors on onr coast.
past few days there has raged outside the heaviest sea known for years at this season of the

year.
The tug boat Mary B. Cnrtis lies at Franklin
wharf waiting for the calming of the waters,
as she is bound to Baltimore.
There was no Boston steamer on the route
last night as the Forest City is in Boston and
not dare to venture out.

The wind blew

steadily from the northe ast all day yesterday.
Police Notes.—A young man employed by
Mr. E. B. Bobinson, the music dealer, has left
the city after having stolen about $100 worth of

employer’s property.
About 10 o’clock last night a man named
Smith, who lives on Washington street, was
wending his way homeward up India street,
his

passed the corner of Fore street he
when,
met a group of young men whom he saluted,
and asked the way to Washington street. One
he

of the meu volunteered to show him tie way
.and started up the street with him. Instead,
however, of exercising this human and kind
act, he grabbed the gold watch and chain
Smith wore and attempted to make off with
Smith seized him by the coat, and in
them.
his struggles to get away the man left both
overcoat and inner coat, together with a large
piece of his shirt sleeve in Smith’s possession.
Smith made a complaint to the police, and the
coats and piece of shirt are now at the station.
Jim Flinn, a brutal wretch, was arrested
the barracks for terribly beating
V
Annie Leighton was in her glory last night.
was made hideous in that > ection by
fpj]e night
■>
One young girl, named Brown,
rows.
run ei.
^ down and rendered insensible,
was
knock
^ut ber arm so badly by
and Annie k
^|&ss that a doctor had to be
breaking window
last

night

at

ktis wife.

called to s*w it up.

KNITTING

Mrs. Myra Blanchard, best knitting.
Joseph Morrison, three premiums

and no repairs having been made,
th^Commissioners filed their petition in tbe S.
J. Court, Oxford county, in Sept. 1872. A partial hearing was had and contiuued till the
December term, and then the order for further

hearing

revoked

and

the

case

continued

to

examination having been made iD
time on account of the road being
covered up with snow, the case was further
continued to September term, and was then

March;
tbe

no

mean

before
to be
taken
bis
up
Honor. Judge Virgin, in chambers, and the
Court adjourned by his order, to hear this matter. The Railroad Commissioners appeared as
witnesses for the prosecution of tbe case, and
F. O. J. Smith and his son, F. B. Smith, deny
the allegations in the petition.
Enoch Foster,
Jr., county attorney for Oxford couuty, appears for the petitioners and F. O. J. Smith
for the road. The testimony elicited showed

agreed

the road was in a very bad condition, as the
Commissioners have made two examinations
subsequent to the filing of the injunction.
The case is the first of the kind ever presented
to the courts under the railroad law, and the
Commissioners are desirous of testing tbe matter, to know whether or not they have any authorityjn matters of this kind.
Catholic Fair.—Last evening tlie Orphan
Asylum building on Free street contained
something beyond a crowd, it was a jam. Locomotion through the various rooms was exceedingly difficult, and when the proper hour
for closing the building for the night arrived,

all directions.

At Mrs. Carroll’s table there is
magnificently chased silver tea service valued

a

at

$80,

a chance of gaining which
costs only
dollar. There is also on this table a splendid harp, called the “Harp of Taiar’s Hall,”
made of wax, and valued at $15.
At Mrs. James McLaughlin’s table is asplendid “prie-Dieu,” to be given to the most popuone

this table are especially noticeable, which Miss
Mehan and Miss Gullius, the polite assistants,

YARN.

on

rolls and

yarn.

Mrs. Louisa Skillings, best mixed yarn.

ready

are

point out.
Altar.Society

to

RUGS.

Miss Olive Baston, first premium.
Mrs. S. P. Powell, second premium.
Mrs. Mary A. Buxton, third premium.

At the
table of St. Dominies’
a fine porcelain picture of Father
O’Callagha.
Mrs. McGlinchy’s table contains a great many
rare and costly articles, as well as articles foi

and use. Mrs. Anna O’Connor, the graceful and lovely assistant at this table, has charge
of the vote on the cane, which last night stood
as
follows: Father O’Callagha 19G; Father
Wallace 131; Father Powers 115; Fa the! Bradley 100. The vote on the sword and belt stood:
Sheridans 288; Montgomery Guards 322. The
vote on the clock stood: Montgomerys 82; Emeralds 54; Longshoremen 12; Sheridans 15.
wear

QUILT*.
Mrs. Charles Wyman, embroidered
quilts, first
premium.
Mis. M. J. Sweetsir. second premium.
Mrs. Hattie Farwell, thirc. premium.
Mrs. D. G. Loring, North Yarmouth, patch work
quilts, first premium.
Mrs. Lydia Sturdevant. second premium.
Mrs. L. G. Greenleaf, Yarmouth, third premium.

^

Shaw’s Concerts.—The grand success of the
recent series of concerts inaugurated and car-

Mrs. W. L. Prince, first preipium.
Mr*. Lucy A. Leignton, second premium,

Same,

best

pansies.

CURIOSITIES.
E. G. Blanchard, Yarmouth, cork picture of Windsor Castle.
Mrs. C. H. Blanchard, Yarmouth, shell wreath.
E. G. Blanchard, Yarmouth, sandal wood box.
H. Eaton. Japanese cabinet.
Mrs. E. B. Bibber, Japanese turtle.
Same, Chinese fan.
E. G. Blanchard. Yarmouth, ancient book.
Mrs. Mary Merrill, stuffed guinea hen.
Minnie E. Os?ood, collection of insects.
S. M. Rideout, razor a hundred years old.
E. G. Blanchard, Yarmouth, collection Japanese
work and curiosities.
Mrs. Ruth Greelev, lamp mat of husks.
G. M. Sy«!ere, collection of Indian relics.
Miss Ella Merrill, box of small shells.
The races resulted as follows:
Sherman Knox, S. Porter.1
Monmouth Boy,-Crossman.2
Time, 3.07, 3.03, 3 05.
FOUR YEAR
White

2
1

2
1

OLDS.

Stocking,

Josiah Morrill.2
Albert Goodwin.1

Capt. Jack,
Sorrel Boy,-Chute.3

1
2
3

1
2
3

Time, 3.26, 3.26, 3.19.
A fine Hereford bull, 1 year old, brought in by A*
F. Winslow of Falmouth, too late for notice yesterday, was awarded a first premium. The bull was
sired by Crompton Ladd.
Arrest of Mrs.
this city and State

Thurston.—Everybody

in

knows, by reputation

at

least, Jane P. Thurston. For years she has entertained the idea that not only the State of
Maine belonged to her, but that she was also
the proprietor of the United States and Great
Britain. Hitherto, in a harmless kind of way,
she has pestered nearly every prominent personage in the country, from President Grant
down. People have laughed at her odd notion
and humored her whim. Lately, however, her
insanity has assumed a new phase. She read
of tbe panic and became alarmed for the safety
of her greenbacks held in trust by the banks.
She thought it time to begin to draw some of
them for her own private use. Consequently a
few days since she drew her check for §1000
which she

attached to one of her
to the Casco Bank. Of
course she was told there was no money belonging to her on deposit there. She however
asserted her ownership to the entire bank, and

presented,

printed manifestoes,

tragic air ordered the President,
Cashier and clerks to “vamose the rauche.’
assuming

She

a

which both home and foreign talent will be
represented. It is also understood that the
course tickets for these concerts will be sold b.v
subscription aud but a limited number will be
at

issued, as the seating capacity of the hall

will
four hundred.
The well known
superior musical character aud executive ability of Mr. Shaw are sufficient guarantee that
these “chamber concerts” will prove highly
successful.
overrun

Harbor Commissioners.—Yesterday afterat 4 o’clock the Harbor Commissioners
gave a hearing to the County Commissioners at
Portlaud bridge, on the petition of the latter
for an extension of the piers of the draw of the
bridge. A good deal of trouble has always
been experienced by tbe owners of vessels pass"
ing through the draw on account of the short-

noon

of the piers. The tide runs strong at this
point, and vessels are continually sustaining

ness

damage by swinging against the bridge, and
tbe County Commissioners are constantly being
sued for damages. After a full hearing the
Harbor Commissioners decided to allow the upper piers to be extended forty feet and the lower piers fifty feet.
CarT. Winslow
Portland Cadets,

and Lieut. Merrill of the
were in
Bangor yesterday
making arrangements for their company visit
on the 24th.
Gov. Perliam and wife, while in this city

Wednesday,

attended the silver
and Mrs. Simeon Shurtleff.

different view of the matter, and on finding
she was determined to contiue her annoyance,
“turned her over to the police, and she was
taken to the station. An application has been
made by the proper officers to have her sent to
the Insane Asylum, and an order will probably
be granted by the authorities to convey her to

Augusta.
Eastern Railroad.—The extra “ventilator”
train arrived at 2.30 p. in. yesterday with several prominent railroad gentlemen on board,
and Judge S. C. Maine of Boston, the inventor.
The most important feature of the ventilator is, first, the sifting of the air through an
exceedingly fine wire gauze, and secondly, the
direction of the current, as it enters the car at

of Mr.

Annexation.—The special committee of the
Council will give a hearing to tbe annexation committee of Cape Elizabeth this afternoon

at four

o'clock,

in the

Mayor’s office.

Felt Skirts at

Cogia Hassan’s.

Upon Longevity.— As we are to have the
opportunity in a day or two of enjoying one or
more lectures upon the indications or signs of
the probable length of time that a person can
live, we insert the following from the New
York

Express, premising

that the word “Biomthe “measure of life:”
Dr. T. S. Lambert of this city, is, we learn,
engaged to lecture in several cities during this
month. V.re will assure the public wherever he
goes that his lectures upon Biometrical Science
and upon Insurance are exceedingly interesting
and instructive.

etry”

means

A new line of children’s Shawls at 87c,
received at Cogia Hassan’s.

just

Opera Glasses.—A large lot of Opera
Glasses, suitable for the coming lectures aud
concerts, at It. B. Swift’s, 317 Congress street,
under Mechanics’ Hall.
octl0-2t
Empress Cloths iu all the new
at Cogia Hassau’s.

shades, 57jc

the base of each wiudow, directly up, so as not
to inconvenience the sitter with horizontal
drafts. The air can be admitted or excluded
at the pleasure of the occupant of the seat by
the mere turning of a button.
yigorous
smoking in the car,which was one of the woist
ventilated on the road, failed to make the air

a

Caleb Cushthan momentarily impure.
ing recently remarked to the inventor that if
he could keep the air of cars pure without hav

A splendid assortment of Ladies’ Shawls,
from $1.75 upwards, at Cogia Hassau’s.

more

raise the windows he would eoufer one
of the greatest boous upon traveling humanity.
Judge Maiue claims to be able to 4o this, and
the trial of yesterday, in the opinion of those
present, bore out the claim. The car, as fitted,
ing

to

will go at once upon the Boston and Baugor
train for thorough testing. The Eastern railroad has expended 818,500 for each mile of its
road on its equipment already, a higher figure
than any other road in the country; but it is
prompt to make trial of anything that promises more comfortable and elegant accomtnodadafions to the public.
—

—

Triple Town Faib.—The towns ot
Standish, Gorham and Windham inaugurated
a new departure in stock exhibitions this year,
and held a union cattje show and fair at Little
The

Falls, Windham. The show of stpek was unusually good, the draught oxen being particularly noticeablB for their great strength and
Thirty-five yokes of
magnificent proportions.

yard,

These Three Lines will prove a sure guide to
health if they induce the sufferers from Chronic
Cough to try Hale’s Honey of Horehound aud
Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,
eod&wlw

All of my own plate and warranted. Ice
Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steel
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., also old Table
Ware replated in the best manner and at very
reasonable prices at
Atwood’s, 27 Market Square,

jySeodtf

up one

Hosiery!—A full line constantly
at Cogia Hassan’s,

flight.

on

hand,

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, iu the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jeli-dtf
_

N. B.—A case of Alpaccas, just opened,
at 25c a yard, at Cogia Hassau’s.

and

selling

I have just returned from New York with a
and complete line of Dress Goods iu all
the new colors, to which I invite your attention.
Cogia Ilassan, 129 Middle street,
new

Th.e following changes have been made in
the Belfast custom house:
Marshall Davis,
Esq., to be first deputy in place of Timothy
Thorndike resigned, and the latter to be deputy
and aid to the Revenue in place of J. D.
Tucker resigned.
John Palmer, an Englishman in the employ
of the government ou Gerrisli Island, Kittery,

The display of
cattle were on the ground.
'c—At .the annual
fruit was,considering the bad season something
Provident Associate.
, ^ evening ia
In dairy products the show was
wonderful.
meeting of this association helu ,^jjce?.3 were
The hall
and it also was in poultry.
good,
theCity building, the following
was drowned Wednesday,in
fjfcephen- wa3 well filled with fancy articles, etc.
attempting to cross
H.
W.
elected for the ensuing
from the island to New Castle in a small boat
Kyear:
In the evening, Hon. George W. Woodman
son. President; Woodbury S. Dana, Era..
The
changes have been made in
delivered an address to the farmers, abounding Maine following
Charles H. Woodbury tp
post offices:
Swan, James P, Baxter, Vice Presidents;v.
as
to
the
cultivation
be postmaster at East Moumouth, vice M. L
ip practical suggestions
ver Gerrisli,
Treasurer; C. C. Hayes. Secretary;
At
the
conculsion
of
Charles
A. Whitting postGetchell, resigned;
-<d manuring of lands.
T. C.Hersey, Charles Holden, J. It Thompai"
master at South Norridgewoek, vice Henry C.
Woodman’s address, those so inclined pro- Powers,
son, Samuel Rolfe, Benj.
Lewis M. Terrell postmaster
resigned;
Kingsbury, Jr., Cbas. Mr- >
ch»ye the flying hours with glowiug at Amity._
Staples, Ezra Carter, T. E. Twitchell, John
ceeded to
,
succeed in catchingjany.
\ eaton, W, W. Brown. Edward P.
Dadm
Chase,
feet, but
tieteokomh;kal.
vid Tucker, Thomas H.
L
Weston, F. Pingree,
-Yesterday afternoon the Cou.r PROliABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
A Hearing.
Henry Fox, A. M. Burton, S. B. Beckett,
^ve a bearing on Custom
HOURS
Eben Corey, J. T. McCobb, Edward
ty Commissioners !;.
Gould,
tion of a (erry )amlWar Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
on
Geo.
W.
Win. Deering,
Parker, Wm. E. Mor- House wharf
are in
"
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
>
that negotiations
ris and Isaac F. Sturdevant. Board of AdvisOct 9, 17.30 P. y.))
ing- It is understood
^ ^
ers.
For
Sew
progress to buy the Pr0Pc"ty
ftnsland
tlle landiDg
wlie
and Middle Stales, northerly winds and clear
Lynch, situated at the point
arr
A Paralytic Stroke.—Nicholas Rideout,
and hazy weather,
is desired. No definite action
j.
an aged and much respected citizen of Cumclosing
Hospital Fair—Tickets for the
berland, was attacked by paralysis while seated
At a meetingof railroad managers WednesBut
night, of the Hospital Fair will be for sale till3
at his breakfast table yesterday moruing.
day at Chicago, the question of abolishing the
of
bi9
at Stockbridges music store. The numentertained
are
Dooming
ticket sales
recovery,
faint hopes
practice of paying commissions on
ber of tickets will be limited.
Those purchaswas considered, hut no decision was reached.
Mr. Rideout is a man who has been very prom,
ing tickets will draw the number in the raffle A committee was appointed to consult with
inent iu town affairs, and will be greatly misseastern and western roads on the subject.
to which they are entitled, on entering the halL
ed by the people of Cumberland.
__-

__

Interesting Testimony—Appearance of
the Accused, Etc., Etc.
[Special to Press.]
Rockland,Oct. 9.—At the murder trial today, the government has produced some interesting and important testimony, and the prosecution is systematically developing the chain of
circumstances upon which it relies to establish
the guilt of the prisoner.
Miss Mink looked as calm and cheerful as
usual this morning, and engaged in freqnent
conversation with the counsel, hut this after
noon lias seemed more depressed and seldom
raised her eyes from the flooor.
Dr. Walker was recalled and testified that
before the body was moved there were spotters
of blood on the murdered man’s face, forehead
and hair, also on the exposed
shirt bossom and oil the coal

portion of the

over the
upper
the chest. The coat and shirt were
Witness thinks there is
now
produced.
more blood on the shirt than when he first saw
it, it doubtless becoming further stained in

portion of

moving

the body.
Dr. W. A. Banks testified to having made
some experiments to test the effects of pistol
shots upon linen at different distances. At
throe feet the ball made a hole in the linen
about its own size, no powder stains,blackening
or burning.
At one foot there was a sprinkling
of powder but no burning or tearing. At one
inch there would be stains and tearing of the
linen, which was blackened but not burnt.
Held in contact the linen was mush torn, burnt
and blackened.
Witness had also examiued
the shirt worn by Dr. Baker with the microscope aud found powder.
J. P. Starrett, one of the young
in charge of Miss Mink, testified as

men

placed

to the circumstances passing nnder his observation, but
nothing additional of importance was elicited.
Balloon Ascension—Narrow Escape of
Prof. Al en.
Thomaston, Oct. 9.—At the Knox and Lincoln Fair now being held at Rockland, a part
of the programme to-day was a balloon ascension by Prof. Allen of Providence. At 2.30 the

Prof, promptly started on his aerial trip.
A
strong northwest wind prevailed at the time,
yet the ascension bid fair for a successful trip.

After reaching
descent was
and by some
as

attitude of some 300 feet, the
commenced, and was veay rapid,
an

proved quite unsuccessful,
the Prof, landed in Georges River Bay bemeans

low Thomaston.

He was dragged some disthe water aud finally was obliged to
desert the air ship aud swim for life.
Fortunately for Mr. Allen he was watched by a man
named Mark Ames, who went to his assistance in a boat and succeeded in rescuing him
in a very exhausted condition, his escape from

drowning being very narrow. The Prof,
taken to Mr. Ame3’ house, where he now

was

re-

mains.
Jail Breaking
FARMrNGTON, Oct. 9.—Barnett Blackwell,
found guilty at this term of court of the crime
of burglary, committed at Jay Bridge two
weeks since, escaped from jail last night. He
was to have been sentenced to-day.
Blackwell
is 21 years of age.
Sheriff Fenderson is on his
track.
J.
iTo Associated Press.]
Ordered Away.
Eastport, Oct. 9.—Co. K., Fifth Artillery,
which has been stationed at Fort Sullivan for
some years, left here to-day in the steamer
New York. A large crowd of spectators collected on the steamer’s wharf to see them off
aud the Graud Aimy fired a salute as the
steamer left.

The abandonment of this post
by government is a serious loss 10 this part of
the State, and especially to this town.
JLau ached.
Bath, Oct. 9.—There was launched to day by
William Rogers, a fine bark of 1189 tons,
named Calusa. She has a beautiful leugth figurehead cut by Col. C. A. L. Sampson of this
city, one of the best .artists in New England.
The Calusa is owned by Stepheu Baker & Co„
of San Francisco, Col. Charles H. Sampson
and others of Providence, R. L. and Laban
Hawes of Dennis, Mass. Capt. Charles Howes
of the latter place, commands her.

NEW YORK.
The Mtokrs> Trial.
New York, Oct. 9.—The third trial of Edward S. Stokes was continued this morning.
The prisoner looked calm and self possessed,
and from time to time entered into an animated discussion with his mother and sister, who
were the only females present ud to noon.
On the opening of the court Judge Davis
stated that he had given the challenge of the
defence as careful a consideration as the time
permitted aud must overrule the demurrers
and not sustain the challenge.
The counsel for the defendant said that although the challenge to array was made in
good faith aud on reliable information, is not
sustained by the Judge, rather than delay
time, he would with permission withdraw the

challenge, subsequent investigations showing
that the challenge had no foundation in fact.
The reeleclion of jurors was commenced and
at the hour of recess only one had been accepted.

Receipt

of Coin at the Assay Office,
thousand pounds sterling were received
at the United States assay office today.
The
total sineeMonday is $641,000.

Forty

Failures.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

departure.

a

wedding

City

however

quieted down and took her
Yesterday she stepped into the
First National Bank and attempted to repeat
the same episode. The cashier, however, took
was

ried out by John L. Shaw, esq., has e jeouraged
him to believe that the music loving people of
this city would Bustain a series of “chamber
concerts” or matinees, to be first class in every
respect, so far as the talent employed and the
character of the music presented is concerned.
It is understood that,there will be six of this
class of entertainments given in Congress Hall

not

STALLION RACE.

TRIAL.

tance over

is

Morrill, best white yarn.
Joseph Morrison, 2d, second best white yarn.
Mrs. Sarah

MINK

Fourth Day,

ing expired

BOUQUETS.

The merchants are laying in tbeir winter
stock of western produce.
Stockbridge is selling tickets for Barnum’s

aggregation

Mrs. M. J. Merrill, night dress.
Mrs. Frank Blanchard, infant’s dress.

THE

in June of 1872 an examination
of the road was made by them, and notice given to the President, Francis B. Smith, of its
dangerous condition, aud a time stated in
which it must be put in repair. The time hav-

lar lawyer in the city.
Hon. W. L. Putnam
aud Col. A. W. Bradbury have the most votes,
with Col. Bradbury ahead. Other articles on

NEEDLEWORK.

Thursday. John Thompson et al. vs. Richard
H. Goding. This case was given to the jury yesterday afternoon. This morning a verdict was returned in favor the defendant.
Augustus D. Merrow vs. Thomas K. Lane. This
action was entered neither party, by consent, on
the coming in of the court this morning.
Inhabitants of Sanford vs. Orrin G. Jones ct al.—
An action for trespass on plaintiffs town house. Defendants say they had a contract with the town to
repair the building. The town denies the legality of
the meeting, by a committee of which the contract
The case was taken from the jury and
was made.
marked law on report. The action was entered
neither party by consent.
Kimball—Dane.
Lowe—Copeland.

as

that

took

libellant.

did

premium for

MATTERS IN MAINE.

consequently

sively patronized, and money appears to he
into the treasury of the Asylum from

Simeon L. Clough, first premium for liocses over
1800 lbs.
N. B. Wilson, Falmouth, second premium.
E. G. Prince, third premium.
D. G. Loring, North Yarmouth, first premium for

BY TELEGRAPH.

pair, and, in the opinion of tbe Commissioners,
unsafe for passenger trains to be run over it;

flowing

HORSES.

——————

strain the managers of this road from running
passenger trains, took place yesterday before
Judge Virgin in chambers. It seems that for a
long time this road has been greatly out of re-

seemed to want to go home.
The various tables have been replenished
with new and choice articles, the list of subscriptions to the numberless raffles is rapidly
increasing, the refreshment tables are exten-

GENTLEMEN’S DRIVING HORSES

DRAUGHT

Partland & Oxford Central Railroad.
The final hearing on the petition of the Railroad Commissioners for an injunction to re-

nobody

Charles M. Farwell, first premimum.
Dr. C. W. Pierce, Portland, second premium.
John P. Farewell, third premium.

On trial.

Drew.

in the

GRAIN.

G. Blanchard, Yarmouth, best seed sweet corn.
N. M. Shaw, first premium for ten traces yellow
E.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Wednesday.—Augustus

was

seen

Wanted—Girl.
Lost—Ar Foo Fong.

OCTOBER CIVIL

horses
gratifying to

highly

& Co.

ENTERTAINMENT

Assumpsit

under the charge of Mr. Seiders, principal
of the Greeley Institute, attracted much attention. Among the oil paintings on exhibier

Af^vertiMementa To-Day.

New

interested in trials of strength or
speed found amusement in looking over the
tine display at the hall, embracing two hundred articles of fancy work, &c., in addition to
grain, vegetables and fruit. The picture galwere not

lery,

AND VICINITY.

^CITY

Fair;
The second day of the Cumberland Town
Fa r was chiefly devoted to the exhibition of
horses, the stock having been removed from
the ground; 29 horses and 25 colts were entered.
The attendance of spectators was very large,
as indeed it is in other towns than Cumberland
Those who
trot.
on the occasiou of a horse
Cumberland Town

The failure of Gibson, Oasaneur & Co., of 52
Exchange Place, and of S. B. Hurd, is announced at the stock exchange
The Stcif-Accnscil murderer.
A despatch from Binghampton, N. Y., says
that Captain Irving and Duzenbury, New
York detectives sent to California to convev
John T. Irving, the self-assused Nathan mur,
derer, to New York, say the prisouer has made
statements which have not been published,
which caused them to change their opinions
relative to the importance of Irving’r revelations. Portions of the statements are considered unmitigated falsehoods, but others are possible and some of the highest importance.
Since tbe arrival of Capt. Irving and Detective Dusenbury with the prisoner, John J. Irving this morning, tbe excitement about tie
police headquarters has not flagged. The prisoner appears to feel great relief in being again
in New York.
He has been amusing himself
all the morning lying in bed reading newspapers. Many facts which never appeared in
in relation to the Nathau case have been
uown
by the officers working up the case.
For sometime they were only awaiting connecting links to make the chain of evidence complete, and it is now believed the prisoner has
tbe power to place them on the right track.
In the first place it is believed the following
named persons were engaged in tbe attempt to
rob Nathan’s house July 2U, 1870: Geon Ellis,
Dan Kelley, who is now in Sing Sing serving
a term tor burglary, Carr, also in Sing Sing and
The job
Billy Forrester now in Joliet prisou.
was'put up by a German woman whose name
could not be ascertained- who was then lodging
with Billy Johnsoq. She subsequently went to
board with Irving and while there ho doubt the
Utter managed to secure papers, etc., by wbic't
he proposes to show all about the Nathan case.
Dan Kelley was heard to say he killed Nathan.
He is known to have $10,000 worth which
were taken from Nathan’s safe in his possession
aud was attempting to negotiate them.
It is said that Irving will prove that Kelly,
now in Sing Sing, kiled Nathan with the iron
“dog”1 which was obtaiued of Caulker in
the Brooklyn navy yard; that $10,000 in bonds,
wliicb werp in Nathau’s safe, were seen in
Kelley's hands a few days after the murder;
that these bonds were negotiated and that Nathau’s watch and chain were pawned in Centre
street the day after the murder.
Billiards.
Albert Gamier, winner and holder of the
diamond cue emblem of tbe championship of
America at the four ball carom game, as played
on the five and a half by eleven four pocket table, has surrendered the cue to H. IV. Cullender, for the reason that that size billiard table
is no longer found in public places.

£rint

Lost and Found.

.1

S.

Hoke of Atchison,
Kansas, after
searceing many months for his little daughter,
five years old, whom his wife took with her
when she eloped, foqnfl her in Brooklyn yesterday, and obtaining the assistance of the
sheriff secured tbe child.
The case will be
heard this morning.
Catholic Temperance Consent on.
Delegates to the convention of the Total AbAfstinence Union assembled this morning.
ter considerable business, a resolution sympawith
in
in
the
the
Father
Rome
Holy
thising
many afflictions which he has of late experienced, w'as adopted. Anoiher resolution condemning tbe action of tbe German aud sub Alpine governments in an expulsion of the Jesuits and other religious orders was adopted.
The Sebretary’s report showed that the UnThere
ion was in very flattering condition.
are at present 255 separate societies with an aggregate standing of 27,000 or 28,000 members.
The Fvaugclical Alliance.
The afternoon session at Association Hall
was devoted to free discussion of general
topic
of the day in relation of the Church to State,
meeting of the City missions.
At a meeting of the city missions to-night at
Olivet Chapel, Rev. Mr. Knox of Ireiann, made
a seort address, giving his experience as a city
missionary in Belfast. He urged ministers not
to confine themselves to the pulpit, but to visit
the poor in their homes and there preqeh its
word.
Cuarles Reed of London, spoke of finding
poor boys sent by London missions to Canada,
where they were flourishing and happy. He

'* not f°r ’’is
connections
?--!S:£iTere
he would become citizen offamily
this
a

Buena saya the backbone in the
epidemic ia
broken, but only ice will destroy a poisou more
than
be
ever
met.
malighant
Rev. H. Gaud, President o£ St.
Mary Jefferson College died hew
yesterday after illness of
only three days.
Reu. Father Levosont died at
Shreveport
this evening.

country.

rsnesuadn Narayan of
Bombay, spoke of the
great influence of Christiauity in doing away
with caste, and had no doubt'of the final tri
umph of Christianity in India.
Temperance Address to the Catholics.
a'“eet'ng of the Catholic temperance delegates this evening, an address to the Catholics
ot the Uuited States on the
importance of the
cause ot
temperance as a powerful agent of
Catholicism was read by Father Walsh of Massachusetts. Father Byoue of New jersey, wag
elected President for the
ensuing year of the
Catholic Temperance Union of the United
States.
Various matters.
iurors were obtained tolay for the trial of
°
and the court
adjourned till tomorrow.
a
was captured this morning in liev.
M. ialmayes residence
by the minister and as)vfiich be sent for by telegraph.
81m?nce
ihere is not much doubt but a secret
expediCuba has slipped out of this city within
the last three
but
definite
is
days
nothing
knowu.
The National Trust
resume busi-

FOREIGN.

Spanish
A Great

Company

ness next

Affairs.

Victory
by the Carlinis.
Oct. 10, 3 a m.—The Carlists pro
have information that their General,
Olio, on the 6th defeated and routed the army
of Gen, Moriones near Uirauqui, and compelled
it to retrert to Puente La Reyna, thirteen n iles
southwest of Pampeluna, leaving a large number of dead and wounded. The Carlists claim
this to be the greatest victory of the campaign.
The Bazaine Conrl Martial.
Paris, Oct. 9.—In the Bazaine court martial
to-day, the hearing of Riverier’s report was
concluded and the locuments appended were
read. One relates to despatches seut and re
eeived by the accused and shows that copies of
those which Bazaine communicated to MacMahon precipitated^the catastrophe at Sedan.
fess

Monday.
Base bail—Baltimores
30, Atlantics 5.

Claimed

to

Kumors were afloat
today that several mercantile houses hed failed, but there was
appareD
foundation
for
them.
V°
Leading dry
goods houses state they have less difficulty in
making collections and there is generally an
improved feeling iu their trade.
Wtate Temperance C’onrcmiou.
.711X0 It TF.LKURA.TIN.
Utka, Oct. 9 —The State Temperance ConBase ball, at Boston—Bostons 25: Washing8
vention here today was attended
by only 50 del- tons 6.
egates. No nomination of State officers were
Putnam was found drowned
Cyrus
made.
Thursday
Among the resolutions adopted was
one
de.raauding Congress to suppress the im- I in Sawyer’s Pond, Mass. Accidental.
Several canal boat owners of Philadelphia
portatiou, manufacture and sale of liquor,
have laid before the President certain charges
against the Secretary of the Treasury for refusing to accept three decisions of the PennsylvaWASHINGTON.
nia. New Jersey and Maryland district courts
as binding in regard to the non
liability of canal boats to liceuse as marine vessels.
The Currency.
Col. Needham, the Bank Examiner, thinks
Washington. Oct. 9.—The treasury reserves
that in
of the Lowell bank, whose
are now being
daily drawn on to pay only the cashier the case
actual expenses of the government. There are
proved a defaulter, the capital will not
be intact but that a surplus will remain.
only
no apprehensions at the
department- that the There has been no talk of a
drafts upon the $44,000,000 will he very
compromise.
heavy
in the ordinary course of business.
The internal revenue receipts Thursday were
The out
standing legal tenders, now shown to be over $269,771.
$356,000,000, will he reduced again to those
The German immigration to this country is
figures at the earliest practicable moment, it
falling off. The arrivals since January 1st
may be b fore the issue of the next public debt
were
82,858, against 97,842 during the corresstatement. All ideas that it is the intention of ponding period last year.
the Secretary to make any permanent inflation
Tbe Elliott block in Newton, Mass., was
of currency are erroneous.
The Secretary emburned Wednesday night.
There were four
phatically asserts that the outstanding legal stores pod
a hall in the block.
Loss $35,000;
tenders are not to exceed the minimum figures
insured.
partially
a day more than the absolute demands
of the
At tbe race at Richmond, Va.,
government requires.
Thursday, the
horse Harkaway jumped a fence, threw his ridThe Yellow Pever and the Postal Busier, jumped on him and killed him.
This is tbe
ness.
second man killed by this horse this season.
The ravages of vellow fever South are caus
The evening passenger train on the Worcesing the Postoffice Department much embarrasster road ran into a freight train on a side track
The quarantine has practically interment.
when
near Woonsocket, by reason of a misrupted all through Southern mail routes.—
placed switch. One engine was disabled, one
Southern mails have been ordered to be despatched along the western boundary of Texas. fright car burned and the engineer slightly
burned.
The government will not interfere with the
State quarantine laws.
The damage by fi res at New Orleans Thursday amounted to $81,000.
Treasury Balance*.
The contributions at Louisville, Ky., for MemThe following are the Treasury balances today : Currency $2,673,5,81: special deposits of le- phis and Shreveport since Saturday have averfor
tenders
of
aged $1600 per day.
certificates of deredemption
gal
The meetings of the Evangelical Alliance
posit $11,325,000; coin $79,948,110, including
$39,938,400 in coin certificates; outstanding legal
were of the usual interest
yesterday. Quite a
tenders $358,966,488.
s ir ,vas occasioned
by tbe speech of Hon. J. L.
Tbe Senate Chaplaincy.
McCurry of Virginia, against church and state.
It is said tha* Rev. Dr. Newton. Chaplain of
There have been no cases of yellow fever in
the United States Senate, wi'l not return from
Montgomery, Ala., since Oct. 3d.
his inspection of consulates during the present
Yesterday was generally observed in Chicago
year. This will render necessary the election of
as a holidav, being tbe second
anniversary of
a new chaplain.
the great fire.

Concerning Caterpillers.

Chaplain Wood of the navy, died at Philadelphia Thursday, aged 78 years.

The Agricultural Department has issued a
circular to all its correspondents in the southern
States, asking for information relative to the
U3e of paris green and other poisons in destroying caterpillers. It is stated that the total loss
by the common caterpiller sometimes amounts
to $40,000,000 or $50,000,000 in a year, ami that
the loss of a quarter of a million of balls in a
year when insects prevail would be deemed a
light infliction. Paris green and flour, mixed,
have proved very efficacious in destroying the
potato bug. The same mixture has been used
for the cotton iusect, but with what result is
not established.
Tbe Polaris Survivor*.
Tbe United States steamer Tallapoosa arrived
at Washington navy yard last eveuing and was
anchored in the stream. No communication is
permitted fr»m the shore with the Polaris survivors.
Tbe Baddington Parly.
The Secretary of the Navy, accompanied by
a personal friend, arrived at the navy yard this
afteruoou. He proceeded to the headquarters
of Commodore Patterson and after a short
conference was driven to the wliarf where the
Tallapoosa is lying, where he was received by
Capt, McRitchie of that vessel aud shown into
the cabin where Capt. Buddiugton and party
were assembled.
After some conversation of a
general character, the Secretary stated that
the members of the party must be exceedingly
careful as to their statements and say nothing
but what they were willing to swear to. After
about twenty minutes conversation, the Secretary had a brief private correspondence on
shore with Capt. McRitchie, alter which he left
the yard. Capt, McRitchie informed Captain
Buddiugton and his men that the Secretary
had placed no special restriction over their
movements aud that they were all at liberty to
would be
go ashore if they desired^ but they
expected to retuiu "clean and sober by eight
o’clock to-morrow morning.” Soon after Dr.
Bessel came down the gang plank with a long
leather covered map case strung over his shoulWhen accosted h.v a
der, and left the yard.
reporter he answered quickly and hurried away
if
desirous
as
of evading all questions.
The Secretary of the Navy, m a conversation
to day, said he did not ctedit the reports that
Capt. Hall’s death was the result of foul means.
It appears that all who were present at the former investigation are convinced that the commanding officer’s death was from natural
causes alone.
Iud an Council,
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under
date of Fort Sill. 7th, telegraphs that the
council witu the Kiowas bud Comauches is
still proceeding-and he has intended to leave
Fort Sill for Caddo to-day.
Tbe President and the Cooke Pailure.
New York, Oct. 9.—A despatch from Wash
ington denies the rumor circulated lately that
the President had a special deposit in tlie First
National Bank of that city.
He was not allowed interest on his balance and his amount
covered his salary, which the bank drew and
placed to his credit, to be checked out precisely
like aqy other deposit. Three days before the
suspension of the bank his accounts showed an
over draft of $71.
This over draft has since
been paid to the receiver and the account clos
ed. The President never had a little tin box
on deposit, and he was in Pittsburg tbe
day it
is said to have been carried over to the White
House by h'.m. He did have, however, a box
in the bank of Jay Cooke & Co., containing
his private vale able papers, among other things
registered Rawlins bauds, which lie holds in
trust, but not a dollar in money. The box was
taken away the week after the bank closed.

The anuual meetings of the various manufacturing companies were held yesterday. The
Amcskeag makes a dividend 'of 11 per cent
the past year. The Stark Mills declare a dividend of 11 per cent.
The Manchester Print
Works show a loss of $406,482 of its quick
capital on account of bad machinery aud bad mau-

chinery.

The various steam caual boats competing for
the State prize of $100,000, left Buffalo Thursday night for the trial trip.
The debt of the city aud county of New York
IS

and lumber yard of George
E. Page & Co. of
Cambridge, Mass., were destroyed by fire Thursday. Loss $60,000.
Six hundred workmen of the Morris
foundry
at Philadelphia struck o'u
Thursday against a
reduction of wages.
The ocean yacht races took place at New
York Thursday.

FINANCIAL AfJID COMMERCIAL
Foreign Import*.
ST. GEORGE, NB.
Schr M adei la—124,640 feet
lumber to John b Lord, 3 bbls potatoes tu master.

Receipts

By

J.rue

water conveys ncc
<x Co.

&True-cora-_3

Total..

1,000 bush cornmeal toGeo W

New Vork Stock and

Gold
gold bid. y9,u?,-

Oct.
at

..

Money Market.

$-Mornina.—Money

7 per cent,
at 107 @

109$. Sterling Exchange

New York. Oct.
9—Evening.— The day opened in
Wall street with a feeling of
depression, under which
there was a decline in gold,
foreign exchange, gov
ernment bouds and
railway and miscellaneous
shares. Soon after the inauguration of
business
there were rumors of mercautile failures. Mon
y became close and t"e banks
pressed brokers to take up
loans which had been standing since the
which
panic,
started a selling movement on the
chiefly
for cash, and the general share list exchange,from
1 (®
dropped
10$ percent. The greatest decline was in Western
Union, which was pressed on the market for cash bv
the difficulty in making new loaus. This
decline
dragged down the entire list. Late in the day the
mercantile failures were denied, the ltock Island dividend was declared, and
Washington advices stated
tlmt ttie government would encroach on the 844 000
000 reserve this month to the extent of
$9,000 000
un these things the feeling
changed somewhat and
matters improved, tile Stock Exchange
speculation
rising from 1 ® 4} per cent., while the foreign exchanges were steadier and gold advanced jj per cent
from tlio lowest point. In bank circles an increased
supply of legal tenders was reported again, but notwithstanding this the nremlutns remains at k ® \ per
cent., and there is still considerable business doing
over the counters on Wall street.
Some of the banks
are pursuing a more liberal imiiey in
regard to paying
out currency, and are cashing larger checks than of
late.

it is reported that the National Trust Company

will resume on Monday next and the Union Trust Co
between October 15th and November 1st. The directors of both companies were in session to-dav. In
regard to iho Union the Lake Shore loan has been
satisfactorily arranged or soon will be. Money was
difficult to obtain on call and the rate advanced to 4
per cent, per diem. The general dealings were at
1-16; some loans arc quoted at 1} [ier cent., and legal
tenders. 30 days discounts are ; noted at 12 to 24 per
cent, per annum. Gold loans are } @ 1 j*r cent, for
carry! g for the balance of the year. Foreign exchange was lower, the demand being limited aud the
supply of ills large. The closing quotations were
lu64 a) 106} for prime bankers sixty days sterling and
1071® 107i for sight. Commei cial bills sold at 105 ®

106.
Gold declined from 109} ® '09; from this point the
price advanced to 109|. closing at 109}. Tho rates
paid for carrying were 6. 5, 4, 7, 1-32 and 7 per cent
gold. The final rate was 7 (>or cent. The Asst.
Treasurer to-day paid out $47,000 fortccount and
$100,000 in redemption of 5-20 bonds. Custom receipts to-day were $336,000. State stocks steady and
quiet. Governments had a heavy decline to-day,
closing at the lowest point—1881 registered fell off
from 115} to 115,1881 coupon from U5J to 1144, old
from 111 to 1094, new from 113} to 112, 73 s from 1144
to 112}, and new 5-s from 107} to 1071. The decline
was greatly In sympathy with the lower
range of
gold and the depression in other department ot finance. In the Stock Exchange to-dav railway aud
miscellaneous speculation w:ih exceedingly erra'iio.—
There

were

spasms of

strength

and weakness but ihe

latter predominated,'
At 1 o’cl ck the market showed a decline of 1 to
104 per cent, from the opening prioes. After til t
1

irae

a

4} per cent, was noted.
subsequently lost in most

recovery of 4 to

improvement

was

but at the close

there

was a

recovery.

This
cases,
The tinctna-

tions were as follows; Western Union, 684. t'64, 671,
58, 62}, 60, and 614; Lake Shore, 73}, 70}, 714, 73k, 76};
New York Central, 92}, 90. 904, 91, 90, 92, 914, 90};
Pacific Mail, 33}, 32,32}; Uniun Pacific, 19, 19}
19
19}; Erie, 49}, 47}, 47}.
The day’s business at the Qolrt Exchange Bank
was as followsGold cleared. $22,089,000; gold balances, $1,225,132; currency balances, $1,400,000.
The following is the Clearing House statement
Currency exchanges, $56,831,916.32; ©urrency balances, $2,189,125 32; gold exchanges, $3,557,’iU7.73;2old
balances, $756,575.70.
rite following were the quotations of Government
securities:

United States coupon 6*8,1881....
114
Uni ted States 5-20’s 1SC2.... .*.106$
United States 5-20’s 1S04.107$
United States 5-20’s 1865. old.■. 108$
United States 5-20’s 1865, new,...112
United States 5-20’s 18G7„.*.112 |
United States 5-20*9 1?B8,..-. .112
United States ft'*, new.It6
United Slates 10-40’s.,ex-coupons.
.106
Currency 6’s
....110
The following were the closing quotations of
...

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph
Pacific Mail. ...».
N. Y. Centra'and Hudson River consolidated....

Co..61$

Erio.

Progrew of the Plague In
Memphis, Oct. 9.—There was another heavy

47$

....

Qne interments yesterday from yel’ow fever
and ten from other causes.
Sister Mary Joseph (Dominican), formerly superior of St.
died
^cademv,
yesterday. Rev. Father
O »li,eS
Brien of St. Peters church is very low with
the fever.

UowrolH' Jlnrkei*.
New York. O t. 9.—Evening—Cotton is in fiir
sales 2478 bales; Middling
request and unchanged:ami
hi buyers’ favor; sales
uplands 18}. Fl-mr dull
11.400 bbls with only a limited export and home trade
demand; medium and good grades are more depressed than shipping grades, but all descriptions rule
heavy: State at 5 50 @7 25; Round Hoop Ohio 6 GO @
8 00: Western 5 59 @ 8 00: Southern 6 70 @ 11 00.—
Wheat less active and 2 and 3c low**: sales 160,000
bu h; the dullness ot the exchange and the decline in
gold has materially checked the export demaniI; No l
Milwaukee Spring 1 48; Carlots 151; No 2 do Milwaukee Spring 45@ l 46; No 3 do 1 3* (a) 1 37; No 2 Chicago i 39 @ 1 4lJ; Iowa Spring at 1 36 @ 1 40; \v bite
State, very choice, 180; Winter Red Western l
@161; White Michigan 1 75; do Canada 1 60. Coru

ten inter-

today.
New Orleans,

Oct. 9.-r-Qf 63 nurses and
physicians sent by the Howard Association to
not
oue has takeu the fever.
Fifty
Shreveport,
six hurses have been sent
by them to Memphis
and today the
following was received from

Memphis:

To the Howard Association:—Send us 25
female nurses in addition to those previously
ordered. The fever is increasing.
A. D. Longstaff,
(Signed)
President.
A

Dr,

31$
out

Erie preferred.
69
Union Pacific stock,..,..*. 19$
The following were the quotations for Paciuc Rail
road see unties:
Cent ral Paei fie bonds... 90$
Union Pacific do. 73$
Union Pacific land grants...62
Union Pacific income bonds .50

morniug.jThere were thirty

forwatd tomorrow.
states that

,°n sal® at Stookbridge’s.

AIATINBB

>

1873._

The
vti

CITY
commencing Nov.

assisted by the enlinent artists
FRITH ABM.!., Soprano,
MR. TOM KAIiT. Tenor,
MR. J R. THOMAS. Baritone,
MONK. AUGUSTE MAlitKT, Pianist.

MIWS

up-

SECOND CONCERT.. ......December 1

CRAND VOCAL CONCERT I

demand;

a limited export and
home
sales 69,000 bush; steamer Mixed

which he fiiBowing ills'ingnished taleut will ap-

in

pear: The beautiful

__

j

THIRD CONCERT.December It

GKAND CONCERT of the SEASON
The world renowned

THOMAS’

Solo Artists, including
Wit IT NET anl
AUOl.PHln LOCK WOOD, Harp Soloist
li om London.
FOURTH CONCERT...

ol
resisted

Daniel

ANNA E.
new

black hoard.

January

'dint,

WENDELL PHILLIPS
will deliver bis celebrated lecture upon “Lost Arts.’
The full PORTr AND BAND wl’l furnish music
before each lecture.
Season Tckets, admitting to the entire conrae »t
lecture, and oncer's, *2.on, for sale at usual
placer.
Member Tickets, Si.00, (e. ch metnler entitled
to
two) to be obtained of the Treasuier, Thou. J. Little.
Evening I ickets from 60 cents to $100. Reserved seals tor tbe course at $1.00 each. Sale to com
mence on Thmsday
Evening, Oct. 2 i. at $ o’clock t
Army and Navv Hall, after which date the plan
of fc.'it*
can be found at Rand «&
Thornes’, next uoor
to M usic Hall entrance.
Encouraged by 'be liberal patronage and unprecendenie I su. ccss of tbe past, tbe Commi'tce havo
secured at great expense the above combination of
musical and literary celebrities, believing ibat the
public will fully ustaln tl eir efioits to make thu
Lyceum as attractive as pc ssiblc.
Sale of com re tk kes will re. ersaillv be limited sn I
* large portion of the Hall will be retained for reserved seats.

Maine General Hospital
14th.

'The Executive Committee ol the Maine General
Ho«pltal Fair respectfully announce that all articles
remaining at the close of the Fair, including all undrawn raffles, will be disposed ot on the
evening of

LECTURE COnniTTEE.
GEO. E. BROWN,
A. I. HODSDON,
WM. E. SIMMONS,
WM. E. THOMES,

14tli, at

A. K.

PAUL,

F. G.

The following plan has been adopted by the Comdisposal of the various articles reon their hands:
Ticket* of Adnt *ion will be 50 cent*,
^ntithug tha holiler to one chance in «uc
®f the Raffle*. The remaining rhnnee*
will be sold in the Hull at £5 cent*
each,

tf

SALES.

_AUCTION

mittee *br the

maining

RICH,

JOHN O. HICE.

ocl

HALL.

F. O. BAILEY &

CoT,

AUCTIONEERS

Blanks.

—AND—

At nine o’clock the drawing will take
place, after
which hour no tickets will be sold. All chances remaining unsold at that hour will be held bv the
Chairman of the Executive Commit ee for ihe benefit
of the Hospital.
Al the close of the drawing there will be a

Commission

Merchants !

F. O. BAILEY.

C. W.

Furniture and
Regular
Saturday at salesroom,
M.
commencing ar 0 oYlck
Consiguments soli ited.
sale of

l every

AM.iry.

General Merchandlro
18 Exchauge street,

...

|

House, Stable

and

oc3dtf

Land at Auc-

tion.
SATURDAY. Oct. 11th, at 3 P. M., we shall
Bell the desirable property on southwest comer
of Mmij y and Wilson streets, with ibe
building*
thereon, consisting tf a 1| story House and Stable.

ON

Said lot is about 59 feet on Munj iy street and about
69 feet on Wilson street. This is a
nice, pleasant
little proi erty, in a good neighborhood, ami in a
healthy location. Terms at sale, wlii b will be positive and without resotve.
E O. HAILEY & CO.. Auctioneers.

"6^St

•

1•

Sake.”

scientific lecture—“From Monad to Man’’—illustrated upon the

Closing Night!

mu.ic daring the Evening i>y Chandler’*
Baud.
oc8dtdPer order Execntive Committee.

own

Prof. Edward S. Morse.
A

promptlv.
Business Agent.

the management ot the following named gentlemen :
James E. Carter,
Wm.E. Wmd,
John A. Emery,
James H. Smite,
H. II. Lowell.
Henry Heeling,
E. E. Preble,
Henr / T, Carter,
Wm. R. Wood,
Elias Thomas,
A. E. Webb.

DICKINSON,

January Nlfa,

at 8

under

Dougherty,

Lecture—“For your

SUNSHINE,

Grand Promenade Concert

SMITH.

of Philadelphia. Subject, Orators and Oratory.
December 9*id.

A

no

M.

November 18th,

Hon.

Lillie Sunshine (be Working
Girl,
In connection with a FULL
COMPANY.
Prices ns usual—Tickets
three
In adready
days
J
vance at Box

JjfiiL

H.

LECTURES AND LECTURERS.

—

And there will be

29

Boston, (25th reason),
by the distinguished vocalist,

MRS.

WILKINSON,

CITY

January

Mendelssohn OuintetteClub

WORKING GIRL’S OATH,
W ORKING GIRL’S OATH.
In which the great natural artiste.

Oct.

PERFORMER*,

with a very attractive list of
tlie peerless Basso iff. W

13th.

F A_LR !
TUESDAY, Oct.

ORCHESTRA!

MXTIT

story.

Grand

__

KOTZSCUMAR, Pianist.
Prof. Wallach upon the Harmonica.

LITTLE SUNSHINE.

commen-e

artist

HERMANN

Mr. Wilkinson, respectfully announces thai ha has
pure hashed the sole right to produce In New Ungland
the popular New York weekly

_N. H. HOLT.

English

MISS (I.ARIA DORIA. Soprano.
(first apprarunre in PorSacd)
MRS. FI.ORA K. HARRY, Contralto,
MR. »». n. FKSKEKDFK. Tenor.
MR. J, F. R| ■ ><»■ ■’IIMEN. Basso,

Wilkinson.Manager

Ofhce.
Doors open at 7i;

programm
ARTISTS.

MAPAME CAMILLA LRSO,

ONE NIGHT ONLY!

THE

the

FIRST CONCERT.November I
This concert will include the first
appearance in
four jears ot the classical violinist

MUSIC HALL.

OR

HALL,
fidinwing

13th with

f OXCERTS AXD

~ENTE RTA1NMENT.-.

—

of Lectures and Concerts,

course

given at

to be

1874.

Lyceum Commi'tee of the Portland Army
Union have tl e pleasure of Informing the
that they have completed arrangements for

P^hllc
their filth annual

and in active demand to load Grain, Toba- co,
&c. There are no vessels in port disengaged. Several charters have recently beeu marie t* come around
from New York. The l iber, now in port, goes t»
Savannah to load Cotton.
To Breimn offerings
continue ac tive and rate firm ; we quote for Maryland and Ohio Tobacco 47J marks; Virginia leaf and
stems 55 '5>' 0 do; for Kentucky 65 do: Lard
ton
60 do; Grain ljdo jpbu^h.
To Rotterdam, N G
barque Weaer, loading Maryland and Ohio Tobacco
at 43s 9d.

LITTLE

o’clock.

2

Lectures and Concerts.

scarce

Oct.

at

PARMELEE, Agent.

COURSE

Freight*.
Baltimore, Oct. 4.—Freights.—Tonnage continues

Real Estate at Auction.

THOMAS NAST,
The most celebrated Caricaturist of the age, will
deliver the second lectu e of the course on

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct. 15,
Subjrcf. ...••••.“CABIUATI KES,”
with illustrations

on

the

shall sell by public auction on MONDAY,
Oct. I5tb, at to o’clock A. M the
very desirable and centrally located brick House of eight rooms
No. 5 Park Plrce, near corner of Park and Danforth
streets, adjoining the rcslden e of Charles R.
Fust,
Es<]. Excellent opportunity for a person of limited
means io secure a beautiful home at a low
figure.
Terms easy and made known at sale.
E. O. BAILEY A- CO
Auctioneer*.

WE

oc8__5t
Sale of Horses. Cows, Hay and

Farming

blackboard.

10 o’clock

Evening tickets

bv Portland
o’clock.

50 cents. Doors open at 64. Concert
Band at 7; lecture ta commence at 74

oclOdtd

MUSIC
TWO

HLAJLU,

NIGHTS

en

MIRROR OF IRELAND!

In addition to the Elegant Paintings Is a Beautiful
C medv. written expressly for the ‘‘New Mirror,”
ontliled

Irish Hearts in their Native Land.
In which will appear Miss JENNIE KIMBALL
the Beautiful Vocalist and charming CommeJieuoe.
Al.itfc BrKKPND,
a
.Just lv entitled the “Song Bird of Erin.
The

AT

ONE SCOW,
tbe property of the U. S. Engineer Department.
Terms ca*h.
U. >. Engineer

Office, )
GEO. THOM,
Portland, Me.,
J Lieut. Col. of Kngineeis,
October t>, 1873.
) Bvt. Brig. Gtn. U. 6. A.

_oc6

n.

/t,,

Aactisnerra and founainUu .Tlerchnnfc,
a* tent ion to selling Real Estate,
Furniture anti Meicbancke ol all kinds. Horse* CarAdv
nees
made on cr.usienment*. RegAc.
riage:*,
ulai Sales of new and 'ecoud-bami I n imur* at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mail promptly attended to
AB4A.H* A BROTBEB,

give tbeir special

125 Ke lerai St., under the U. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry
Furniture, Clothing, and all go< ds of value.
»P»^3
drf

Charming Contralto.

The Kin? of rjsh Comedy.
Hr.CUARLEH H. ATBINSOIS.
Banjnist. Vocalist and Bone Soloist.

SAFE INVESTMENT

Hr. JOHN DAVES,
Late of Bost n M useura, the unrival ed Lecturer.
Hr E. T. JEFFRIES,
Composer anil Musical Director.

HOME

cents.

$100,000

ocl(ki4t

Winnipiscogee

EXCURSION
—

TO

.TICKETS

—

Wolf boro and Centre Harbor via
Alton Bay
AND

STEAMER

$4

CITy
0

B TC R

OF

LEWISTON,

CENT.

BONDS

The Bonds are payable In 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure o
1 he City after ten years.
A

A strictly first class security, us good as the best
Funds.
rare ebanoe for Savings Banks an,l Trust

—

N

MT. WISKEVGTOIV

FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

Passengers from Portland can go and return the
Train
same day, and return tickets good until used.
leave the Portland & Rochester depot at 7.45 A. Al.
W.H.

TURNER,

Superintendent.
Portland, July 15. 1873.

SECURITY.

The Bnbscribera offer for Sale

And supported by ihe most
Complete Tronpe of First-Clnna Artixtn
Now traveling. Doors open at 7. Curtain ri-es at
8 o’clock. Admission, 35 cents; Reserved Seat-, 50

For Lake

___<let__
ABRAiTVS A: BRO..

Troupe.

n

St

9 A. M., on the 17th instant I ibaH oiler for
sale at public aucliou, at Sanford’s Wbaif, W Inter port, Maine.,

WITH

JENNIE KIMBALL’S Star Comedy

JOHN T. KELL if,

PATIENCE SKILUIinGS. Executrix.
E. O. BAILEY & CO
Auctioneer*.

Auction Sale.

FLAHERTY’S NEW

Hr.

ows, In tons of Hay, Farming
S de to take place at the restdeuce of Gershotu Skillings. 1 te ol Wesibronk, deceased. If sioiniy, sale ho first fair dav following.

for the ben-

Tuesday Ac Wednesday Evenings,
Oct. 14tli Ac 15th,

MiM KITTIK HOOBr

at

8

Tools, Furniture. Ac,

oclO

Catholic Orphan’s Asylum,

IS CONJUNCTION

Tools at Auction.

A.

WEDNESDAY, Get. 15th
ATnot.. 1 shall sellM. public
auction 1 pair large
black Horses.

ONLY.

One half of the net proceeds t? be gi,
efit of the

heavy and lower with
trade

II. E.

ARMY AND NAVY

41J
Frankfort, Oct. 9.—United States 5-20s, 1862,*
at 97.

Monday,

SATURDAY,

7 P. M.

°c7

—

YELLOW FEYER.

sent

WaUron

....

currency.

Shreveport

oats.... 1

Boston Slock List.

*

from

Tabor,

R. R.

Ko. can.
Consignees.
Kins & Gilman, corn.. 1

(Sales at the Broker’s Board. Oct. 9‘.
Maine State 6’s.
„a
Boston and Maine Railroad... , Ji
Eastern Railroad.
..<,4 "/Air1
Portland. SaeoiS Portsmouth R R.....
,„.m

Oct. 9.—rThe Third National Bank,
which suspended
September 7th, resumed
business yesterday, with
gratifying results to
the officers.
St. Louis, Oct. 9.—The directors of the
Union National Bank of this city have decided
to go into
liquidation. The assets are said to
be largely in excess of the liabilities and nowill
body
lose anything. The cause assigned
for the action of the directors is the
scarcity of

Nurses will be

Ko-car»-

Proprietor
Supreintendeut

Even-ng—at

M. Eiie

LILLIE

Total..300
Grain, dfcc.

dfLittlefield,co™ra::::'i

Chicago,

despatch

ot

GRAND TRUNK
Kunsell &

9.—The Clearing House Association to day decided to issue no additional
house
clearing
certificates, and also returned
50,000 already issued, thus reducing the
aggregate to 450,000. President Cook was instructed
to correspond with cities in the West and
South
relative to the mode aud time of currency re-

were

f! }y
.Manager and
luwEgL.General

EoroD»nii Market*.
London. Oct. 9-12.30 P. M.—The for moner at
the Stock Exchauge on Government securitio is
2J
percent, new 5s, at 92. Erie Railway} 424. 2.30 P.

Chas.

ROOM

a. p.

up-

Liverpool, Oct. 9—12.30 P. M.*—Cotton opened
U milling uplands 9* (a;
9*d;do Orleans 9U ® 9d;aales
20,000 bales, including 500J for speculation and export.

Programme,

AGGREGATION!

Mobile, Oct._9.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at
17$c.
JNkw Orleans. Octt. 9.—Cotton offerings In light
demand and stroug; Middling uplands
18§ @ 18Jc.

boat*.

NEW YORK 8TEAMER.
B>ls. Consianees.
Bbls
Norton,Chapman & Co..200 H Robinson.100

Cincinnati, Oct.

Shreveport, Oct. 9.—There

17o.

of

DRAWING

tush corn, 7000 bush oats.

at

llth,

--

JHARVELGli’S

bush wheat.
Shipments—1300 bbls flour, 202,000 bush wheat.
Bbtroit. Oct. 9.—Flour is quiet and unchanged at
wheat steady; No 1 While at 1
IX.®
?
54$; No 2
White 1 40; Amber Michigan 1 45. Corn is
steady at
524c. Oats in go *1 demand at 39c.
liake Freights weak—to Oswego at 9.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 9,0Uo bush wheat, 0,000
bush corn, 4,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 0000
Oc. 9.—Lotion quiet; Middling
1CJ @ 17c.
Oct.
Savannah,
9.-Cotton firm; Middling
lands

OCT.

P. T. BARNUM’S

100.000

lands

Change

Entire

Buftal° 9; Wbeat to Oswego

flour,

Oct. 10th.

WfTU AM

—

bush wheat, 27,000
7,000bush oats.
Shipments-4.00u bbis flour,26,000 bush wheat. 35.000
bush corn. 00,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, Oct. 9.—Finn- quiet and unchanged;
Spring at 5 50 @ 6 50. Wbeat steady ; No 1 at
1 15J; No 2 at 1 12
cash; 1111 seller last half of the
month; 1 09$ seller Nov. Oats steady; No 2 at 334c.
Corn steady; No 2 Mixed at 45c.
Rye is quiet and
weak; No 1 at G7$c. Bailey in fair demand and tirm
^

Evening,

ta’> ,ak« P“*.

return

Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 18,000

Spring.

l“ Ada

SATURDAY,

dosing

aU4jiglitS—VVheat
Receipts—5000 bbls

•“ which

d

o.iponed to

"^KTluur

bush corn,

at i 33 for 2

,

GRAND concert

^Friday

will enact

Augusta, Ga., OctQ.-**The hanks here have
resumed currency payments. There have been
heavy receipts of cotton, but money is too
scarce to save the
About $500 five been
crops.
forwarded for the relief of Shreveport and
Memphis. There has been a light frost throughout this section.

ments

in

Receipt* of Flour.

Resume Greenback Payments—
Henry Grain Receipts, etc.
New Yorr, Oct. 9.—The down town banks
virtaally resumed the payment of greenbacks
yesterday. The step was mainly taken in consequence of the flattering exhibit of legal ten
ders made at the clearing house yesterday
morning. Mr. Gamp, manager of the clearing
house, said that since the issue of the loan cef
titicates there has not been so many greenbacks
as were seen in the morning when clearances
were made.
All grains received from the west daring the
week, aggregating over a million bushels, more
than any week in the history of the country,
have been paid for in legal tenders.
It is onderstood that measures have been
taken by the managers of the Unlou Trus;
Company, whereby loans which were made to
delinquent customers will be taken up and the
company be enabled to resume busiuess before
the 15tb.
New' York, Oct. 9.—Mr. Camp, manager of
the clearing house, says he cannot give his
opinion as to when there will be a resumption
of currency payments by the banks, because he
is not prepared to admit that
the banks have
suspended currency payments. They have, he
says, only reiused to pay out legal tenders for
checks.
Legal tenders are rapidly increasing
in the banks of this city and the banks are now
all
paying
regular and legitimate demands upon them.

here yesterday

f*IK
Mta.
ha been

Cincinnati. Oct. 9.—Provisions—Pork is steady at
15 00. Lard quiet; sieam at
7|e, generally held at 8c;
kettle at 8 @ 8|c.
Bulk Meats dull and nomiual;
suoulders 71c; dear rib sides
8c; clear sid^s 8 @ 84c.
Bacon quiet with small sales;
pi ices nominal; sbo'ildear lib sides 8$c; clear sides 81
@ 9c.—
>5 hiskey quiet at 90c
curreucy.
xoittno.Oct.9.—Flouroniet aud unchanged; ex*ra
5 7® @ 6 30. Wheat
firmer:
lower,
Michigan on spot 38$c; seller Nov at 1 414 a
1 42; No Red atl
38J. Porn is a shade lower; high
Mixed on spot at 48c; seller Nov 494c; do Dec
51$c;
low Mixed 47c. Oats are a shade
better; No 1 at 424;
1 *
No 2 at 41c.
Lake Freights unchanged—to Buffalo 4
to
@44;
^
4’
Oswego 8 @9.

§Pfi“S
faibe*

=

POSTPONE I ENT.

a! i ill
o«k ™?7*

DAILY DOUESTfC RECEIPTS.

Banks

frost

and Mien

Grand Trunk Railroad-5 cars
sundries, 1 do
slabs, 2 do potatoes, 1 do horses, 1 do G T
Railroad, 4
do bark, 1 do oats, 6 do corn, 33 do mm be
‘j do for
New York, 2 do for Lawrence, 1 do for
Haverhill. 3
do for St. John, NB, 4 do for Halifax.

FINANCIAL.

sumption.

$136,208,961.25.
The box factory

Receipt* by Railroad*

ENTERTAI NMENl'S.

^

London,

w*
'ILjrglar

Western 62 @ 63$c; do sail 64 @ H5c; Yellow 654c.—
Oats quiet and heavy; sales 38,oO0 bush; White Western 58 @ 60$c; new Mixed Western afloat 56 a 57c.—
Beef is quiet. Pork weak; new mess at 16 75 & 1/ uo.
Lard quiet and weak; steam at 8 7-16 « 84c, kettle
at8Jc. Butter dull and unchanged; Ohio 27 @ 28c;
State 29 @ 34c. Whiskey is heavy and lower; v\ extern free at 97 @ 99c, closing at inside price Rce is
quiei; Carolina 8$ (w 9$c. Sugar dull; refining 7fl @
74c; Porto Rico8$@9; Cuba at 8$c; Havana White
9} @ 10}c. Coflee dull and nominally lower; Rio at 20
@ 21$c: Laguayra 21 @22; Marnicabo 2l a 221c;
Molasses
® *5$c; St Doming > 19$ @ l9jc.
dull ard unchanged;
Clayetl 28 (a 35c; Orleans 60
90c; Porto Rico 30 @ 65c; M uscovado 28 @ 35c. Naval stores—Spirits
1’uri-eut im- steady at 41 Rosfti is
quiet at 2 95 for strained. Petroleum is dull; refined
16}c; crude 5} @ 6cc. J allow uuiet at 71 @ 8c.
Freights to Liverpool dull ;Cotton
5-16;
per sail $
Gram per steamer at 13 @
13$d; sail 1$
Chicago,Oct. 9.—Flour is firm and unchanged; extra Spring 5 50 @ 6 00.
Wheat is in fair demand and
lower for cash, and tirm for futures
soft; No 1 Sorin'*
seller Nov; No3 do
c*»h>1
a tl 03; rejected 91c. Corn is dull and
lower; No 2
® 37*c for ca*b* 39k- seller Nov; rejected 36 @ J6jc. Oats are dull and
lower; No 2 at 33c
cash; 33$c bill for seller Nov. Rye steady; No 2 at 65c.
Barter active and higher; No 2 Fall at 1 32; 1 13
@
1 14 for No 3 Spring.
Provisions quiet and unchanged for spot and a shade easier for futures. Pork at
14 87$ cash; at 13 37$ (a) 13 50 for seller Dec. Lard at
7Jc cash or seller January.
Bulk Meats are unchanged^ nothing doing. Bacon unchanged, whiskey i> steady at 92$c.
Lake F eights in fair demand at lower rates—C> rn
to Buffalo 8; Wheat to Kingston 14$.
Receipts—4,60 obis flour, 69,000 bush wheat, 144
000 usli corn, 43,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush
rye, 2I.00U
bush barley,
Shipments -4000 obis flour, 119.000 bush wheat,246,000 bush corn, 70.000 hush oats,
33,000 bush rye,40,000
bush barley, 0900 hogs.

II. TI. PAfSliX A f O.
3a EXCHANGESTREET

anf_PORTLAND._dtt
Found.
the cltv a sum of MONEY. Tnc nwnct can
luive the same by paying for advertising and rroT
ocOdiw
iug property at 01 Federal street.

IN

mETKY._

ii

Tiie Closed Gentian.

tips

with

never

opened,

sonic one
was alls—

cure

leccipt ot
GOODEN-

Jy23tl2w

HAHNEMANN"
MAGNETIC MOVEMENT

said.

LOCATED

'1 he strange, lair bud
A blight hope only ha f interpreted,

a

UNDEVELOPED

Thirty Minutes.

Three Hours ami

PARLOR

CAES
TTIS

TO

ATTACHED

TRAIN’

Proprietor

N.Y. SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.
:io

coirti^h
NEW YORK.

«t.,

Superior Steam Engines and
Boilers, by special machinery
and duplication ol parts. They are
Safe, Economical, Easily Managed and not liable to derangement.

WEST

Canvassing
Prof. Fowler’s Great

..

j

A WATCH

M.

For Old

Work

FREESSSto^KE
light*

Fall

A GREAT

‘OFFER.

*Fast Express.
Passenger Depot

PORTLAND

On and after Monday, Sept. 15,1873,
£!and until further notice trains will
w"
^i^leave, as follows:
Portlat.d for Upper Bartlett and in-

THE

—

termediate stations at 7.10 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 6 A. M.
12.25 P. M.

Blair’s Gout and Blieumatic Pills.

Company;

PROUT & HARSANT

try._selhdfwt

j

CARSON

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND

TEETH!

...

Beautiful,

RAFT"!

,KS SCE
Folaris

Freight trains leave Portland at 7.20 A.M. for
North Conway, returning leave NorlliConwav at 1.30
P*
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Pearl Tooth Powder

Ivory

The

depa't.

THURSTON'S

HUNTER^

Soft,

Portland, Sept. 13,1873.

MAINE

C:r-Br-

[

I

JOUYEN’S

...

Kid

..

Glove

RAILROAD.

2t, 1S7L.

THOMPSON’S POM A OE OPTIME

10 PER CENT. NET.

CENTRAL

■■—-—-o

Expedition

[Cadiz,dutypd

aug30ti

NaiumcrAri'angruieiit, Commencing July

Hair

Glossy

and

Connections by 1 P.M. from Portland:
At Sebngo Lake with steamer for Naples, Bridgton
and Harrison; at Baldwin with stages for Cornish,
Porter, Kezar Falls and Freedom; at Brownfield with
stages for Denmark and Brill ton; afrFryetmrg with
stages for Lovell and North Lovell.
Stages for Crawford Hi use leave Upper Bartlett on
arrival of trains from Portland until October 1st.
Connections in Portland
by all trains with the Bos on & Maine Railroad to or
Bom Boston and all points South and West; by 12.25
P.M. from Upper Bartlett with Steamers of Portland Steam Packet Co., leaving Portland for Boston
at 7.00 P. M. daily.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, wheie all trains of P. & O. R.-R. arrive and

SONS,

K I T

OGDENSBURG R. R.

&

CHANGE OF TIME.

I GOUT and RHEUMATISM*

j

Portland, Commercial

street.
Portland & Ogdenaburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4 P.
M.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
■AS. T. FURBER, Ben. Supt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston. Sept 29.1873.
tf

...

|Ground,inbls8

in

Cleanei

Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
on, Calais and St. John at 12:15
no. (sleeping and day cars on iliie

iax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN. Superintendent First Div.
Augusta. July 1 .1873
jy28tf

*•

York,

CO-,

*•

jCbvcs.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

Agents.

COMMENCING SEPT. 39, 1S73.
___—Passenger trains leave Portland dalPortsmouth and Boston, (SunC-"4-'ays excepted) at M.30 a. M. tfi.15 A.
AI.. t9.10 a M., 113.15 P. M.. tn.00 P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. M., t!2.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.
08.80A. M. 112.30, t3.15. *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth. Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. Id.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO, 1110.35
A. M.; 112.55P.M.,t5.40 r. to.. *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave'Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland, Augusta. Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegaai at tl.00 P. M.

Y'“''-jf^lly, for

|

PRINTING

j

Oranges #

(G C>
Extra C.
Hav. Brown

none.

...

drain.
Corn, Mixed,.
77 @
5 eliow,.
78 (ft 80
Meal.75 ft 76
Rye,.1 10 ft 1 15
Barley,. 75 ft 85
Oats,. 53 ft 58
Fine Feed,..
ft 30 00
Shorts.. 26 00 ft 30 00
<»uupotvder.
Blasting. 4 50 @ 5 00
Shipping,- 4 50 ft 5 00

9}@

Nos. 12 & 10

109 EXCHANGE STREET

®

104

7|@

8$

10

Refining,...

9i

Tea*.
25 @
40
Souchong,
Oolong,. 30 @ 45
Oolong, choice 50 @
...

Daily Press Printing House

Japan,.40

Do. choice... C5 @
Tin.
Straits, .. 36 @ 37
34 @ 35
English.
19 ny.
Char. 1. C.,.. 13
00
Pressed,# ton 17 00 ft20 00 Char. I. X.... 16 00 @ 16 50
Loose,.It 00 ft 22 00 M. F.Teine. ..14 2?@14 50
Straw,.10 00 ft 12 00 Antimony,_ 19 @ 20
Iron.
Ziuc.*...
1UJ@ lli
Tobacco.
Common,
4ft
4f
Refined,
4fft
4}< Fives and Tens,
Best Brauds, G5 @ 75
Swedish.
ft
8 4ft
9
55 @
Norway,.
Medium,..
Cast Steel,^
23
Common,_50 @
German Steel 14 ft 15 Half lbs.,.50 @
Shoo Steel .7 ft
7f Nat’l Leaf,.80 @
Spring Steel
9ft 12 Navy Jbs.,.50 @
Sheet Iron,
Varui*b.
English, W.
7ft 7£ Damar,.1 75 ® 2 50
R. G.
8*
2 25 @ 5 50
8ft
Russia. 22Jft
1 50 @ 2 5
Furniture,
Wool.
Oalv,. 12 ft 15
Viuril.
Fleece washed 40 @ 42 J
Kegs, # lb,..
@
9| do. unwashd 30 @ 33
oZ Pullod.Super 50 @ 55
Tierces, # ib
ft
Pail.
/lift 12 ! Pelts, large.., 1 50 @ 2 0
12
Caddies,.
Ilf ft
Lambskins_S5@ 100

Leave Portland for

Every

sep20d4w

sj

20‘(ft

23j

[Coach,.

Portland Unity Prom Stock JList.
For the week ending Oct. 8,1873
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions

Gold,.110}...
110}
Government 6’s, 1£61.114^
Government
5-20*6, 3802,.108}_loy

Government 5-20’s, 1864.... 100}_llo
Government 5-20’s, 1865.11 I
m
Government 5-20*8. July, 1865,. lm .'.'.’jirj
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.115
115}
Government 5-20’s. July, 1868,.Ill
114J
Government 10-40*s,.
ty
.log}
Si ate of Maine Bonds,....
yy
yog
i*ortland City Bonds, Municipal,. 94
915“
Bath City Bonds,..
yy
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years. 90 .!.! yi
Calais City Bonds,. 95
] 96
Cumberland National Bank,... 40. ...59 *.*.*.* 60
Canal National Bank,. 100....132 .*!. 133
First National Bank.lou.132
..133
Casco National Batik,.100.132 ....133
Mercb ants’ National Bank,.. .75.95
96
Nn i uui Traders* Bank......
100.132
133
Ponland Company,..
70
75
Portland Gas Company. 50. 65
C7
Ocean Insurance Co'upaav_ 100. 94
95
Atkintic & St. Lawrence it. K.00_03
A. A
..

...

..

..

....

...

The

FrrcnBURG, Mass.. Manu’rs

Vertical niici II vrizoutal
STB A i?I EN«S I rVEH.
COMBINED ENGINES
BOILERS are made in quanti-

fies and to

87

..88
70
98
87
67
90

I5

iVT'
,'S’ J
oi.l .n.1 t
& ?/J^«r«R.R.Bo„.|s,gold,
l.,.chttUT lt.H. Bonds.7^,.

...
...

....

d

...

asked

92

Providence Wringer.
ASonlioii

gauges

ST., N. Y.

ROLm,9
Rm rj*ble;

I^onble

Spinal

WM.

M.

MASKS,

Conway Railroad.

_sc29t8w
®

EVER

Cl

i-IV,<;li,rCt
lt.y t iG foundation tjr future evil consequences.
Nothing

WELLS’ CAKBOLIC
are a sure cure

is

more

*

»gf

certain to

>?i_i ^

TABLETS.

for all

diseases of the Respiratory Organs, Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diplii beria.
Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseuesa, Itrynessof the Throat, Windnine
or Bronchial i odes, and all diseases of
the Lunas.
however
col!1>
taken, these
t
cinf!01
S should be promptly and
TABLE]
freely used. Thev
equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time restore healthy action to the affected
organs.
Carbolic Tablet* are nut up
,,!„ls'
only in
bine
hores. Take no snbstnutes. If t
ey can’t be
*"und .11 your druggists wn«l nionrr
tothe A .-. in
Wl'° wHI forward them by return
maik
*»on>t he decei ved
Sold by ali druggists.
JOUi’. Q.
Send for circular.
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by Imitations.
Price 25 cents a lair
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days, Belling

c?RI''EnT-lii,:sA,,,!is
dis-

Exploration',

and Adventure pon.and the
LkXBATiithe Great Oceans, iHrina, Wonders
JJrcdaim,,
relecrraph/.ng, Sc. ’i --> spirited Engravings, price
trireme',/ low. Sells amnzinqln fast. Strike quick
held. Address HUBBARD BROS..
Imb’s,
53 Washing!on St., Boston.
seiiotiw

tool

com

Providence, R. I.
J.

II

WORK, Agsnl,

44 Krone! street, Bouton, ITIass.

-1nn1’_deowly

Park and Seaside Towns.
cemeteries,
COUNTRY PLACES
plan^,7 lVpTrk and To’HnJ*cfV}e Cnrdcncr bas
joade
:
aud
Towns,

eSbUe ^l Private Estates
furnishes
inbnrtlTLd
S'
rSSilSSSr^ f"
9 City Exchange.
Cemeteries,

BM
advice nlans

He

on

-t

8t" Phila-'

&ui

BostonMass P7n" ■T'"'9'
Rl'llt.v Park, I*el. Co. Pa a^ojS

---

On

OF

TRAINS.

after

Monday, SeDt
P

will
follows:
WiifiiPiTi'aina
^ Mail train for Gorham
run as

15th
U>

andaroommn.
notion train to Island Pond, 7.15 \ »,
Mail train 1.20 P. M. .stopping at all stations tri
Island Povd.) connecting with night mail train
Ior
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and tm-o,
> sta_
5.25 P. M.
■

*a'

aiart
A sent*

Wanted.

Send foM alalcguc.
ntdlKSTIC XEWIVt; IS A S’IS"INS’
E gn
°el_NEW YORK

FOB

COUGHS, COLDS,

Wells*

Carbolic

Tablets,

VIOSTOK'
BY

92 Com’] St. .T. W. PERKHOYT * FOGG,
rmkmll-

..

cre-___jv9TWS'u3m

j

Oentleme n’s Garments
CLEANSED

i

Prnggis.__
i
“BUSINESS”
Agent." and Canvasser
UVIJJiUJiro
wanted.—"L,.,
lores

—OR—

ortUw

Sermons," of Rev. W. M. l’rysnos, LL D
Ersr
and Cheapest Family Bibles, Maps, Charts
Pictures, Golden Pens, Sewing Sip.k ppml Linen
' Thread. Apply for terms to V. L. Guernsey. Pub
Concord If. H,
oclt4w''

,

Dyed Br< iwb,
nnd

I

Black. BluoRlack
anti Blue,
Prrmrd lttnilT(«r Wear.

No Rippir ig
required.

au'mrn/iL?TEK’s

au35MTb (tstt

Warranted not to crack.
DVE DOUSE.
24 Union Street.

D.

W.

Lowent

at

the

&

LITTLE

CO

2^"o. 49 1-3 Exchange Street.

Procure" Tickets by

the

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,
Only 35 HOURS

AND

—

Great Western Railway

PHILADELPHIA.
Iron Line of Steamers !

Clyde’s

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
mm Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Turough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
Central and tne Phil. & Reading R. R’-i., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A.‘PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
janll ly

Steamship Co.

Maine

HOT ELS..
Embracing the leading Hotels

Daily

Press may

m the State, at which.
always t>e found.

Edmnml

tor.

Elm House,

OF

RICHMOND,
CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
Will

eave

Wharf,

Railroad

every
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

evening, at 10 o’clock,

For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoln ville, Belfast, Searsjiort, Sandy Point, Buckspon,
Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at
o’clock P. M.

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES PEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,! Mlllbridge, Jonesport, and
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Bos on.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdi•vant, 179 Commercial Street, or
Portland.

Warrcu, Proprie-

AUBURN
Court. St. W. S. & A. Young*

Proprietors.

STURDIVANT,

Ag’t.

Gen

May 19.1873.

Rates T

and St. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

FHRNJVAL, Apt.

*

trains.
B ggage chocked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value'and that personal-) unless notice Jh given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES. Manaainq Director
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.

tj

SQUARE.

_

_

MAINE

_

The Magee Plate Iron Pinnace !
In

tbispjour annual advertisement,

NEW

we

take pleasure iu calling the attention of the public to

a

our

F IIBNACE

I R O N

PLA1E
assured that itsuppllies

long felt want, that of

perfectly

a

Healthy, Economical and Durable Heating, Apparatus.
The many years that ti e MAGEE FURNACE* have b<en in u
have
warrants us in affirming that the principle upon which they
tire is controlled, is the only

and
at

e

;
n

c>

uniform satisfaction the
uacted, and by which tli

True method of Cumin? Coa! with llie Greatest Clcouomy.
It has been discovered by actual experiment that Carbouir Avid Cin* will pass readily through Cast
Iron when healed to a certain temperature. To obviate this diffic ulty the M <%<► E t-i r A IAN AC’ E CO
have made a Furnace of fScavv Wrovi^lil Iron, riveted firmly together, alter the manner o
a Steam Boiler, and we fftutraniee that no you or riant can possibly escape into the air chamber.
We append the
interesting rejx'rt of tlir School Beard of the City oi Chclccu cone- ruing a testing
of the ilACJEE FURNACE with tnose of other makes:
“The Carter School House was orl-lually lurnished with four furnaces by a Boston «: aler, but it was soon
found that the rooms could not bt w.irnied with them. It seems iho agreement was that n money should
be paid till the furnaces were tested and satisbiciion givi n. Satislactioii was nevr r gn on, and when it was
tlie ci*y had paid fur tlum amJ they must be a Ins
proposed to take the lumaces mi. it was discovered that,
to the city. They w ere removed. Two new ftimaees of Magee *v C >. and two of another company were
then placed in the building. Magee preferred to hayc hi* placed ou the uorti hide of the building, where
was placed on each side of
had been most difficult 10 warm the building. Coal to the amount of forty t
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the close of winter Low the coal l on dcuM. lie Magee furnace
it
was
at
the
close
found
the other iurnaces had
ami
lour
after
the
week before and
were run
others,
days
consumed all the ceal, and the Magee iurnaces have six tons yet to the 1 credit.
the
scut
tons
of
with
furnaces but seventythere
was
consumed
With the original furnaces
coal;
pn
ninety
four tons, although last wiitter was by far the coMesi one. The Prudential C.m.u.iuee was instructed to
bv
his
furnaces
where they are used
satisfaction
thanks
for
the
rendered
perfect
convey to Mr. Magee their
in the*schools. This is considered a great triumph for the Magee Company.”
1<
.’1
wculd
r
and
ot
these
furnaces,
over
SIXTY
desiring the
During the past year we have set

following

APPARATUS

HEATING

BEST

in the maiket to the following veil known citizens of

our

city:

Hon. Wffl. Deering. Hen. Bion Bradbury, Copt. John W. Deering. J. I‘. T "ter. T>i„ Lewis
;, L. j„ J. M. Pifielu, Eaq.. A. A.
Esq., Hiram Peirce. Esq., Duran & Co. Pi,<l Hale, Eeq., If. ti.
C; i. Honry
Carter. F. Will
St rout, Esq., Win. linmindnd, Esq., John VS VV Lite, Esq., Dr. 1*. B.
J
An
icisoo. Win. Henry Anderson
Gen.
b.
(h
Geo.
Esq.,
F.
Hopkins,
Libby, Esti., Chas.
Paitridge,Esq.,
Esq., Maumieseh Smith, Esq., Henry Dunu, Eaq., Chin Hooper, Esq., Westluy Junes. Esq.,.Clius. F. Moulon, Esq., and many others.

Wliitney,

>

A.

myl9tf

Eastport, Calais

CO.

PORTE AND,

au4tf

NOYES

N.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Digby,

SOLE

AGENT

cV

SON,

STREET,

EXCHANGE

12

-.

MAGEE

ALL

FOR

GOODS.

831312m
IFVaJLIj

ARRANGEMENT.

AUGUSTA.

Augusta House, State St. Harrison Baker, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. & IF. Cony. Proprietors.

TWO TBIPS PEB WEEK!
On and after Monday September
29tli the Steamer
Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Steamer City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every .MONDAY and THURSDAY
at <> P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

New'York,

BANGOR.
Harr ini an Honsc, J.E. llarriman&Co.,
PronrictnrH.
Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Oninby,
with IVF D ITlcF.niighSiii & Mon., Prop.
Sasrndahof House, John S. NIillxken, Pro!
prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. 71. Plummer, Proprietor
BOSTON.
ImrrK.n Honor, l5nno.fr Nt. I,.Kir
Proprietor.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
RevereHonse. Bowdoin Sqnare.BnlfineVi,
Bingham. Wristey A Co.. Proprietors
Mt. Jam*;* Hotel—J. P. JS. Stctsop. Propri

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler A Co.

Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK. ME.
P. & K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field.

Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Iflonse—J. P.Chamberlain,Proprietor.

International

Proprietor.

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

D.

(Simpson*

cajnuTein*
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Claris’s Dininsr Hall. Orand Trunk Railway Depot, IN. W. Clark. Proprietor.

DIXFIELD.
J. Jackson, Pro-

Androscoggin Honse,

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan Si Son. Prop
City Hotel.—IV. H. Higgins & Sons, Props.
FOXCROFT.

Foxcroft Exchange

D.

tor.

Savage, Proprie-

ORE AT FALLS, N. H.
Oreat Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

HIRAM.
Ml. Cutler Honse,—Hiram Raston, Pro*
prietor*
LEWISTON.
House, Waterhouse Si INellen,

BeWitt
Proprietors.

LIMERICK.

Limerick House, Joseph O. Harmon, Proprietor.
_

NACHIAS.

Faatern Hotel.—E.

E.

Stoddard, Prop*

MECHANIC FALLS.
| Uuinu Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.
NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

Proprietor.
NAPLES"
House, Nathan Church Ac Sons, Pro-

CROCKS and

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
DAILY,

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

AT 7 O’CLOCK X>.

M.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days pf 5 P. M. Fare SI.f>0.
ip^Tickets and State Rooms for saL at No 74
Excnange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.

Freight

taken at low rates.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—
William LawrenceCapt. F. M. Howes.
William Craned* Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackslone,** Capt. Geo. H. Hallctt.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee^ Ala-

bama and Georgia; anil over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and 11

places West.

Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommoeations.

including

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.
Tire Steamer

^

CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Farnham, Or Master, will
on and after 30th inst.. leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o’clock, A. M., for Boothbay, Round Pond and
and
at 7 o’clock A. M.,
every
Wald«'boro,
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. AL, connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received after One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of

Saturday

HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO..
145

which

can

OLB ORCHARD BEACH.
Orran House. R. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, K. C. Staples,Proprietor.
__

north strateorb n. h.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey Ac Co. Pro-

Commercial St.

Sore Throat, Pains or Sorein the Chest and Side,

Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsarii does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.
PREPARED BY

SETH W. IWLE &
And sold

Leave each port every Wed’s’y &

No

RicnnoND.
Richmond Hotel, II. Springer. Proprietor

8HOWHEGAN.
Turner House, T. Is. Hussey A Co. Pro
^
prietors.
Kim House, M. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

bottles

system without the
sufficient for the

are

Pile** one bottle has cored the most difficult case
when all other remedies faile.l.
Perron* !>*ttlcn flics, Neuralgia, Headache,
etc., eased immediately.
lSb<‘Mi»ati*u>, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofnlar
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.

15ronebitis,Catarrh, Convulsions,

cured

and

Hysterics

or much relieved.
Difficult K5rc»thi»~, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Cliv'st almost
variably cured by taking a few
botJes oi the Quaker l itters.
Icmalr
Difficult ir*. so prevalent amoDZ
Am man ladies, yield readily to this invaluable median the Quaker Bitters.
Rilliou*, Remittai u and In term Ittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many pans of our country,completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters
The Aged tind in the Quaker Bitters just tb
article thay .tand in need of in ih ir
declining vears.
It quickens the b ooa and cheers the
mind, and paves
the passage down :be plane iucllned.
No One con remain long unwell (unless afflicte
wiih an Incurable <U*ease,) after
taking a few bottle
of the Quaker Bitters.

Sold

by all Drugsists and Dealers ia
medicines.
PREPARED

DR.
At their

XL.

S.

BY

FLINT

«5c CO.,
Great. Medica Depot 195 and 197 Broad

treet, Providence, R. I.

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J.W. Perkins & Co

_POliTIiAAD.

CANJ

bitters,

delphia,

at 10

Insurance

a. m.
one half

the rate of

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. HAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Horton.
jn23-ly

D

eod&wtSwM

BlOOj)

CiO

Passenger Ticket Agency!
row as

heretofore at

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE
WHERE

STREET,

—

W. D. LITTLE X CO.,
41* I -‘4 EXni.t.TCE STREET.

Jan30d3wistostt

Sebago Dye House,
NO. 17 PLUM

STREET.

H.

late of Poster Dye House of this
has reopened the
M City, McVEY
Sebago T)ye House No. n
I'lnm St., where
R.

lie is ready to do all kinds of dyeing and cleansing of gent lemers garments. Satisfaction guaranteed.
a- McVEY, (Posters Scotch I)ver),

au-7l|lv_No. 17 Plum street.
A Fine Business Opening:

young or middle aged man of nnexceptionable character. Experienced accountant and one
thousand dollars capital.
Investigation is invited
Address Bos 2015 Borland Ale
noygitf

FOR

a

€IJREI>,

WILLJDO

Which has stood the test tor more than 50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for the re-

JAUNDICE, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WEAK
NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS. COLDS, HEARTATTACKS.
BURN, BILIOUS
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOM ACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF TH K HEAD, LIVER COMPLAINTS, PILES, PIMPLES,
BOILS. SOUR STOMACH, CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS, headache LOWNESS OF SPIRITS.
COSTIV ENKSS. TND1 GESTLON,

and all complaints arising trom an impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged erudition of the Stomach
Liver, Bowel* or Kidney*.
Thia Preparation is purely Vegetable, containing
Extracts in a highly concentrated form ol' Roots,
Herb* and Barks—among which nr- Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Dandelion. Gentian, Wild Cherry. Orange, Mandrake, Aui*o. Juniper Bertie?. &c.—raak
ing a tine Tonic alterative an t Laxative Medicine,
which never fails to give tone and strength to the system debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem. Mass.
Sold by all Dealer* in Medicines generally.
au26
aeod&v 12w
the subscrib-

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
NOTICF
has been duly appointed and taken upon lierelf the trust of
of the estate f
er

Administratrix
IRA TIBBETS, late ol Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds a* tin* law direct*. Alt pers-nm K»vfn_» demands upon the estate of said deceased, nr r. nired
to exhibit the same; and all persons in bbte*l to said
make pn\ moot t<>
SARAH TIBBETS,

t<*

Adm’x.
octkllawCwTb*

For Sale Clj<*np.
First Class HACK and Runners. Suitable
for one or two horses. Enquire of DANIEL F
KNIGHTS, 31 Oxtord St., Portland, Me. oc7*2w

IT.

filVE IT A TRIAL,

and you will be convinced.
Heart Regulator has been rect .mm ended
by
Physicians. and 1b allowed by all who know its
value to be just w hat we cl. im it— a Cure lor Heart
Tho

manv

I sense

For circulars ot testimonials, Ac., address the solo
agent,

FR IKK E.IKC tLLS.Conrord K.IT.

DYSPEPSIA,

ONE

—

HeartRegnlator
purifieh.
sr~~^c)

Wr*

Cape Elizabeth, Oct. 7, 187J.

Axn

DR. GRATES’

TRADE MARK.

estate are called upon

BE
*

■VVEWE.NV

lief of

The Old Union

,’.rnl

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake Honse, J. Savage, Proprietor

from the

tew

Hgo'odhU!3'5

__

Proprietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. .Boucs. Proprietor.

a

case.

tl&weowly

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

Preble House- Congress St. Bibson fie Co.,

Bridgham .•»•., Proprietor.
House—L. O. Sanborn Ac Co.,
Prop? ietors.

obstinate

20HS, Eoston, Kass.,

bov

Wharfage.

And tiie West, South and Northwest, may procure
Through Tickets at tl.e lowest rates, via tiie Michigan Central and Great Western (via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York citv),
Chicago. Berlin-ten & Quincy, or Uock Island. Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency t!

Commercial

most

by Druggists and Dealers generally.

Sat’U’y.

Albion llonw, Hr l'«lFrnll«i.J.G Perry,

$t. .fnltaii Hotel, Cor. Nliddle and Plum
kits. B. K. Ward
U. S. H ©tel, Junction of Congress nnd FedSts. K. Cram Ac Co.. Proprietor.
Wnlhec House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.

sceptical.

Worms, expelled

least difficulty;

.of

Steamship Line.

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

etor.

most

of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience

Croup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,

once.

Eruption*, Pimples. Blotches and all impurties
bursting thn ugh the skin or otherwise,
by following the directions on the bottle
f'or Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements it has no equal; one bottle will convince the
ot the blood,
cured readily

cure

over forty years.
When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure
in the most severe
cases of
Coughs, Bronchitis,

at

cureti

0 L Do

Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adams

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Breen St.
.Solm P. Bans A* Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria

ably cure the following complaints:—
Dy*p«*p*in, Heart burn, Liver Complaints, and
Loss oi Appetite cured by
taking a lew bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

troduced for the relief and

PHILADELPHIA

—

Proprietor.
America:? House, India St. J. H. Bodge,

& REMEDY!

a

timely
ard preparation, as lias been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

—AND—

Is

Robbinson,

cured by

Portland, April 23,1873.apr24tf

prietors.
PARIS HILL,
Hubbard Hotel, H. nubbard, Proprieto

be

resort to thi3 stand-

ness

Fare
Berth and MeaL to Norfolk $15,001
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 05 bour3.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf. Boston.
,1une2tf

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Bau forth House, B.Bnnforth. Proprieto

PHI CLIPS.
Honse, Adams &

-—.~

SUPERIOR HE A.GO

FOREST CITY,
Havin', commodious Cabin and State Room acrun
will
commodations,
alternately, leaving

_

NORTH ANSON.
Hotel. Browudc Hilton, Propri-

isSOVERYl
“staSr1

THE GREAT REMEDY TOR

"boston

Real's Hotel, O. Iff. Breen, Prop.
Kim House, IVInin St. W. W. Whitmarsh

Somerset
etors.

3CAL1

l.\G STEAMERS
JOmy

NORWAY.

prietors.

THE

K—

etor.

Kim

~pr‘

FOR BOSTON.

W. L. ISIULIN&K, Agent
J. H. COYLE Jll., General Agent.rach30tf

View Honse, E. H. Benintb, Prop*

prietor.

—'

Connections made at Eastport tor St. Andrews,
R^bbinstou, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, W.ndson, Keutville. Halifax, N. S., r'rederickton,
Slie.iiac, Amherst, Charloitetown, P. E. I., and Summer^ide, P. E. I.
^“Freight received on days of sailiug until 4
o’clock P. M.
sep‘J6ostcA R. STUBBS, Agent.

etor.

Tnmont House. Trrmont St. Bingham
11 rislcy & Co. Proprietors.

a cheat;

days.

same

BATA.

^Proprietor.

Southwest

29

&

BROS

NUTTER
MARKET

and

The Steamer
CITY

City for Barstow’s Celebrated Wrought Iron Furnace. CV-

"NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole Agent* in tlie
and Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

given,*

Inside lines "between
Portland and Knngor, Mt. Desert
Machias.

CYRUS

ALFRED.

County House,

Pro or?etor.

THE GRANT) TRUNK RAILWAY is in Bpleudi 1
condition, is well equipped with first-class roiline
Block, and is making the bes’ connections and quickest time of am route from Portland to the West
J^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AN!) SLEEPING CARS attached to all
through

Portland, Sept. 12,1873.

Co.

Machiaspoj’t.

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
the

MOX-

Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne & Chicago Railwajs
Or the Great Southern Mail Route and
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.
The most Direct ami Short Lines to Florida,
Charleston, fiavannah and nil Nonthcru
Points.
Through tickets to New York. Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington via the Stoningtou. Fall River and Norwich Steamboat Lines or the
nil Rail Routes via Worcester and Springfield and
the Shore Lines.
Travellers who wish tor RELIABLE information
are desired to call at our office and procure Time
Tables. Maps. &o. Our arrangements (as for the
past twelve years) are such as to enable us to afiord
every facility, and Lave no motive to deceive.
Tickets to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.
se30
dtf

Portland, every

DAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P.
M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
lifted up with line accommodations for passengers,
making this tne mos> convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Mav 9-dtf
N. B.—The Steamer Chase will for the present run
in connection with the Franconia and Chesapeake,
between Portland and New York, making tn-weekly
communication.
sel6

PORTLAND.

in the

J. C.

Line,

Milwaukee, St. Paul, fit.
Loan, Omaha, ttnn Francisco, anil
all Points West, Northwest,
anil Southwest, or via the

Proprietor.

Northwest, West and

A3D

For Chicago.

Proprietors

—

points

CENTRAL

—AND—

Barden

To fnnmla, I>Mroa
CHirnsco. IVlilwntj.
I<e*c. Cinciumiti. Wt. l>oui«9 On;
ha,
Hagiu.nvr, Kf Paul, Wall Lake City
OenTfr, Wan E?ranciffcot
and all

BOSTON to CHICAGO, yia

from

MICHIGAN

Oww■

Tickets sold at Rednced

gf E

LAl’J DRV l.sj,

SMITH, GAGE* CO.
INS * C>J., 86 Corn’l St.

DISEASES,

IJL 1 I I* ONIY IN Its,UP’
BOXFS.
T R I F » ,t A D » li IS K
jjp

A
Sold by

jl.

FOR SALE D f PORTLAND

HOARSENESS,

A>D ALL TIFL’OAT

Is

4 LIBERTY S4J

For

_

MARK,

tlic

as

OLD UNION TICKET OFFICE OF

ARRANGEMENT.
anti

DEPOT AT FOOT OF IIVDIA ST.

Cnrred

riwvnjuytu

WINTER

—

>Adjn*»nh,*>

■''irancftt*

ALTERATION

74 EXCHANGE ST.

JH\£h"$°

TRADE

fbAi?Ipt

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OP CANADA.

^Passenger Offices,

COfiS,

Holds

i?2i<Jlj

TYains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate
Station.
8.51) a. in. Through mail train from
Island Pondu
Montreal, Quebec and (he West .50 p. m.
Aecomidalion train from South Paris and m.
"ay
Stations 6.15 p. m.

Remarkable Success. £VIffl
4 days, and another 8458 in 8

wvi/iiu

morning.
t Accommodation train
IIFast Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. AI. C, R. R,
GEO. BACH ELDER.
General Agent Eastern & AI. C. R. R., Portland Me

tions,

77*li Tliousnuil in Pit.kn—Fir*i IVIoiith.

Ocean’s k,l,,t
stoi*v
A,
.t »ot

#

The 8.30 A. M. t rain fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. AT. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. S
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Aloruing, does not run
Monday

—
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! S60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at
| home./ay ore venire; no capital required; full instructions
valuable package of goods sent free by
| madAddress, with six rent return stamp. M.
YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St„
Y.
t»!*20t4w

3

P His; q §
^

£ a

KELLOGG, 18 Platt4" Now York
Sofe Agent for United s,atw

in

The 7.30 A. AI. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for
Naples,
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.

MANAGER.

Send for

covery

AUm

go

from 1 to 20

LANDT
circular.

...

Bonds,.

standard,

horse-power.
WAREROOMS, No. 46 CORT-

..

K. It. It.

and at tlic Eowcst Prices.

that all parts are iuterehange.qble. Can be run with greater
safety and less expense than any
other engine manufactured, Siz-.
*
es

carefully executed

and

of

Our

...

1
o.n.* Central U. R.
Stock.100.60
Maine Central It. R. Bonds.
96
7’s..
gt,jl*
1L B‘>nds, 100. 85
tC-rf n
p
^
R; II. Bon.is.. 100. 65

promptly

Haskins Machine Co.

ewiston, Rockland. AuDexter.Bangor, St. John

For Lewiston. Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. At.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.13 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6. 15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Line at 11.10 A. M.
Boston at 1.40 P. AT. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 I*. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. AI. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. AI.
The 9.10 A. AT. and 3.15 P. AI. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

Work

of

description

...

..

Bath,

gusta, Skowhegan, Belfast,
and Halifax at 111.05 P. NI.

50@l4

Low

ns

BOLSTER MILLS.
Hancock House,—IN. Hancock, Prop*

TRAL RAILROAD.

Book, Card and Joli

CAMPHORIN E

PORTLAND

Steamers Chesapeake and Fianfurther notice, run

tram.)

For Bath. Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at 7:00 a. m.
For Batb. Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta,Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowbegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at I rtjrrp: m.--—For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 5.20 p m
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 r. m.
Trains are Due at Bortlnutl.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:53 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at
2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:"5 p. it.
From St. John Bangor. &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets fu e sold in Portland and bageagf
checked throuah to Honlton, Calais, St. John, Hali-

l*

v.

;

B. COYLE, dr., Atlantic Wharf, or
Excursion Tickets to Halifax and Return good
until Nov. I is—at reduced rates.
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
mar25dtf

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Via Boston, Albany anil Niagara Falls*

The *3.20 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M., conneccing with trains lor New'
York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop at Fxetcr for refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms,
t Accommodation.

COMPANY,

(lied

River,

Stonini'ton ami Norwich Lines.

do.,..

....

close connections with the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Picton, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages lor
Cape Breton.
V3T RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS, at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J

Leave

The fC.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
M., connecting with train for New York via Shore
Fine at 11.10 A. M.
The t9.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s asnn
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; al?o with 5.3) P. Aj (steamboat) trains
for New York via

DIRECT

Makiug
Railway,

coni. will, until
a* follows:

SOUTH AN3> WEST.

Gold Bonds

7

ug Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX

SAVE TIME AND MONET !

Kates

...

RAILWAY

oc6tc

WEEK.

The new side wheel Steamship
FA 1 .MOUTH. Capt. W. A. Colby,
willle&ve Railroad wlmrf, Portlaud,every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
**"* M., (or on arrival of train leav-

*

POINTS

AND ALL

Binarfe*

& Great Eastern

TURNER, Superintendent.

WILLIAM H.

TRIP*"PER

For New York, Albany. Philadelphia,
Baltimore. Washington,

Pf^gwj'RfNO,
i
IuIIIKu^AN

Kentucky

daily.

leave Riddcford at 111.25 P. 1ST.
Fo/ Ncarhoi o. ©I<l Orchard. Saco, Ridcleford and it cun chunk 1.30 P. AT.
Returning, leave Kcmicbunlt 17.30 A. M.

^rrr^Lr^d

Cask.;.5

AKKANGEMENT.

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxtbn, Bonnv Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for limerick, Newfleld, Parsonslield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. returning alternate davs.
At Centre Waterboro* for limerick, Parsonsfield,

Returning,

Library

EMPLOYMENT

Orchard, Saco and Bidricfard

18.5 A. M.

CONCERTO

....

ONE

Passenger

EXCURSION TICKETS.

[Shingles,

!

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

uv

Portland to Wolfboro and retuni, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For iBiEton nud Union t9.15 A. M., *3.20 P.

canvasshig

WASHINGTON ^§51 l-smis

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Peraaquid, daily.
Freight l rains daily and freight taken at »ow rates*
JvWtf_O. A. COOMBS. Sui.’t.

■-•T'Ti

u

...

_se!3t4w.

daily.

Iron Furnace !

to Prince Edward IsCape Bretou.

land uud

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

At T nomas ton tor Sc. George
At Warren lor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jeilergon and Whitelield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro* for North Waldohoro*. Washington"

Competition, Barstov-’s Wrought

Still Ahead of

TO

DIRECT !
With connection*

M.

PnssMiecr Trains leave PortTrains leave Portland
a land for Boston
^
16.15, 19.13 A. M.
“ocliestcr and intermediate stations
m
*3.20 (Parlor Cars), *6 P. M.
tTTt
7.30 A.M., and 1.30 P. M..
at
making
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
A. M., 112.30, 13.30. *G.0o P. M.
Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
Train* from tJo*»o»5 nreilue at Portlnud j over
connect at Rochester with I>over and Winnipiseogee
at 12.30 4,55, 8.10. 9.45 P. M.
lor Alton Bay, and with
Portsmouth, Great
F«r JflnnehrMcr and Concord, N. II., and ! Railroad
and Conway Railroad lor Conway.
t c NORTH via C.& P. R. R. Junction, j Falls
for Portland and way stations at
Rochester
Leave
16.15 A. M., *3.20 P. M.
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
For Lotrcll-All trains connect at Lawrence
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
with trains for Lowel
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Bostou
and
Concord
via Lawrence
Far I?Baacheftier
via Boston K Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
19115 A. M.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at LOO P. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay 1G.15, A. M.,
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.15 P. M.
*3.20 P. M.
Portland lor Saco River at G.20 P. M.
Leave
and
Center
For Wolfboro
EPnrhor, via
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Nteani* r Hit. Washington from Alton Ray
connect as follows:
Stages
A.
M.
*9.15
16.15 and
At Gotham for West Gorham Standlsh. and No.
fg=y-

THOS. 1). WINCHESTER,

sur-

p.

29th. 1ST*.

SEPT

STREET,

li( nd.
CauvnMHiug Ro«»k* stout Free for the
'<t5 00 Sheet & Pipe.. 10 @ 104
and
'Their Combined Engine
8
western
5ft
Dried,
Pis...
8«
Boiler is peculiarly adapted to
JLcufhcr.
eastern.
Gift fc$
do
OB
i all purposes requiring small powNew Yurt.
Ashen.
er.
More than 400 engines, from
11 ft Hd ! Light
FIVE YEARS IN THE TERRITORIES.
GO @ 31
Fear),# lb
benu ter Illustrated
2 to 10U horse-power, m use.
9 © 11 ! Mid. Weight
30 @ 33
Pot.
The only complete history ol that vast region between
•ircular.
oc2tl2w
Beaus.
30 @ 33
the Mississippi and the Pacific: Its Resources,
] Heavy
00
25
41
4G
@3
Slaughter..
@
Pen.3
I
Climate, Inhabitants, Natural Curiosities, etc. It
Books sent free for
Mediums. 2 75ft3 00 Am. Call-1 20 @1.5
contains 340 fine engravings of the Scenery, Lands,
JLJmc.
Yellow Eyes. .3 00 ft3 25
People, and Curiosities (f the Great West. Agents
Rockland .s’sk.l 35 @
Bos Shook*.
are selling from 15 to 25 copies a day, and we send
On
Mnnliocil. Wcmniihvod
anil
tlicir
fjnuibci*.
Pine.75ft SO
a canvassing book free to any poolt ageut.
Address,
Mutual Viitcr«rrlatioii»: Love, Its Law
Clear Pint,
Bread.
stating experience, See., NATIONAL PUBLISHING Power, etc.
CO
Nos.
1
A
2.50
00
00
00
Pilot Sup-10
@12
@00
j
CO., Philadelphia. Pa
A gents are selling from 15 to 25 copies of this
No 3.40 00 @50 00
Pilot cx.loOB) 7 50 ft 9 00
work a (lay, aiJ we send a
book free to
No. 4.30 00 @40 00
Ship. 5 50 ft G 05
any book agent. Address, stating experience, etc
Shipping. .20 00 @30 00
Crackers#100 40 ft 50
National
Pa.
Publishing
Co.
oc3t4w
Philadelphia,
00
00
Butter.
Spruce.15
@17
AGENTS WANTED for a complete history’ of our
25 @ 35 Hemlock.
1300 @1500
Family, #lb
National Capital. Its origin, growth, excellencies,
18
15
Clapboards,
Store.
(ft
abuses, beauties, and personages are all portrayed in
('audio*.
Spruce ex.30 00 @35 00
that graphic style which has placed the author, Geo. l man who will act as oilr agent. Business
and
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
ft 13
Mould, #lb....
Alp. Townsend, among the foremost newspaper
honorable. $300 made In 5 days
Saleable as flonr.
Sperm. 35 ft 37Ji Pine.4.5 00 @65 00 i correspondents of the time. It gives bold, startling,
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have
C'euaoat.
truthful, inside views of Washington liTe, and Con- ! It. No Gift Enterprise, no Hnmbug.
Cedar ex... 3 50 @ 5 00
B bbl.2 35 @2 40
gressional aud Lobbying Jobbery. Books ready for
oc4t4w
KENNEDY & CO., Pittsburg, Pa.
Ceda r No 1. 2 50 @ 3 25
(J horse.
Address.
delivery.
!
do
Shaved 4 00 @ G 50
Vermont.# lb. 12 @ 13
JAMES BETTS & CO- Hartford. Ct.
seplSHw
Pine do... 4 00 @ GOO
WATERS’
V IKTOR ORGANS
Factory new... 14 ft 15
are
(he most beautiful in
N. Y. Dairy.. 12 ft 13 Laths,
(5 i 1 G CA In Four Weeks Cnuvn*i<*iiig
2
and
00
Spruce.
Coal—(Retail.)
iktylc
perfect in tone
@
j
Odt-*-w •Oilwas one agent’s profit on Bryant’s
The CON*
Cumberland.. .9 00ft 9 50 ! Pine. 3 00 @ 3 50
of Poetry and Sony; $70 in one we«k
.Hatch*-*.
rO
STOP is the best
Pictou... .8 00 ft8 50
on The Aew Houskeeper's Manual, by Miss Beecher
er placed in any
1 05
Chestnut.7 50 ft8 00 Star, ¥> gros.
and Mrs. Stowe. Anv active man or woman can
llolnssfi.
'gun* It is produced by
Franklin. 9 50ftio(j(J
have an agency. J. 'B. FORD & CO., New York,
extra setof reeds pe£8 @ G3
sel8t4w
L’gh&W.Ash. .8 50ft 9 00 Porto Rico
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
(j oiler.
Cienfugos. 40 @ 42
culiarly voiced, the
tl'l'tCT of which is
for n!l!-One Agent in four
rlava,#lb. 32 @ 33 Muscovado.... 37 @ 42
70 @85
weeks made a profit of $412.80, Belling Bryant’s
Rio. 26 ft 27 New Orleans...
{MOST CHARM 1 NO
Mas tart.
soil,
stiuLibrary of Poetry and Song; $70 in one week on
Cooperage.
Heads
38
and
The
40
New
Miss
Beecher
Shooks
,Sagua..,.
while its IM@
Housekeeper's Manual, by
JHtad.
v
and Mrs. Stowe. Any live man or woman can have
Nails.
Mol. City. ...2 50 ft 2 It5
STATION of the III/00 @3
an agency.
J. B. FORD & CO., New York, Boston,
voice is suSug. City-2 25 ft
Naval Mtorc*.
4 9 PliR «. Terms liberal.
Chicago, or San Francisco
sepl8t4w
Sag. C’try.. .1 50 ft 1 6()
5 50 @5 75
Tar,t> bbl
Country Ri Mol.
Pitch (C. Tar). .4 50 @4 75
HUM Sli’ks 1 50ft
Wil Pitch.... 5 50 @5 75
HUM Headings,
HORACE
Rosin,.5 25 @ 8 00
Space 35 in. 28 ft
WATERS & SON, 481
4G @ 50
Soft Pine,.. 28 ft
Turpentine.gl
Sroaclwav,
N.
Y.. mil
30
Oil.
Hard Pine,
ft
disposeoj 500 PIANOS and OXSGANtt of first@23
Hoops,(Uti),45 00 ft 50 00 Kerosene,class makers, including W ATERS’, ct ex00
Port.Ref.
Petr
50
18
K.OakStaves
ft
FIRST MORTGAGE
@
tremely lowpriccs for cash , or part cash,and
Sperm,.1 88 @ 1 92
Copper.
Ixxlan'e in small monthly payments. New 740 ft
Whale,. 85 @ DU
Cop.Bolta.
Octav© firH-cEass PEANOS, all modern
ft 27
Y. M. Sheathing
Bank,. 58 @ G8
iinprovcuicnts.8275 rn ft. ORGANS 5ft 27
Bronze do.
Shore,. 53 @ 03
; Oc tave* S?0. OOl'BEE-RrFJ) ORGANS,
Y. M. Bolts,.. 32 ft
Pergie,
@ 55
and U}>Coupons payable Prbrnary nnd Anguit in
SlOO; 4-SrJTOP SI 10; S-STOX»,
Linseed..99
1
00
Cordage.
@
Gold in New York or BailimoiT.
For UnU*
tcards. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES MAILED. A large
1 04 @ 1 05
American,# lb, 121 @ 13> Boiled
at 90 per cent, and accrued intcrcwt in cur
discount to Ministers, Churches, Suiidav-S( hncls, Temperance
H
1
75
80
ft
Lard,.
@
Russia,.
rency; secured by First Mortgage; executed to
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED*
184ft 19|t Olive,.1 25 @ 1 75
Manila.
Fnrnu*r*’ Coau and 'I'riiMt Co. of Yew
t4\v
oc6
iCast or,.1 72 @ 1 80
Manila B’ltr’p
20*ft
York, covering Company’s Line, its Franchises,
Drag* and Dyes* Neatsfoot,.... 1 25 @ 1 50
Iteal and Personal Estate, at the rate of
Equipments,
I
2
55
15ft
Elaine,.
Alcohol,#gal,
@ 58
$15,000 per mile on the Road, extending from
25 @ 55
l’aiulM.
Arrow Root,
Ciiicinnatk to Catleliisbnrg, the terminus of
I
7 ft 9 Port. Lead... 11 75 @
Bi-Caro Soda,
Chesapeake and Ohio Road, a 4t> miles.
25 ft 26 PureGr’d do 12 00 @ 12 25
excruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
Borax,.
City, Railroad or any other
Governments,
State,
relieved in two hours, and cured iu a few daj s,
38
34
Pure
11
do
50
ft
Dry
Camphor.
@
marketable securities taken in exchange, at highest
Am.Zinc.... 12 00 @13 00
by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,
Cream Tartar 44 ft 46
market rates, without cone mi** ion. and 14. &
4
Indigo,.115 ft 1 40 Rochelle Yell
3j@
O. IE. R Rond* forwarded free of charge to
Eng.Ven.Red
Logwood ex., li ft
3£@ 4
purchaser. Pamphlet*. Map* and full inIS
11
12
1/(ft
Madder,....
Lead,...
@
formation will be furnished on application to
11 @
12
Naptha #gal 25 ft 39 Litharge.
They require neither attention or confinement, ot
WJU. FISHER A
l*lasier.
Opium. 8 75 ft
any kind and are certain to prevent the disease atton,..
Rhubarb,.... 1 00 ft 1 50 White,
@ 3 00
33 South Mt., BAI !l(;OB£,
tacking any vital parts.
4 Blue.
S it Soda
3Jft
@2 00
Cankers, Slock anil Koto Brokers, and Fiscal Agents
l‘> ft 18
00 @9o0
Saltpetre_
PREPARED BY
of the
dealers in Governing! ts and Baillift
5$ Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 00
Sulphur...
way Seoul li ies in all the markets of ilie 1 s.
Produce.
Vitroi,. 13 ft 15
—Or
to Banks and Bankers throughout the counDueb.
9 @ 13
|BeefSide,*>Ib
No. 1.
@ 40 j Veal,. 10 @ 12
LONDON, ENGLAND,
No. 3.
ft 42 iMutton,. 10 @ y>
AGK1VTS WAWTle® for the new book,
No. 10,......
(ft 28 Chickens,.... 23 @ 25
and sold by all Drnggists,
LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF
nov20
Turkeys,. 18 @ 22
Ravens,
eodlyr
24
8 oz.,.
Eggs, doz., 27 @ 2S
£0
10 oz.
Potatoes, ^>bu
55@ GO
4
Onions,..
00@ 4 25
lljcwoods,
by his eomradeand friend, I>. W. C. Peters, Brevet
Round hogs—8 @
Barwoul
9
5ft
ALL MA Y HAVE BY USING DAILY
Lt. Col. and Surgeon, U. S. A
from facts dictated
5 @
7
R*rovi*ion*.
Brazil Wood,
by himself. The only Tuue and Authentic life of
6 ft
7 Mess Beef,.. 9 00 @12 00
Canfwood,..
America’s
SCOUT
greatest
TRAPPER,
Ex
3 I
Mess, 12 50 @ 14 50
Fustic,.
2Jft
! Plate. 14 00 @15 5'^- and GUIDE ever published. Ir, contains full and
Logwood,
complete descriptions of the Indian Tribes of the
Cum peachy,
If ft 2\ Expiate,.. 15 00 @15 59
EAR WEST, as seen bvKP Carson, who lived among
St. Domingo, lift 2J Pork,
them all his life. It gives a lull, reliable account of
Gi
00
Peach Wood,
ft
@
I Backs,.... 21
the
MODOCS and the MODOC WAR. As a work of
21 ft
Red Wood—
Clear,. 20 00 @
no20
Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle, eodlyr
it ia invaluable.
HISTORY,
A grand opportunity
Fi*b.
a
19 00
Mess,. 18 50
for agents to make money. Our illustrated circular's
! Prime. 15 50@1GOO
Cod, per qtl.,
sent free to ali applicants. Write ami secure terriL'ge Shore, .5 50 ft 5 75 Hams,. 13£ @ 13
tory at once.
DUSTIN, GILMAN
CO.,
Rice.
1/gu Bank, 4 50 ft 5 00
sep!9t4w
Hartford, Conn.
ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MA Y HAVE IT
10
Rice, p* lb...
7£@
Malera u*.
Poll-M-k,. 2 23 ;(v 3 00
.1
75
2
94
Haddock,...
ft 25 Salcratus, <fciib. 7@
by constant use >f
Mai:.
Hake.1 62 (ft 1 871r
Turk’s Is. **
Herr
An Odrial aed TCiritling CkiMtnry of
Shore.#bbl 4 00 @5 00 | blid.(Sbus),. 2 50 @ 3 00
none
Scaled,# bx 3» ft 35 St. Martin,..
no20
Price, 25 and 50 Cents pir Bottle, eodlyi
13 ft 20 j Bnnaire,
2 50 @ 3 00
No. 1,.
| Under the late Cart. IIall. hjs untimely
2 75 @325
Mackerel, # bbl.,
Re ? ark able Rescue op the Crew from
Death.
Bnv No. i, 14 50ft 16 50 Cadiz,in bond 2 25 @ 2 75
I n Floating Field of Ice.
LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES
Iso. a History of all
1| the
Bay No. 2, 12 50ft I t 50 Livcrpool,dutv
F-xpecJitr ns to the apjit World form the
ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.
paid,.3 00 @3 50 I Earliest
Large 3 .10 50ft 12 UU
Times Profusely illustrated.
Aaccnt*
Shore No. 1,..23 00ft25 09 I Li v. in bond,. 2 50 @ 3 00 I lVaiit.ii. Aildress,
Philadelphia Rook
No. 2,.13 00 a 15 00 jGr’nd butter. 25 @
seplOflw
Company, Philadelphia.
Meed*.
Medium,. ...8 50ft 10 00
Clam Bait.
500ft6 00 Clover lb. 9 @ to
INODOROUS
Red Top bag, 4 >0@ 4 75
(flour.
Superfine,.... 5 50 @6 00 H.Grass, bush. 4 75@5 00
6
do
75
5
7
25
C'auaaa,
ft
x,
00@
Spring
THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
‘*
xx,.. 7 75 ft 8 50
Moap.
Invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 percent,
9
tflcb. 8 00 ft 8 50 Ex St’m Ref’d
@
will renovate them thoroughly. Price 25 cents
interest,
net, payable semiannually K New York,and
xx 8 75 ft 9 75 Family,.
8
@
bottle. All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers
will garanfec ti.e collection of all leans inafle through
C 75 ft 7 75 •No. 1,.
Illinois x,.
7
@
its
All charges paid by the borrower. Please
tgency.
xx,.... 8 50ft 1100
Spice*.
F.
WELLS &
New
write, before investing, for New York and New EngSt. Louis x,.. 8 59 (a) 9 *0 !Cassia, pure,. 45 @
land references, tnd full particulars. Samuel Mer«
XX. 10 00 ft 11 50
37 @ 40
rill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
Wholesale
Fruit.
Ginger,. 20 @
JAM ES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 1G7 I)es Moino20
eodlyr
Almonds,....
Mace,.1 70 @
nes, Iowa.
sep20t4w
Soti Shell,.. 20 (ft 22 Nutmegs,-1 30 @
Shelled,.... 40 ft 55 Pepper,. 25 @ 25
“
Pea N uts,.... 2 25 ft 2 73
Mtarcli.
Citron,. 50 ft
Pearl,. 9 @ 10£
9 ft
The Greatest Discovery of the Age for the relief and
Currants,
Sugar.
8 ft
9 Granulated,.
Dates,
cure of leheiiuiaiinio, chronic and ncmc.
11§@
Figs. 12 ft 18 Coflee A,.... 1CJ
NprniuH, ]Sriii*c*. ft*aiu in t'hrst. Bach, or
Prunes,. 12 ft 17 Extra C,.
@ 105
9^inib«, ?UtfF .Point*, w train*, Glneulaliir
Raisins,
Inflammation.
C,.
10§@
Nwdlines,
Neuralgia,
3 00 @ 3 12 Syrups,.
GO @
Layer,
80
Rii jiou**, Cntairh, Ac.
Will not grease or
Muscatel..
3 50ft 3 69 Eagle Sugar Relinerv:
stain the most delicate faoric, which makes it a luxL. M. new.4 25 Yellow7i@ 84
ury in every family. Try it and be convinced of its
New Va!.# lb. 14 ft
(C).
great merit. Price 25 cense per bottle. REUBEN
Si @
Lemons.# boxlO 00 ftl3 00I C.
9
HOYT. Prop’r, 203 Greenwich St.. N. Y.
ne20t4w

4

the time in

making

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Vinal llaven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. siM and 1.00

PALL

oc2t4w

roundings Comes and see ever day. or address Drs.
C. C. iY P. A. F. 1HT8EKBURY, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
1C W. 24ih. St.. N. Y. City, Mondays and Fridays, cr
address Post-Office box 3550 N. V.
aul3dl2wt

.....

EXPRESS.

FAST

Direc rail route to Wiscasset, New
jju-.sile, Dam.u ®eotta, Waldoboro,
^Warren and Rockland.
.No change of cars between Portland

LINE

Halifax Nova Scotia,

daily.

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays eveepted), arriving in Boston at C.5i'.

NEW YORK.

had.

Apple**.
Green,.3 GO

Old Orchard, Saco. Riddcford, Kenncbuuk, Rover. Baal FaISs, Exeter,
Flnvrrhill and Lawrence.

House,

BROADWAY AND 31ST

Wh* [^answering

ft*e>’ilaml W holesale fi*r«ee Current.
Corrected for the Press to Oct. 8. 1873.

Gold Pen; or a Photographic
Keroseue Lamp for your Parlor;

CORNER OF

|

bloom

VIA

EUROPEAN PE AN.

AT

TARRYTOWN ON THE HUDSON.
And shriveling to its /all.
Complete restoration to health by the laying on of
hands
guarante d to scltcted ctscs. No drugs used.
I would no! think it. Sun ly never so
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. ConThe blessed types are set.
sumption, C rebro-spinal meningitis, Spinal CurvaStill. I went looking, vistful, to and fro,
ture.;. Irritations. Sof.ening ot the Brain, all forms of
The perf ect w ord to get.
..Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, oilier
Liver Complications;
specific in Uicrine Difficulties,
»Tww there for reading. God’s rhymes take large
Paralysis. Bed-ridden irom various causes, and all
forms
of acute and ch.onic diseases successfully’
meanings rilo,
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
Net far from iho “closed gentian” shone white I can be
atmosOf “Everlasting Life.

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

NIAIL

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
__

or a

Stand

nr a

Fine

Winchester

CURE

Hygienic board, invigorating
phere., pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful

_MISCELLANEOUS.

STEAMERS.

__

R-—-

-—It.

Loader Shot Gon; or a Cabinet Orgau worth $140;
bv simply working up your unoccupied time in a
way explained in the circulars of the M. H. P. Co.
Perfectly legitimate aud respectable; many wou d
Address M. 11. P. CO., 129 East
r-ay uhllanthroi-ic.
18th St., New York.
oc2t4w

perform operations

to

foot troubles, sent by mail on
Send stamp '•“or circular to
one dollar.
(d.'Gil HOLSL-SllUE, 41 l)ty St., X. Y.

ami

1 said. It is the gentian; aud I sought
For an unfolded one,
Jud veiling with sweet fringes its heart-thought
Ol gladness from the sun.
It.

plates, illustrating how

BOSTON & MAINE

Accordeon; or Webster’s Illustrated
Qa&rto Dictionaiy; or Roger’s World Renowned Statuary Groups; or a Fine Violin; ora R mington
Rifle Cane; or Remingtou Double Barrel Breach
or

“RATIONAL HORSE-SHOEING,”

The delicate corrolla* swelled unsheathed
Fioiii calyx-cradles small
In lender bells,wit b clear-curved veinings wreathed
That, closing, sealed them all.

Vainly.

Album;

JUST PUBLISHED:

(Patented.)

Music Box;

or a

to the Horse’s Foot.

Full-clustered flowers of vivid purple-blue.
Yet bud-like, with shut lips.

MAIDS

Teachers, Students, Clergymen, Postmasters, and

all Diseases Incident

p.ant whose preen spires something barely grew

RAILROADS,

RAILROADS.

wide awake Young Men, and Men and Women of
all classes:
Yon can easily earn a first-class
Sewing Machine;
or Books sufficient to stock a
Libarary; or tome
valuable Pictures to beautify your homes; or a nice
Stereoscope; or a good time keeper (Clock or W .tch);

Cures and Prevents

\

climbed one day upon a great high shelf
Where God rare tilings (loth hide,
And found a po m that had writ itself
Against the mountaiu side.
1U*'<I at its short brave

OLD

THE CHEAPEST & BEST.

I

A

MISCELLANEOUS.
_

Shoe.

Horse

Goodenough

T. TYHITKEY.

BY MltS. A. I).

i

MISCELLANEOUS.

Friee 81 per. Battle.

ly. vT. W. Perkins A Co.,

Frupgists generPhillips A Co.

wholesale dealers.

JanlSeodAwly

|

a !•; t

For sale by
A W. F.

v s b u k a

EKVrARVSTNF. WATER-Tbs Great MedicBine os N in nr. It dorscd by the Highest Medical Amhoritios. Restores Mnsenlar Power to the
Paralytic, Youthful Vigor to the Aged, and lieTetops the Young at a Critical Period; nis-olTcs
Calculi amt ‘‘Cb .iky”
Deposits; Cures Gout
Rheumatism. Dysp pd i, Neuraljda. Gravel Diahetes. Ids. -os o» the Klin o. River and Shin
Abdominal Drops-, ( hr ntc Diarrhoea, Constipation, Asthma, Nervonst ess. Sleeplessness. General Debili v. and licit 'v evei v el s* of Chronic M<ease.
Pamphlets containing History of tbeSpritu
ami Test n onlals fioro Medical Journals, Eminent PhvsMans and Distinguished Citizens, nnt
mail hy 1YH.TNEY Br.OS.. General
hike by
Auenls, --7 Soot I, Front St.. Philadelphia. For
‘■.’s’ " d
auHtlSu
TWW
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DissolultOH oi irlirlnersllipof Scribner
~\TOT ”E is lierchv given that the firm mutnalconJl.i & Andrews is licieby iifrjolwd by

"CDt-

G. SCRIBNER,
SILAS I). ANDREWS.
All demands of the late tirm will be settled by either of theabovo porMop.
au23dti
Uiisiicld, March lUtb, 187 J«
R.

